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NATIONAL FOREWORD
This Indian Standard which is identical with IEC/PAS 62119(1 999) ‘Generic requirements for implementation of
product manufacturing description data and transfer methodology’ issued by the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards on the recommendation of Printed Circuits
Sectional Committee and approval of the Electronics and Telecommunication Division Council.
The text of the IEC/PAS document has been approved as suitable for publication as Indian Standard without
deviations. Certain conventions are, however, not identical to those used in Indian Standards. Attention is particularly drawn to the following:
a)

Wherever the words ‘International Standard’ appear referring to this standard, they should be read as
‘Indian Standard’.

b)

Comma (,) has been used as a decimal marker while in Indian Standards, the current practice is to use a
point (.) as the decimal marker.

CROSS REFERENCES
The technical committee responsible for the preparation of this standard has reviewed the provisions of the following International Standards and has decided that they are acceptable for use in conjunction with this standard:
Terms and definitions for interconnecting and packaging electronic circuits

lPC-T-50
WC-2512

(ADMIN)

Sectional requirements for implementation of administrative methods for
manufacturing data description

IPC-2513

(DRAWG)

Sectional requirements for implementation of drawing methods for manufacturing
data description

IPC-2514

(13DFAB)

Sectional requirements for implementation of printed board fabrication data
description

IPC-2515

(BDTST)

Sectional requirements for implementation of bare board product electrical testing
data description

IPC-2516

(BDASM)

Sectionalrequirementsforimplementationof assembledboardproduct manufacturing
data description

IPC-2517

(ASEMT)

Sectional requirements for implementation of assembly in-circuit testing data
description

IPC-2518

(PTLST)

Sectional requirements for implementation of part list product data description

IPC-2519

(MODEL)

Sectional requirements for information model data related to the printed board
and printed board manufacturing description

IPC-2521

PWB fabrication data quality rating system

IPC-2522

Bareboard electrical test data quality rating system

IPC-2523

Printed board assembly data quality rating system

IPC-2524

In-circuit test data quality rating system

IPC-4101

Laminate/prepreg materials standard for printed boards
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1

SCOPE

This standard specifies data file formats used to describe printed board and printed board assembly
products with details sufficient for tooling, manufacturing, assembly, inspection and testing requirements.
These formats may be used for transmitting information between a printed board designer and a
manufacturing or assembly facility. The files are also useful when the manufacturing cycle includes
computer-aided processes and numerical control machines.
The information can be used for both manual and for digital interpretations.
either English or S1 units.
1.1

The data may be defined in

Interpretation

“Shall”, the emphatic form of
intended to express a provision
and compliance to test modules
the correct relationships between

the verb, is used throughout this standard whenever a requirement is
that is mandatory. Deviation from a shall requirement is not permitted,
(CTMS), developed to check syntax and semantics, is required to ensure
entities in a file.

The words “should” and “may” are used whenever it is necessary to express non-mandatory

{
I

provisions.

“Will”’[~ used to express a declaration of purpose.
To assist the reader, the word shall is presented in bold characters.

GenCAM Focus

1.2

The GenCAM format requirements are provided in a series of standards focused on printed board
manufacturing, assembly, inspection, and testing. This standard series consists of a generic standard
(IPC-25 11) which contains all the general requirements.
There are seven sectional that are focused on
the details necessary to accumulate information in the single GenCAM file, that addresses the needs of
the manufacturing disciplines producing a particular product. The sectional standards (lPC-2512 through
2518) paraphrase the important detailed requirements and provide suggested usage and examples for the
topic covered by the sectional standard.
2

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitutes provisions
All documents are subject to revision and parties who make
of the IPC-2510 series of standards.
agreements based on this generic standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the
most recent editions of the documents indicated below.
IPC-T-50
IPC-2512

(ADMIN)

IX-25

(DRAWG)

13

IPC-2514

(BDFAB)

IPC-2515

(BDTST)

Terms and Definitions” for Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic Circuits
Sectional Requirements for Imple~entation
of Administrative Methods for
Manufacturing Data Description
Sectional Requirements. for Implementation
of Drawing Methods for
Manufacturing Data Description
Sectional Requiremefits for Implementation of Printed Board Fabrication
Data Description
Sectional Requirements for Implementation of Bare Board Product Electrical
Testing Data Description

1
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IPC-2516

(BDASM)

IPC-2517

(ASEMT)

IPC-2518

(PTLST)

IPC-2519

(MODEL)

IPC-2521
IPC-2522
IPC-2523
IPC-2524
IPC-41 01
3
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Sectional Requirements for Implementation
of Assembled Board Product
Manufacturing Data Description
Sectional Requirements for Implementation of Assembly In-Circuit Testing
Data Description
Sectional Requirements
for Implementation
of Part List Product Data
Description
Sectional Requirements for Information Model Data Related to the Printed
Board and Printed Board Manufacturing Descriptions
PWB Fabrication Data Quality Rating System
Bareboard Electrical Test Data Quality Rating System
Printed Board Assembly Data Quality Rating System
In-Circuit Test Data Quality Rating System
Larrtinate/Prepreg Materials Standard for Printed Boards

~’
;. ..~
\;:
T ,
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REQUIREMENTS

The generic computer-aided manufacturing (GenCAM) format specifies data sections specifically for
information interchange of data related to printed board manufacturing, assembly, inspection, and test.
GefiCAM is comprised of twenty sections. These are shown in Tables 3-1<and 3-2.
Each section has a specific function or task respectively and is independent of each other. Accordingly,
the information interchange for a specific purpose is possible only if the sections required for such a
purpose have been prepared.

3.1

Category classification

Table 3-1 provides the name and purpose of each of the twenty sections.

. --”

i

ADMINISTRATION
FIXTURES
PANELS
BOARDS
DRAWINGS

PRIMITIVES

Describesthe orderinginformationnecessaryfor identifyingresponsibility,quantity6f ordered parts
and deliveryschedule.
Describesfixturingfor bare board and assembledboard testing.
Panelization;includesdescriptionof manufacturingpanels for printedboards and descriptionof
assemblyarrays.
Descriptionof boardand coupons;includesoutlineof boardkoupon, cutouts,toolingholes.
Describesengineeringdrawing and formattingrequirementsfor completeprinted boardand printed
board assemblydescriptions.
Describessimpleand complexprimitivephysicalshapes;includeslands,holes, standardpatterns.

PATTERNS

Functionaland nonfunctionalgeometriesdevelopedby the user, i.e. user macros; includesshapes,
logos,featuresnot partof the circuit and otheru~er-definedfigures.
Descri~tionfor usersto build librariesof nwsableDadsand mdstacks.

MECHANICALS

Mechanical information; includes handles, nuts, bolts, heat sinks,brackets,holes.

ARTWORKS

LAYERS

I Board manufacturingdescriptions;includesconductivehonconductivelayer definitionof silk screens,
I details of dielectric tolerances, separations and thickness.

PADSTACKS

CAD system da~, includes pads and drilling information throughthe board.

PACKAGES

Describesa libraryof componentpackages;includestrue packagedimensions.

FAMILIES

Is used to describelogicfamiliesof components.

DEVICES
COMPONENTS

Componentdescription;includesdevice part number.

L

I

Used to identifycomponents;includesreferencedesignatorswhere appropriate.

I
/
I

I
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Pnxti#MKeywd
POWER

Power and ground;includespowerinjectionparatnetemexpectedand pertnittcd.

ROUTES

Conductorlocationinformation,includesthe locationof conductorson atl layers.

TESTCONNECTS

Test point location;includesprohepoints, singlenametest point types and testerpin assignments.

CHANGES

Showschangedata related to the existingdesignpreviouslysent to the manufacturingsite.

Section heading keywords shall be preceded by a dollar sign ($). Each section shall end with the header
name preceded by the $END (i.e. $HEADER and $ENDHEADER).
All keywords belonging to a section
should be indented a minimum of two (2) spaces between the beginning and endktg of a section in order
to pass the readability test of the compliance test module. ‘Once the indenture is defined (exact number of
spaces), the practice will be consistent throughout the GenCAM file. The Horizontal Tab character
(ASCII decimal 9) is not permitted for this, requirement.
Nesting of sections shall not be permitted.
See Appendix A for a summary of section heading and ending keywords.

3.1.1

{

Categories and Content

Table 3-2 provides the section identifiers, and
each of the significant seven standards related
and standards are administiation, drawings,
assembled bo.md inspection/test, and parts list.

Table 3-2
, Sectkm Ml?l@er

HEADER
ADMINISTRATION
FIXTURES
PANELS
BOARDS
DRAWINGS
PRIMITIVES
ARTWORKS
PA’lTERNS
MECHANICt$LS
LAYERS
PADSTACKS
PACKAGES
FAMILIES
DEVICES
COMPONENTS
POWER
ROUTES
TESTCONNECTS

ADMIN

x
x

x

DRAwG
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

the relationship of which sections are necessary to support
to the GenCAM format. The significant seven data sets
printed board fabrication, printed board test, assembly,
(IPC-2512 through IPC-25 18)

Section Name Relationships
IU3FAB
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

BIYI’ST
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

B13ASM
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x“
x
x

ASEMT
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

FTLST
x
x
------

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

X*
X*
X*
X*
X*
X*
X*
CHANGES
.
* The CHANGESseetion is used independently to salterpreviously sent tiles. Included shall be a HEADER section (for revision status and
identification) and an ADMINISTRATION section to show effectivity
Note: The letter “X” indicates general usage requirements, Each sectional standard provides addltionsdgranularity, and indicates mandatory and
optional data ability requirements.

The twenty sections can be used in various combinations
processes in printed board fabrication and printed board

to provide information for manufacturing
assembly characteristics.
In each of the

3
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significant seven data sets, there may be subsets to make up details for a specific process or equipment.
An example of this might be a stencil file that is used to deposit solder paste on a printed board prior to
assembly.
Only specific information needed to produce the stencil would be necessary in order to
establish the details for stencil manufacturing.
me details of these characteristics are described within
one of the significant seven standards in which that particular process applies.
It should be noted that in situations where a specific process is defined (i.e. stencil fabrication, glue dot
positioning), some sections would be mandatory in order to provide the appropriate information, whereas
some sections might be optional depending on the conditions of the particular manufacturing discipline.
3.2

Character Definition

The text used in the file for keywords and fixed field parameters shall be ASCII characters in English, in
the range space (ASCII decimal 20) to”- (ASCII decimal 126). The only control characters allowed are
carriage return (ASCII decimal 13) and line feed (ASCII decimal 10). All other control characters,
including TAB (ASCII decimal 9), and DEL (ASCII decimal 127) shall not be allowed. Each text line,
including the very last line in the file, shall be terminated with at least one line feed character. Carriage
returns are optional. Extra line feeds and carriage returns can be included when the file is generated but
will be ignored when the file is read. A text end of file marker, such as control Z (ASCII decimal 26),
should not be included in the file data.
Freeform text strings may include special native language character sets in any language that is
documented in an 1S0 standard or has 1S0 registration (for examples of the 1S0 standards, see Table 33), provided that the character set code has been identified in the HEADER section.

Table 3-3 Example of Native Language Codes
Language

Character SetDesignation

EasternEuropean(Latin 2)—. .
8-bitcharacterset
English
ANSI ASCII
English
ISO 7-bitcoded characterset
French
German
Italian
Katakana(Japanese)
JIS code
Latin/Greek
8 bit characterset
Norwegian– 1
Norwegian-2
Portuguese
Spanish
Swedish
WesternEuropean(Latin 1)
8 bit characterset
* 1S0 registration number 006 is equivalent to 002
3.3

standard
ISO 8859-2
ANSI x3.4
1S0 646

JIS X0201
1S0 8859-7

ml Rq@wratioll
Iulmber
006.
~2*
025
021
015
013
060
061
016
017
010

ISO 8859-1

Keyword Rules

All keywords shall be uppercase.
There are section keywords and statement keywords.
Section
keywords are preceded by a $ (ASCII decimal 36); all statement keywords are followed by a colon
(ASCII decimal 58) which separates them from the parameters identifkd as part of the keyword
chtiacteristics.
There shall be one keyword per line. All section statements (except blank lines) shall
start with a keyword and end with semicolon (ASCII decimal 59), but can span multiple text lines. See
Appendix B for a listing of statement keywords.

4
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Throughout this document, the word “ keyword” shall refer to the capitalized reserved word that names
the statement. The phrase “keyword statement” shall refer to the entire statement, including the keyword,
all of the parameters, and ending with the semi-colon character.

3.4

Parameter Rules

Parameters are separated from each other by a comma character (ASCII decimal 44). The occurrence of
optional but omitted parameters will be denoted by the appearance of a “,,” (comma-comma) sequence
except where the omitted parameter field(s) extend to the end of the line. In this case the terminating “;“
(semicolon) is sufficient to denote the omitted parameter(s).
A fixed field parameter shall haye the purpose defined in this specification (see Appendix C). All fixed
field parameters shall be in upper case (capitals). A free field (string) can be any ,text that contains the
characters as defined in the parameter description. All freeform alpha-numeric fields shall be contained in
When the string itself contains a double-quote
“ (double-quote) character (ASCII decimal’34) paim
character, that character shall be double-quoted.
Example:
“BOARD’’’’Synthesizer” “Assembly” could be the title of an assembly.
word “synthesizer” is surrounded by quotes.

This format indicates that the

All free fields, such as component names, can use upper or lower case and are always case sensitive.
example the component names “C 1” and “c 1” represent two different components.

3.4.1

For

Alpha-numeric Parameters

The following rules apply with the parameters identified as being a string of alphanumeric
Also identified are the rules for numbers and the GenCAM date format.

characters.

string

.._
..—

SPACE (ASCII decimal 32) to - (ASCII decimal 126) inclusive
This is the default character set and its use is assumed, unless another has been
declared using the CHARACTERSET statement in the HEADER section of the
GenCAM file.

number

.._
..—

3.4x10”38 < value < 3.4x1038
where value can be positive, negative, integer or floating point, with 7 digit
precision. Numbers are assumed to be positive but can be explicitly designated
as positive by a preceding + (ASCII decimal 43) character. Negative numbers
must be explicitly designated as negative by a preceding - (ASCII decimal 45)
character.
Exponentiation format shall be [t ][0-9]*.[0-9]*[eE] [0-9]*

p_number

::=

().0 < y~ue <3. 4X14)38

p_integer

::=

l{ O123456789}n

date_fo3mat

::=

yyyy-rnm-dd
1997-02-23

3.5

(numeric) - yyyy = year, mm= month,

dd = day i.e.,

Coordinate Rules

The GenCAM file uses Cartesian coordinates, where the x coordinates become more positive going from
left to right (west to east), and they, coordinates become more positive going from bottom to top (south to
north), as viewed looking down at the primary side (TOP) of the board, coupon, or panel (see Figure 3-1).
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The user has the responsibility to define the top of the printed board assembly. All sections of GenCAM
will use the same TOP (primary side) selected. Once the point of origin of all coordinate data has been
established, that location shall remain constant throughout the delivered GenCAM file.
When coordinates are identified by a parameter exy_ref>, it is an indication that there are two separate
fields for the X and Y coordinate.
The first field represents the X, the second field represents the Y
coordinate, The letters X and Y shall not appear in the GenCAM file, however the format is explicit in
that xy pairs are denoted by the format parameter statement, and are enclosed by parentheses. Thus, three
references to xy coordinates would result in three nutnber sets, separated by commas i.e., (4937, 5178),
(5937, 6492), (4326, 7893). Additional spaces to improve readability are optional.

Viewing

Primary

Side

I

‘>~

Single Sided Board
Viewing

Primary

Side

I
Conductive
Datum

+x
Layer 2

.-----

2-Sided Board

I

II

Viewing

Primary

Side

I

Ihlultilayer Board

II

II

Note: For those printed board assemblies that have
components on both sides, any side may be
dea!gnated as the primary side and used to
define Conductive Layer i

Figure 3-1 Printed Board Viewing
3.6

Transformation Characteristics

The transformation parameter, <xform>, is used throughout this specification to define the location and
orieritation of physical features. Any primitive within the GenCAM file may be transformed by changing
their characteristics. The transform includes placement, rotation, scaling, and mirmr image changes. The
transform is unique to a particular primitive, be it a standard or a user-defined primitive, the following
rules apply:

6
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<xforIm
<xy_ref>
<rotation>
<mirror>
<scale_factor>
<x_offseO
<y_offse@

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.$—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.i—

exy_ref>, [<rotation>], [anirroo],
[<scale_facto~]
(<x_offset>, <y_offse~)
<angulm_measure>
MIRROR - indicates that all x-values go to minus x-values.
p_number - Scale multiplies all dimensions proportionally.
number
number

An additional transformation
parameter, <location>, is also available in GenCAN1. The <location>
parameter is similar to the exfoparameter except that the <scale_facto= parameter is not pe~tted.
The intent of <location> is to prevent CAD or CAM systems from scaling those items where a change of
scale is not appropriate. The rules for clocation> are:
<location>
<xy_ref>
<rotation>
<mirror>
<x_offseti
<y_offseO

3.6.1

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<xy_ref>, [<rotation>], [<rnirrox9]
(<x_offset>, <y_offseO)
<angular_measure>
MIRROR - indicates that all x-values go to minus x-values,
number
number

Scale factor description

Scale factor shall define a positive number, greater than or less than one. The scale factor is applied as a
multiplier to both x and y dimensions evenly. It can be used to scale a coordinate, tixt, or other primitive
dimensions. The scale factor does not apply to angular values or rotation direction values.
3.6.2

Rotation and mirror attributes

The rotation is a value in either degrees, or radians units. Positive rotation is in the counter-clockwise
direction. Negative rotation is in the clockwise direction. Rotation defaults to 0.0, but can be applied to
text, or any physical shape.
~
Mirror is the fixed field parameter MIRROR.

MIRROR indicates that all “x” values go to a –x value.

The mirror and rotate attributes are shown in Figure 3-2. The example shows a unique artwork (14 pin
DIP device) placed on the top and bottom of a board at 90 degree rotations. The following points should
be noted:
1. The original shape (<rotation> = O and <rnirroo = O) is defined for the right edge of the board. It
could have been defined for the bottom of the board. Whether the shape was defined for TOP or
BOTTOM of the board the original shape will always have <rotation>= O and <mirrob = O.
2. All shapes are viewed from the TOP of the board looking down and through the board.
3. Mirroring shall be applied before rotating.
4. MIRROR mirrors the component about the y-axis of the board. Mirroring is not done about the x or y
axes of the component. The x coordinates of the shape become negative, the y coordinates remain the
same.
5. Rotation is always counter clockwise as viewed from the right edge of the board, even if the
component is on the BOITOM.
6. Lands associated with the body go through the same shape mirroring and rotation.
7. Rotation and mirroring do not affect the component position on the board. The component is still
placed using the shape origin.
8. The same rules apply to all GenCAM shapes, i.e. pads, patterns, artworks, boards, and panels.

7
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f?otate CoutWerdcmkwise
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F@re 3-2
3.7

Minor and Rotate D~ram

Data Organization and Identification Rules

GenCAM is intended to convey printed board and printed board assembly data in a single file. The
information may be for a single electronic assembly or multiple electronic assemblies that may be
manufactured on a single panel. Thus the rules for the boards, assemblies, panels and fixtures have
specific requirements to permit segmentation of data within supporting data sections.
3.7.1

USEDHU

The keyword USEDIN is the identifier that permits grouping of data pertinent to one or more boards,
assemblies, panels, or fixtures. The use of the USEDIN keyword statement is mandatory and shall be
identified in every section as pertaining to those items contained in the HEADER section where the
names are assigned,
ASSEMBLY: cusedin_name>, <assembly_name>, <assembly_numbeo,
eassembly_revision>;
BOARD: <usedin_name>, cboard_name>, <board_numbe~,
<board_revision>;
PANEL: <usedin_name>, <panel_narne>, <panel_numbefi,
<panel_revision>;
FIXTURE: <usedin_name>, efixture_name>, [cfixture_numbeo],
[dixture_revision>];
The <usedin_name> is unique only to the specific GenCAM file. A different name shall be assigned to
It is
each product defined in the HEADER section. Duplicat~g these names shall not be permitted.
recommended that the selection of <usedin_narne> have signifwance to those using the GenCAM file.
8
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Support sections (i.e. PRIMITIVES, ARTWORKS, PAITERNS, ROUTES, COMPONENTS etc.) shall
contain the indication to which <usedln_name> product the data belongs. If all of the data is pertaining to
all products in the file, the USEDIN statement will have all usedin_names indicated in a string.
Alternatively, the data may be segmented by multiple occurrences in a section. The USEDIN statement is
modal, and shall apply to all data tdat follows until the occurrence of the next usedin statement, or the end
of the section.
3.7.2

Explicit Deftition

All data is explicitly defined, there is no implied change of data.
the bottom of the board does not imply that its shape is mirrored.
mirror xmuneter if the shape needs mirroring.
3.7.3

For example, placing a component on
The shape shall be explicitly given a

File Readability

When several keywords are used to define or add additional information to a preceding keyword, those
keywords shall be indented under the parent to which they belong. The indenture shall be consistent
throughout the file and be a minimum of two spaces. This same feature shall also be used to indent all
keywords between the start and the end of a section, i.e., $BOARDS to $ENDBOARDS.
The TAB
(ASCII decimal 9) is not allowed when indenting blocks
Thus, the rule applies throughout the GenCAM file, and is established by the number of spaces that
keywords are indented between the beginning and end of a section keyword. In addition to indenture,
spaces are permitted betweqn any parameters of a statement. Spaces are significant if they occur within a
string (between quotes); spaces are insignificant if they are used primarily to improve readability of the
GenCAM file.
The use of additional spaces between parameters may be random in that there may be 1, 2, 3, or more
spaces at different increments depending on the desire of the tool or the user community to have
particular parameters aligned for ease of readability.
4

GENERAL

.,

RULES

The following format key is provided to aid the reader in understanding the rules defined in this standard.
Sections 4 through 6 provide details and examples in this format (BNF*) key. The text in Sections 4
through 6 supplements the BNF descriptions. In the case of differences between the text and the BNF, the
BNF shall take precedence. A complete summary of the BNF descriptions of GenCAM is available on
the web at http:llwww.gencarn.orgldocsltmflindex.html.
<>

[<>]
A
O{e>}n
{A IBIC}
{A&B&C}
1{AI BIC}2
l{ A& B&c}2
l{ AI BIC}n
{A& O{B}n&C}

.------

- denotes a single parameter field
- denotes a single optional parameter field
- denotes exactly one of A.
- denotes zero or more occurrences of a parameter field
- denotes exactly one of A or B or C
- denotes exactly one set of A and B and C (no order is implied)
- denotes no fewer than one, but no more than two of A, B or C.
‘-denotes at least one se~ but no more than two sets of A, B and C.
- denotes some non-zero number (n) of A, B or C.
- denotes exactly one set consisting of a single A and a single C and
from zero or more occurrences of B

*Format popukrized by John Backus and Steve Nauer

The convention within this document is that the parameter that applies to an item’s name where it is
Where the defined item is later referenced
defined, used the syntax “... _name” (e.g. ecircle_name>).
(called), the syntax “... _ref’ is used (e.g. <circle_ref>).
9
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4.1

Description of Primitives

Many of the details within the various GenCAM sections require the ability to describe shapes. The
PRIMITIVES
ection of a GenCAM file is specifically for defining and dimensioning these shapes.,
GenCAM supp %rts the use of three distinct categories of standard shape primitive descriptions: Graphic
Primitives, Simple Primitives and Complex Piirnitives. In addition, GenCAM supports the ability of the
user to extend the collection of standard primitives.

(

GenCAM Graphic Primitives are single, line and arc segments.
LINE

CIRCARC

ELLIPARC

GenCAM Simple primitives are common, closed shapes.
CIRCLE

RECTCENTER

GenCAM Complex primitives are special shapes that are commonly
design and manufacturing industry.
RECTCHAM
DIAMOND
DSHAPE

RECTROUND
HEXAGON
THERMAL

RECTCORNER
used throughout

the electronic

OVAL
OCTAGON

The Standard Primitives collection can be extended by the user, through the use of special keywords. The
keyword POLYGON can be used to define and name a group of GenCAM Graphic Primitives that forma
single-image closed region.
The keyword POLYLINE can be used to define and name a group of
GenCAM Graphic Primitives that forma non-closed image.

4.2

GenCAM Pri@ive Enhancement Descriptors

The default condition of every primitive definition is as a solid, but zero-width line, with all closed
regions being unfilled. Every primitive can be provided with texture to override the default condition
through the use of the GenCAM primitive enhancement descriptors LINEDESC and PAINTDESC.
These descriptors can be coupled with a primitive to identifi its line width, type and end treatment, or the
fill method of a closed region, respectively. The statements LINEDESC and PAINTDESC also reside in
the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file.

4.2.1

Line Enhancement Descriptors (LINEDESC)

The LINEDESC keyword slKW be followed by a line description name. The LINEDESC keyword
describes the characteristics of the line and includes the line width, the line type, the end characteristics,
end modifications, and color. The following format for LINEDESC includes all the options and all
possible parameters.
Format:
LINEDESC:

<linedesc_name>, eline_width>, [cline_encb], [<color_ref>], [<line–tyPe>],
[<line_space>], [eline_length>], [<line_mocb], [<mod_end>],
[<dim_A>], [cdim_B>], [cdim_C>];

Note: cline_type> defines the characteristicsof the line that includes the tine type designationand any dimensions associated
with the line type. (see Figure 4-1) The default for <line_type>is SOLID. The default for <line_end> is ROUND with an
eend_mod>ofNONE. If no color is referenced,the defaultcoloris 0,0,0 (black).

,.
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Line width parameters dine_width>

4.2.1.1

4
y4*’
,. ,4

4 .,

Line width parameters shall be specified for primitive enhancers. Line width parameters specified for
circles, rectangles and polygons determine the width of the perimeter line of these closed figures. When
there is more than one dimension of <line_width> within the GenCAM file, the LINEDESC keyword is
used multiple times and the differences are identified by the <linedesc_name> in order to be able to refer
to that particular line description.
Examule:
LINEDESC:

“ linel

“,

3.0 ;

A solid black line, 3.0 mm wide with round line ends
4.2.1.2

Line type parameters .dine.type>

GenCAM supports the line types SOLID, DOTTED, DASHED, CEN~R
and (solid) ERASE. Line type
parameters other than SOLID shall define the spacing characteristics for those lines shown in Figure 4-1.
The words used for line type parameters are reserved, fixed field parameters and shall be indicated in
upper case. The format used to describe line type paralneters includes the fixed parameter followed by
definitions of spaces and length of dots, dashes, center-lines, etc.

SOLID
DOTTED-==.===DASHED

------

------

CENTER

—

I —

PHANTOM

—

. =—

‘.--.--

ERASE
F@ure 4-1 Lme Type Parameter Descriptions
Example:
LINEDESC:

“line2

“,

1.0,

,

, DOTTED,

2 .5;

A dotted line 1.Ornm diameter for the dot, 2.5mm for the space between dot centers.
LINEDESC:

“line3’’,

l.O,

,

, CENTER, l. 5,2.8;

A dashed, dot, dash line, 1.Omm wide (also dot diameter),
start or ending of dash, 2.8mm for length of dash.
4.2.1.3

1.5mm space between dot center and

Line end parameters cline.end>

The default for line end parameters is ROUND.

When other parameters are used, they shall be denoted

according to F@ure 4-2.

11
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<line_end> designations

are:

ROUND

~

SQUARE

NONE

\

Figure
4-2 LimeEnd Parameters
Note: The words ROUND, SQUARE, and NONE are fixed field parameters and are reserved words.

4.2.1.4

I&e end modtieation parameters

Regarding the tear-drop, sub-land or other modifications to line end, onty the processing attributes are
defined in this format. (The figure generation for these modifications shall be performed in each CAD or
CAM system). (see Figure 4-3)
<line_mocb

designations:
TP, ....
TD, ....
SL1, ....

taper (fillet)
tear-drop
Sub-lands
Sub-lands

SL2,....

.

‘& T@f’””””
.-.
%

SL2

m-[“”C
~

SLI

.“

.44

.‘ B
,

‘. .-.

F-

“,,
.,

.

,

-----.
*

;8*:
..
*
. . . . .

.*

.

s

.

4-3 Liie End Modifkation Parameters

The special line end modifications are defined by the fixed field parameter (TP, TD, SL1, SL2 or NONE);
where NONE is the default parameter.. The dimensions that describe line end modifications are A, B, and
C as indicated in Figure 4-3. The words TP, TD, SL1, or SL2 are freed field parameters.
The parameter <mod_encb, detmes which end of the line 1s modified.
Them are three fixed field
parameters that may be used to describe the requirement. The crnod.enb
designations arw
BOTH: fixed field parameter for modifying both start and ~iish of line ends
START: fixed field parameter for describing the start point of a line
FINISH: fixed field parameter for describing the last point of a line

12
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Note: The words BOTH,START,and FiNISHare fixed fieldparameters.
Exardes:
LINEDESC:

“Li.rle9”,
TP,

1.0,
SQU~E
BOTH, 2.5,

, , CENTER,
1.3;

40.(),

8.0

A centerline,

black by default, l.Ornm wide, where the length of the dash is 40.Omrn and the
clearance between the center of the dot and the beginning and end of the dash is 0.8. Since the line
ends are square, the dot is also square - 1.0 mm x 1.0 mm). Both ends of the line segment are
tapered
LINEDESC:
2.0,
1.7,

“linc?lo”,
1.6;

1.(),

RO~D,

“Red”,

p~TOM,

25.0,

8.0,

TD,

!

CJT~T,

A red phantom line, 1.0 mm wide, where the dashes are 25.0 mm long, and the distance from
beginning and end of the dash to the center of the dot, or the distance between dot centers is 8.0
mm. The starting end of the line is a teardrop, while the opposite end is round by default.
4.2.2

PAINT parameters (PAINTDESC)

The PAINTDESC keyword shall be followed by a paintdesc name and the parameters
4 and the appropriate parameters for HATCH and MESH.
PAINTDESC:

cpaintdesc_name>,
<paint_type>,
[epitch2>], [<angle2>];
(Default)

[ecolor_ref>],

[<line. .width>],

shown in Figure 4-

[cpitch 1>],[<angle 1>],

.- ----

HOLLOW ~1
FILL
MESH

c1 “

“~~(-H

=
,+y+
.:?
>/#,
‘‘%J,
:.<.j<;f
f,$,4
:%
y,,;
>*
,y,,,i,.:
m .,:$

VOID
F~re4-4

Paint Designation

The paint defaultis HOLLOW.
For MESHand HATCH,the defaultangleis 45.
The defaultcoloris 0,0,0 (Maek).
When combined with other primitives; the result of a FILL, HATCH, MESH, and HATCH with a VOID
are shown in Figure 4-5. The implication in Figure 4-5 is that a LINEDESC description has also been
invoked either separately or as part of a single record to provide the outline of those shapes that are
painted with MESH, HATCH, or VOID. It should also be noted that if a VOID is instantiated in a FILL,
the-LINEDESC is not required.

13
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... ,
‘i* ,b
!
.8
rectangle - MESH

circle - FILL

rectangle - HATCH

Polygon
with VOID

Figure 4-5 Paint Descriptions
ERASE and VOID remove the immediately previous, positive instance.
extends the VOID and does not remove a second positive jnstance.
4.2.3

VOID overlapping

VOID only

Rules of Precedence

Both the LINEDESC and PAINTDESC statements have an optional <color.ref> parameter. The addition
of an optional <color_ref> parameter, directly on the instance statement has the possibility of causing a
conflict with the <color_ref> on the definition statement. Should this happen, the rule shall be that the
ccolor_ref> specified of the more global enhancement statement (LINEDESC, PAINTDESC)
shall
override not only the default of the language, but also the <color_ref> on the instance stitement.
If no
texture is provided, the definition statement takes precedence. Figure 4-6 shows the rules of precedence
and indicates how usage textures override referenced textures included in the definition of an artwork or
pattern.

@

Usage Textures
override
referenced
-----primitives
and artworks

“’”f@!iD

u
~)d
--\
d
---------

----

----.-----

--

D~~{~n

Overrides

GenCAM

Point of
Definition

@ii@

No Texture
Definitions

Texture Defaults
SOLID
WIDTH (0)
BLACK
HOLLOW

Figure 4-6 Rules of Precedence

4.2.4

Rules for Shape Descriptions

Shapes can be needed in many sections of the GenCAM file where they may be used to describe a
condtt-ctivE trace, a board outline, a hole, a drawing etc. Many instances of the same shape, in the same
dimensions may be needed in different places in the GenCAM file. In recognition of this, GenCAM
supports the reuse of distinct shapes through definition and reference rules.
14
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74

GenCAM Standard Simple primitive and GenC’AM Standard Complex Primitive statements can appear in
three forms. The fwst form, Named Form, is a definitional form, and can appear only in the PRIMITIVES
section of thei GenCAM file.
The syntax of the Named Form does not support enhancement or
transformation parameters.
The other two forms are instance forms. The fnst of these, the Reference
Form, creates a primitive instance by referencing a previously defined, Named Form primitive. The last
form, the Un-named Form, creates an in-line instance definition. Unlike the Named Form, the syntax for
these Reference and Un-named inst@ce forms support enhancement through reference to a named
LINEDESC and/or PAINTDESC.
When used, both of these instance forms shall be owned by a higher
order statement and shall be provided with a locating <xforrm..
Named definitions of un-enhanced primitives and the primitive enhancements shall be located in the
PRIMITIVES section where they are grouped and analyzed for completeness.
Thus, a robust GenCAM
file would have all enhancement descriptors (i.e. LINEDESC, PAINTDESC) and all named primitive
descriptions (e.g. CIRCLE, OVAL), including user primitives (POLYLINE, POLYLINE), located in the
PRIMITIVES section. These would then be called, provided with enhancement, and positioned at the
correct location (xy coordinate) at the time they are required within the other sections.

4.3

Standard Graphic Primitives

The GenCAM Standard Graphic Primitives are line and arc segments, and are located by the x-y points of
their deftitions.
Their statements shall have only an Un-Named form. They have no Named Form and
no Reference Form. Within the PRIMITIVES Section of the GenCAM file, their syntax does not support
enhancement.
In any other applicable section their syntax does support reference to LINEDESC
deftitions.
In all cases, tjiey shall be owned by a higher order statement

4.3.1

Straight line (LINE)

A straight line shall have all the characteristics
its context. (See Figure 4-7)

and attributes necessary to fully describe the line based on
----

-Form.
PRIMITIVE Section:
LINE: <start_xy>, eend.xy>;
All Other Sections:
LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, [clinedesc_ref>],

[<color_refi];

Note: A <olor.ref> used here will be overriddenby the colorreferencein the LINEDESCdefinition,if any.
End xy

start
Xy
Figure 4-7

Line
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Example:

4.3.2

PRIMITIVES Section:
LINE:
(4973,
2967),

(4735,

6524);

All Other Sections:
LINE:
(4973,

(4735,

6524),

2967),

“line3”,

“cyan”;

Circular arc (CIRCARC)

The keyword for a curved line may have one or two types of characteristics.
identify asegment ofa circleor an ellipse. The descriptions
different. Thesimpler isthatof acircular arc(Figure 4-8).

Those characteristics
of the two types ofcurved bnesareslighfly

Form:
PRIMITIVES Section:
CIRCARC: <start_XY>, cend_xy>,
All Other Sections:
CIRCARC:estart_xy>,

<cente~,

<end_xy>, <centeD,

[<directio~];

[<directio~],

[drtecksc–m~], [<coloL~~];

Note: <direction>is equrdto clockwise(CLKW)or counterclockwise(CCLKW). The defaultis counterclockwise.CLKW and
CCLKWare GenCAh4reservedwords.
End XY
i

3
I
I

I
I

1
I

1
I

Cen@r~4---------+-

st~rt)(y

F@re 4-8 Chedar Are

The first parameter is the start coordinate of the arc, the second parameter is the end coordinate of the arc,
and the third parameter is the center of the arc’s circle.
Examples:
PRIMITIVES Section:
CIRCARC : (1000, o), (o, 1000),

(o, o);

All Other Sections:
CIRCARC : (1000,

(O, O), “line3”,

o),

(O, 1000),

The CIRCARC shall be drawn from the start <start_xy> counterclockwise
cend_xy>, unless the direction parameter is defined as clockwise.

“gray”;
about the <certtem to the end

Note: Great care must be takenwith the coordinatesand directionof rotationwhen translatingarcs tlom variousCAD systems.

.
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4.3.3

Ellipse

iWC

“+

g
~%,:
II -, .

(ELLIPARC)

The ELLIPARC

is drawn from the start coordinate counterclockwise about the two focii to the end
coordinate, unless the direction parameter is defined as clockwise (CLKW). ELLIPARCS are limited to
greater than O, and up to 360 degrees of rotation. Parabolic or hyperbolic curves are not supported.
Rectangular coordinates are always used. (see Figure 4-9)

Elliptical arcs can be defined by the following characteristics

once the description has been defined:

-Form”
PRIMITIVES
ELLIPARC:

Section:
<star_xy>,

<end_xy>, <focus I>, <focus2>, [<directio-];

All Other Sections:
ELLIPARC: <start=xy>, <end_xy>, cfocus 1>, <focus2>,
[<direction>], [elinedesc_ref>],

[<color_ref>];

Note: cdirectiom is equal to clockwise(CLKW)or counterclockwise(CCLKW). The default is counterclockwise.CLKW and
CCLKWare GenCAMreservedwords.
The fmt parameter is the start coordinate of the arc, the second parameter is the end coordinate.
and fourth parameters are the two focci of the ellipse.
_

The third

End XY
-.+——————
-. \
\

/“

~

Focus 2
..------

.“

.‘‘

.------

Start XY

Figure 4-9 Ellipse

=C

,

Exanmles:
PRIMITIVES
ELLIPnC:

Seetion:
(0,

-200),

(400,

200),

All Other Sections:
ELLIPARC:
(d., -200) , (400,
200)
“line3”
, “Blue” ;
4.4

,

(-400,

0),

(400,

0),

cLKW;

(-400,

0),

(400,

O) , CLKW,

GenCAM Standard Siiple Primitives

GenCAM Standard Simple Primitives are common, closed shapes,
Unlike the GenCAM Standard
Graphic primitives, their deftitions
do not explicitly define their location.
Instead, each has an
understood point-of-origin to which a transformation shall be applied (See Section 3.6).
All three of the statement forms can be applied to GenCAM
Named Form shall be valid within the PRIMITIVES section.

Standard

Simple Primitives.

Only the

17
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Circle (CIRCLE)

4.4.1

Named Form:
CIRCLE: <circle_name>,

<diarnete~;

Reference Form:
CIRCLE: <circle_ref>,

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[ccolor_ref>],

<xfo~;

Un-narned Form:
CIRCLE: <diamete~,

[<linedesc_refi],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[ecolor_reb];

=forrrO;

A circle is defined by its diameter. It is understood that the point of origin of a circle is its center. Line
end parameters are not applicable, since a circle has no beginning and no end. Circles can be an outline,
or can be filled, solid, mesh, or hatched. (See Figure 4-10)

(n

L——

Figure 4-10

Circle

Examdes:
CIRCLE : “circ2
“ , 2. O;
CIRCLE:
“hole2”,
“line2”
CIRCLE:
2.0,
“line2”,
,

, , “white”,
(16.3,
18.9)
“white”,
.(16.3,
18.9)
;

;

Note: In the first example,the CIRCLE“hole2”defaultsto a Line_widthof 0.0 and/orPAINTof HOLLOW.
4.4.2

Rectangle corner (RECTCORNER)

The following rules apply for a rectangle whose descriptions
rectangle (See Figure 4-11).

are identified by the comer deftition

of the

Named Form:
RECTCORNER:

<rectangle_name>,

cp 1>, cp2>;

Reference Form:
RECTCORNER:

18

crectangle_ref>,
<Xfom;

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

-1

11

I
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Un-narned Form:
RECTCORNER:
Note: The

<p I>, <p2>, [elinedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>l,

[<color_ref>],

<xfo~;

transformparametersapply to the point of origin of the RECTCORNERsinceit can be locatedby its definingpoints

P2

PI
Figure 4-11

Rectangle (corner)

Note: The point of ori~n is (O, O). This is usually the lower left comer of the rectangle.
plane, but its instances can be rotated to any angle.
Note: Any rotation is of this shape is about the point O,@ not about PI or P2.

Tbe rectangle is defined in the XY

Exanmles:
RECTCORNER:
RECTCORNER:
RECTCORNER:
4.4.3

“rect6”,
(1240,
“rect6”
, “line2
(O, O),
(2240,

3370) , (4535,2355)
“ , , ((), ()) ;
3350),
“line2”,
,

;
,

((),

0),

30. I);

Rectangle Center (RECTCENTER)

All other rectangles are located by their center point; this is the point of origin. For the purpose of
rotation, rectangles are always ‘described in the horizontal plane. There are four comer types. These are
those with square comers (identified as simple primitives), those with the chamfered comer, those with a
rounded comer, and those where the entire comer is a radius equal to half of the height of the rectangle
(identified as complex primitives).
The following rules apply for a simple primitive rectangle whose description is identified by the center of
the rectangle, or its point of origin. (see Figure 4- 12)
Named Form:
RECTCENTER:

~ectangle.name>,

<x_dimension>,

<y.dimension>;

Reference Form:
RECTCENTER.

<rectangle_re&,

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[ecolor_ref>],

<xforrm;

Un-named Fem..
RECTCENTER:

cx_dimensioo,
<y_dimensioo,
[<color_re~], <xfom;

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<ptintdesc-ref>l,
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hx—
Figure 4-12

Rectangle (center)

Note: Thecenter of therectangle

RECTCENTER isunderstood tocoincide
center (in the direction originally described) followed by the xy coordinate.

with l/2X andl/2Y.

Therectangle

iscalled

by the

Examples:
RECTCENTER:
RECTCENTER:
RECTCENTER:
4.5

“rect3”,
1.6,
2.8;
“3x4”,
, “FillVidet”,
1.6,
2.8,
“line12”,

, (4.3550,
3.6550);
“Hatch90”,
“Gray”,
(4.35,

3.65);

GenCAM Standard ComplexPrimitives

GenCAM Standard Complex Primitives are a family of closed shapes which are commonly used
throughout the electro”nics design and manufacturing industry. Like the Standard Simple Primitives, their
definitions do not explicitly define their location. Each has an understood point-of-origin to which a
transformation can be applied. (See Section 3.6)
,----All three of the statement forms can be applied to GenCAM
Named Form shall be valid within the PRIMITIVES section.

Standard Complex

primitives.

Only the
.5

4.5.1

Rectangle, Chamfered Corners (RECTCHAM)

The following rules apply for a rectangle whose description includes a chamfer at each comer. (see Figure
4-13)
Named Form:
RECTCHAM:

<rectcham.name>,

cwidth>, <heigh~,

<chamfe~;

Reference Form:
RECTCHAM:

<rectcham_ref>,.

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[<color_reb],

<xfo-;

Un-named Form:
RECTCHAM:

20

<width>, <heighb,
[ecolor_ref>],

<charnfeo,
<xforro;

[clinedesc_ref>l,

[<paintdesc-~f>],

I
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W = W[dth
H= Height
C= Chamfer

Figure 4-13 Chamfered Rectangular Primitive
Note: The chamfer size is the length of one leg of the chamfer. The chamferis 45°. The chamferedrectangleis defined in a
horizontalposition. The center of the rectangleis the point of origin.
4.5.2

Rectangle, Round Corners (RECTROUND)

The foIlowing rules apply for a rectangle whose description includes a radius at each comer. (see Figure
4- 14)

Named Form:
RECTROUND:

<rectround.name>,

<width>, eheigh~,

aaditis>;

Reference Form:
RECTROUND:

<rectround_reb,

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>l,

[<color_ref>],

,----

<xfo~;

Un-named Form:
RECTROUND:

<width, <heighb,
[<color_ref>],

F

cradius>,
<xfo-;

[<linedesc_ref>l,

[<p~ntdesc_ref>],

F

R
W = wiiil’1

H = Height
R = Radius

Figure 4-14 Rounded Rectangular PrimMve
Note: The roundedrectangleis definedin the horizontalposition. The centerof the rounded rectangleis its point of origin.
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4.5.3

+

Rectangle, Rounded Ends (OVAL)

The following rules apply for a rectangle whose description
Figure 4-1 5)

includes a complete radius at each end. (see

Named Form:
OVAL: eoval_name>,

<width,

<heigh~;

Reference Form:
OVAL: <oval_ref>,

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>l,

[<color–ref>l,

<xfo~;

Un-narned Form:
OVAL: <width>, <heighb,

[<linedesc_refi],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

<xfonm;

4
‘a

H

+

I

,---W. Width
H = Height
Figure

4-15

Oval Rectangular Primitive

Note:,Forthe OVAL,the radius is alwaysequal to% the height. The OVALis definedin its horizontalposition. The center of
the OVAL is”itspointof origin
4.5.4

Rectangle, One-Sided (DSHAPE)

The D-shaped rectangles are similar to the other rectangle shapes except that the comer definition is only
on one side. A single D-shaped primitive may be used to define the characteristics of the rectangle.
Therefore, the shape attribute helps to delineate the type of comer that is use. (See Figure 4-16). The Dshaped designation is:
Named Form:
\
DSHAPE: <dshape_name>,
<chamfe~}

<end_shape>,
1;

corientation>,

<width>, eheigh~,

{<radius> I

Reference Form:
DSHAPE: <dshape_ref>,

22

[@nedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

<xfonm;

1S 15214:2002
lEC/PAS 62119(1999)

Un-ruuned Form:
DSHAPE: <end_shape>, eorientatio~,
<width>, <heighD, {<radius> I <chamfeo}
[<lirtedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc_reb],
[<color_ref>], <xfonm;

::=

-+-q
:i,l{
.’ ~
.j
,,

1,

The <end_shape> parameter is one of “ROUND”, “FILLET, or “CHAMFER”. North is where the fillet,
round, or chamfer end is located. Thus, all primitive references are defined in their north direction.
Calling for a south orientation would take the DSHAPE illustration shown in Figure 4-16 and rotate them
The radius/chamfer definition for a round D-shaped
180° using the <xfonm m@ifier for rotation.
rectangle is Y2W. The rules for the cend_shape> fixed-field parameters are:
cend_shape>

.,

,~,
‘.
~
:.
1,
f ,,~

{ROUND I FILLET I CHAMFER} 1

1
H
.0
t

-1

k

W= W@h
H. Height
F-

4-16 D-Shaped Rectangle Primitives - Round, Fillet, Chamfer

Note: The point of origin of D-shapedrectanglesis defined in the north direction. The center of the D-shapedrectangle is the
point of origin.

4.5.5

Rectangle, Rotated (DIAMOND)

,-----

A diamond is essentially a square rectangle with its comers pointed north, south, east, and west.

The
characteristics of the diamond shown in Figure 4-17 indicate that the sides are always equal. However,
since both a height. and width are provided for the diamond, the “H” and “W“ dimensions could be
diffe~nq therefore providing a diamond that is elongatixl either horizontally or vertically. The rule for
diamonds is that the nofi” and south point pair and the east and west “point pair must always lie in the
same pl~e. The definition for the complex primitive diamond is:

Named

Form

DIAMOND: <diarnond.name>,

<width>, cheighb;

Reference Form:
DIAMOND: <diamond_ref>,

[elinedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

<xfo-;

Un-named Form:
DIAMOND:

<width,

<heighD, [<linedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

<xfo-;
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l---w<

W. Width
H= Height

Figure 4-17 DiamondPrimitive
Note: The center of the diamondis definedwithits major axis pointingnorth. The centerof the diamondis the point of origin.
4.5.6

HEXAGON

The hexagon complex primitive is defined with the points in the horizontal plane. The cxfoparameter can change the orientation when a hexagon is referenced or described in the un-named form.
The rules for hexagons are that they are a six-sided feature, with the length of each of @e sides being
equal. Therefore, the only dimension that is necessay is to provide the distance across the points of the
hexagon. The following rules apply and are illustrated in Figure 4-18.
Named Form:
HEXAGON:

<hexagon_name>,

epoint_to_poinO;
,.. -

Reference Form:
HEXAGON:

<hexagon_ref>,

[<linedesc_ref>],

[epaintdesc_ref>]i

[ecolor_refi],

<xfo-;

Un-Named Form:
HEXAGON:

<point_to_poin~,

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[ecolor_re~],

<xfo-;

Figure 4-18 Hexagon Primitive
Note: The direction of points defines the way the hexagonis oriented. The center of the hexagonis the point of origin for this
complexprimitive.
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4.5.7

.%

OCTAGON

The octagon is an eight-sided primitive where each of the eight sides is equal. The octagon is defined
with the flat surfaces in the horizontal and veitical plane. The only dimension needed to describe the
octagon is the distance across the points which occur at 22?4° off the horizontal or vertical planes. The
following rules apply and are illustrated in Figure 4-19.
Named Form:
OCTAGON:

eoctagon.name>,

J
..
,’~.,“
‘,
1 ,:4
1

<point_to_poinO;

Reference Form:
OCTAGON:

<octagon_ref>,

[<linedesc_ref>l,

[<paintdesc_ref>l,

[<color-ref>],

<xfo~;

Un-named Form:
OCTAGON:

<point_to_poin~,

[<linedesc_ref>l,

/

Point to f
Point ~

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[<color–ref>],

<xfo~;

\

</
Point_to_Point= Dimension
Figure

:. -.--”

4-19 Octagon Primitive

NOW.The point of originis the centerof the octagon.

4.5.8

THERMALS

Thermals are those shapes and features used in the padstacks of GenCAM and are defined in various
Thermali may be square, round or octagonal and have varying numbers of spokes.
characteristics.
Therefore, the rules for thermals are intended to cover all the variations that can exist for thermal as
shown in Figures 4-20, 4-21, and 4-22.

I

It should be understood that there are no LINEDESC or PAINTDESC requirements for thermals. The
default condition of thermals is that they remove rnaterid of a plane, assuming a PAINTDESC of VOID.
Thus, a ROUND thermal primitive with four spokes would have four separate areas of material removed
in a plane.
The rules for thermals are:
Named Form:
THERMAL:

<thermal_narrte>, ~herm_shape>, <outer_diamete_,
<inner_diamete-,
[<spoke_coun~],
[<spoke_width>], [<spoke_start_angle>],
[<spoke_end_shape>];
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Reference Form:
THERMAL:

<therrnal.ref>,

<xfonm;

Un-named Fofi:
.
,

THERMAL:

The <therrn_shape>,
<therm_shape>

<therm.shape>, <outer.diamet.eo,
<inner_diameter% [<spoke–coun~l,
[<spokejwid~],
[<spoke_start_angle>],
[cspoke_end~shape>],
exfonm;
fixed-field parameters are:
.._
..{ROUND I SQUARE 10CTAGON}

1

One of these is required for each thermal defined. In addition, the <spoke_end_shape>
fixed-field parameters. They are:
<spoke_end_shape>
::=
{ROUND I SQUARE I PARALLEL} 1

also has three

The default condition for the optional parameters of thermals are:
.._
..0
<spoke_counb
.._
..<spoke_width>
the <inner_diamete_
subtracted from the <outer_diamete~
45 Degrees
<spoke_start_angle>
::=
SQUARE
<spoke_end_shape>
::=
Note: If the espoke.counti is not defined(zero),the other three optionalparametersdo not apply, and wouldrepresent a donut
thermalshape(see4.5.8.1).
#
x
~

‘x

o-o
----

P
Square

OD

H+~’

~’
Parallel end

SHAPE = Square
OD = Outer diameter
1P = Inner diameter
A = Spoke Start Angle
# = Number of spokes
SP. Spoke width
SE= Spoke end type
F~re
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4-20 Square Thermal Primitive
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Round end

Patallelend

SHAPE. Round
OD. Outer diameter
ID= Inner diameter
A = Spoke Start Angle
#. Number of spokes
SP. Spoke width
SE. Spoke end type

F-

“

4-21 Round Thermal PrimMve

xA
\

P

uD
Round end

SHAPE = Oetegon
OD = Outer diameter
ID + Inner diameter
A. Spoke Start Angle
#. Number of spokes
SP. Spoke width
SE= Spoke end type

Square end

Figure 4-22 Octagonal Thermal PrimWe
Note: The examples shown in Figures 4-20 through 4-22 illustrate standard thermal primitive definitions. Many thermal
primitiveconfigurationscan be generatedusing differentspokenumbersand end types. The center of the overallthermrdsis the
point of origin of the primitive.

4.5.8.1

Donuts

Donuts are thermals that have no spokes. They are used many times for non-functional lands on an
interlayer plane, where the land is not connected to the plane: GenCAM defines donuts using the
THERMAL statement. The donut-shape may be either round, square, or octagon shaped and is illustrated
in Figures 4-23, 4-24, and 4-25.

.-----
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OD

ID
OD= Outside Diameter
ID= lnskle Diameter

Figure 4-23 Donut Round
A typical example of a donut used as a thermal would be:
Named forrrt:
THERMAL:

4

“land12”,

ROUND,

12.5,

12.0;

Reference Form:
THERMAL:

“land12”,

(1200,

2400);

Un-namedForrn:
THERMAL:

ROUND, .12.5,

12.0,

0,

,

,

,

(1200,

2400)

;

T
OD

L
OD= Outside Diameter
Inside Diameter
ID=

k-F-4-24

-1
Donut Square

Note: Itshould benoted tiattie chwknstics forshape oftiedonut iseitier RO~,
of the ROUND,SQUARE,or OCTAGONdonut is the point of origin.
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D= Outside Diameter

Figure 4-25 Donut Octagon
4.6

GenCAM User-Defined Primitives

User primitives are those that are defined as single images using the POLYGON and POLYLINE
statements. The POLYGON, POLYLINE statements are followed by such Reference Form and/or Unnamed Form instance definitions as are necessary to complete the description. To show the. ownership
relation, the primitive statements are indented for readability.
4;6.1

POLYLINE

Polylines are any shape that is defined by a collection of continuous GenCAM Graphic Primitives. All of
the enhancements for line segments are applicable to this defined primitive.
Named form:
POLYLINE:
:>

<polyline_name>;
1{
LINE: estart_xy>, <end_xy>;
ICIRCARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <center% [<dfiectio~l;
I ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, cend_xy>, <focus 1>, <focus2>,
[<direction>];
}n

,

Reference Form:
POLYLINE:

<polyline_reb,

[<linedesc_ref>],

[ccolor_ref>],

<xfo~;

Un-named Form:

.

(

,.’.

POLYLINE:
:>

[clinedesc_ref>], ~<color_ref>];
1{
LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, [<linedesc_ref>l, [<color–ref>];
I CIRCARC: <st@_xy>, <end_xy>, <center>, [direction>],
,
[<linedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
I ELLIPARC: <start_x y>, <end_xy>, <foeus 1>, <focus2>,
[<direction>], [<linedesc_ref>l, [<color_ref>];
}n

The Reference Form and the Un-narned Form are
<pol yline_builde=.
The rules for epol yline_builde~
are:

referred

to throughout

this

document
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cpolyline_builde~

::= 1{

:>

<:

POLYLINE: <polyline_ref>, <linedesc_ref>, [<color_ref>], <xfo~;
I POLYLINE: [elinedesc_re~],
[<color_ref>];
1{
LINE: cstart_xy>, <end_xy>, [<linedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
I CIRCARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <cente~, [<direction>],
[<linedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
I ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, cend_xy>, cfocus 1>, <focus2>,
[<direction>], [<linedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
}n
}n

The Named Form shall only be valid in the PRIMITIVES section. The Reference ‘and Un-named forms
shall only appear in all other sections, amd only when owned by a higher order statement. (i.e.
ARTWORK, PATTERN, OUTLINE, etc., as shown in Figure 4-26) This is referred to in this document
as a <polyline_builde~.
Parent textures have precedence over child texture parameters. For example, any <color_ref> parameter
on a LINE, CIRCARC or ELLIPARC statement within thg POLYLINE definition will be over-ridden by
any <color_ref> parameter on the POLYLINE statement.
This is also true of the <linedesc_ref>
parameters. For example, if the LINEDESC that is referenced in the POLYLINE statement describes a
SOLID line, and a LINE statement in the POLYLINE definition references a LINEDESC that describes a
DOTTED line, then that line segment of the POLYLINE will be SOLID.

POLYLINE
LINE:
LINE:
LINE :

: “ linesegments”
;
(15:0,12.0),
(22.0,12.0);
(22.0,12.0),
(22.0,2.0);
(22.0,2..0),
(30.0,2.0);

POLYLINE: “linesegment”

,

li12,

,

an

alternate

GeIlcAM

(0.0, 0,0);
LINE: (15.0 ;12 .0),
(22.0,12.0);
LINE: (22.0,12.0),(22.0,2.0);
LINE: (22.0,2.0),(30.0,2.0);
LINEDESC: “li12”, 3, , gray, SOLID;

description
would
be:

ARTWORK: “lfnesegl”;
POLYLINE: “linesegment”,“line12”,, (0.0, 0.0);
LINEDESC: “line12”;

F&re
4.6.2

ARTWORK: “linesegl”
;
LINE: (15.0,
12.0),
(22.0,
12.0),
3, gray,
SOLID;
(22.0,
2.0),
3, gray,
LINE: (22.0,
SOLID;
12.0),
LINE: (22.0,2.0),(30.0,2.0)3, gray,
SOLID;

Note:Thisformatis under tbe rules of epolyline_builde- and
providesthe textureunder the namedartwork“linesegment”.

4-26 Three segment line description

POLYGON

A Polygon is any closed shape that is defined by continuous line segments that do not cross. All of the
parameters for line segments and paint are applicable to this defined primitive. The shape of the polygon
is user-defined. The rules for polygons are such that the final coordinate of the polygon shall be the same
as the starting coordinate to signify that the shape is a closed shape. There is no automatic closing
performed. Polygons are always positioned by their point .of origin. Polygons may also be rotated about
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X=?d

their point of origin in order to provide the user the opportunity to define a polygon and position it by the
coordinate and then rotate it.
Polygons may define the absence or presence of material.
polygons that have different paintdesc characteristics.

Figure 4-27 shows the characteristics

for two

k!’,”
,,
,:,
y ,

The following rules apply:
Named form:
POLYGON:

<polygon.name>;
:>
2{
LINE: <start_xy>, eend_xy>;
I CIRCARC: <star_xy>, <end_xy>, <cente~, [<directio-];
I ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus I>, <focus2>,
[direction>];
}n
<:

Reference Form:
POLYGON: <polygon_refi,

[elinedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[ecolor_ref>],

<xfo-;

Un-Named form:
POLYGON:
b

[<linedesc_ref~], [<paintdesc_refi],
[ccolor_ref>l;
2{
:>
LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, [<linedesc_ref>l, l<color_ref>];
I CIRCARC: <start_xy>, <end~xy>, <centeo, [<direction>],
[elinedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
I ELLIPARC: estart_xy>, eend_xy>, <foeusl>, <focus2>,
[<direction>], [<linedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
}n
<:

The Reference Form and the Un-named Form are
<polygon_builde~.
The rules for <polygon_builde~
are:
<polygon_buildeo

referred

to throughout

this document

as

::= 1{
POLYGON:

r
.-

:>

,.
.

<:

<polygon_re&, [elinedesc_refi],
[<pa.intdesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], =fo-;
I POLYGON: [<linedesc_re&], [<paintdesc_re~l,
[<color_re~];
2{
LINE: estart_xy>, <end_xy>, [<linedesc_ref>l, [<color_.ref>l;
I CIRCARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <center% [<direetio~l,
[<linedesc_ref>], [ecolor_reb];
I ELLIPARC: <star_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus l>, <focu?2>,
[<direction>], [<linedesc_ref>], [ccolor_ref>];
}n
}n

.
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Exarmles:
POLYGON: “line6’’,
’’HATCH6”,
“Black”;
LINE : (,0,o), (5,
o);
LINE : (b, o), (5, -l);
LINE:
(5, -l),
(8, -l);
LINE : (8, -l),
(8, -6);
LINE : (8, -6),
(1.5,
-6).;
CIRCARC:
(1.5,
-6),
(O, -4.5),
(1.5,
o), (o, o);
LINE: (-4.5,
POLYGON: “line6”
LINE : (2, -3)
LINE:
(4, -3)
CIRCARC : (4,
LINE:
(2, -5)

“VOID”;
(4, -3);
# (4, -5);
-5),
(2, -5),
, (2, -3);

-4.5),

CLKW;

[pl
[p2
[p3
[p4
[p5
[p6
[p8

to p2]
to p3]
to p4]
to p5]
to p6]
to p8]
to p9]

r

t

(3,

pl

-5),

CLKW;

[plotopll]
[pll to p12]
[p12 to p14]
[p14 to p15]

$2

dafhedarea

undefined

pa

p

F-4-27

Polygon -UserPrimitive

Note: Polygon &fititions wykinvok~by
identifyingtieirc-@ristics
angle. Theprimitivename”isusedasthereference.
4.7

inclu&g tilmation,

cmrdnak, and a rotation

,.

Description of ArtWorks (ARTWORKS)

GenCAM supports the concept of shapes that are more complex than those that can be defined as
primitives, through the ARTWORKS section of the GenCAM file. The GenCAM ARTWORKS section
is specifically for defining and naming enhanced shapes for later reference. ARTWORKS can be defined
as single images or multiple images, using standard or user-defined primitives. The resulting form can be
connected or disconnected, but all of the defining primitives shall reference the same poi,nt of origin.
The ARTWORKS section supports spcvliu purpose categories of shapes anu collections m snapes,
through the statements TARGET, LOGO, UFONT, FEATURE, as well , as the generic statement
ARTWORK.
Artworks are constructed using either references to primitives as defined in tii~ PRIMITIVES section of .
the GenCAM file, or using in-line primitive definitions. Throughout this document, these are referred to
as <shape_buildeo
constructions.

I
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<shape_builde~

::= 1{
LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, [clinedesc_ref>l,
I CIRCARC:

cstart_xy>,

I ELLIPARC:

eend_xy>, <cente-,
[<color_ref>];

[<color–ref>];
[<direction>],

[<linedesc-ref>],

<start_xy>, eend_xy>, <focusb, <focusZ>, [<dfiectioq>l
[<linedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];

I CIRCLE: <diameter,

[elinedesc_ref>], [<ptintdesc-ref>l,
(<color_ref>], <xforxm;

I CIRCLE:ccircle_ref>,

[elinedesc_re~l,
[<paintdesc-ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xforrm;

I RECTCENTER:

<x_dimension>, <y_dimension>, [<linedesc-ref>l,
[<paintdesc_ref>], [<color_ref>], <xfonm;

I RECTCENTER:

<rectangle_ref>, [<linedesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;

I RECTCORNER:

<pi>, <P2>, [<linedesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xfonm;

I RECTCORNER:

erectangle_ref>, [<linedesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;

I RECTCHAM:

I RECTCHAM:

[<pa.@desc-ref>l,

[<ptintdesc_ref>],

[<ptintdesc-ref>l,

<width>, <height>, echamfe-,
[<linedesc_ref>],
[<paintdesc_reb],
[ccolor_ref>], <xfonm;
<rectcharn_ref>, [<linedesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xforrm;

[<ptintdesc-ref>l,

I RECTROUND:

cwidth>, <heighb, ‘<radius>, [<linedesc_ref>],
[<paintdesc_ref>], [<color_ref>], <xfonm;

I RECTROUND:

crectround_ref>, [clinedesc_ref>],
[<color_ref>], exfonm;

I OVAL: <width>, cheighb, [<linedesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>],<xfom:
10VAL: <oval_ref>,

. -----

[<paintdesc_ref>],
-

[<paintdesc–ref>l,

[<linedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc_ref>],
[ccolor_re&], cxforrm;

I DSHAPE: <end_shape>, <orientation>, <width, <heighO,{cradius>
<chamfe~ }1, [<linedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc_ref>],
[<color_reb], <xforro;

I

I DSHAPE: <dshape_re~, [elinedesc_ref>l, [Cptintdesc-ref>],
[<color_ref>], <xfonm;
I DIAMOND: <width>, cheighb, [<linedesc_ref>l,
[ccolor_ref>], <xforrm;

[<ptintdesc_ref>l,
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I DIAMOND: <diarnond_re~,
[clinedesc_re~],
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;

[<paintdesc_ref>l,

I HEXAGON: epoint_to_poinb,
[<linedesc_ref>],
[<paintdesc_ref>], [<color_refi],
I HEXAGON: .chexagon_ref>, [<linedesc_reb],
[<color_re~], <xfo-;

<xforr&;

[<paintdesc_ref>l,

I OCTAGON: <point_to_poin~,
[<linedesc_ref>],
[ecolor_ref>], <xforrm;

[epaintdesc_ref>l,

I OCTAGON: <octagon_reb,
[<linedesc_ref>],
[<color_ref>], <xforrm;

[<paintaesc_ref>],

I POLYGON: epolygon_ref>, [<linedesc_ref>],
[<color_refi], cxfo-;

[<paintdesc_ref>l,

IPOLYGON: [elinedesc_reb],
[<paintdesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
:>
2{
LINE: cstart_xy>, cend_xy>, [<linedesc_reb],
[<color_refi];
I CIRCARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <cenkx% (<directi~l,
[clinedesc_ref>], [ecolor_ref>];
1ELLIPARC: <star_xy>, eend_xy>, cfocusl>, <focus2>,
[direction>],
[elinedesc_re6],
[<color_reb];
<:
}n
I POLYLINE: cpolyline_ref>,

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

-----

<XfcmrD;

I POLYLINE: [elinedesc_ref>], [<color_re~];
:>
1{
LINE: cstart_xy>, cend_xy>, [clinedesc_ref>], [<color_refi];
I CIRCARC: <start_xy>, eend_xy>, ecente~, [<dilation>],
[clinedesc_reb]?
[ccolor_ref>];
I ELLIPARC: estart_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus I>, <focus2>,
[direction>],
[<linedesc_re&], [ccolor_reb];
<:
}n
}n

4.7.1

TARGETS

Targets are used in printed board descriptions as different patterns to assist in registration of layers to
each other, alignment of boards/panels to tooling positions, and to mark significant information on the
part, drawing, board, panel or assembly. The following targets have been designated as reserved userprirnitives. The formats areas follows:
Named Forms:
TARGET: <target_name>,

cfunction>,

{epadstack_ref>

I <artwork_ref> }1, [<color_ref>];
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TARGET: <target_name>, <function>, [ecolor_ref>];
:>
{
eshape_builder>
<:
}
,.

Reference Form:
TARGET: 6irget_ref>,

[<layer_ref>],

[ccolor_ref>],

<xfOrnD=;

A clayer_ref> parameter is required if the definition references or defines a mum!ayered artwork.
The elayer_ref> parameter is not valid if the TARGET definition references a pad stack.
l’tiiee fixed-field parameters
reserved words are:
<function>
4.7.1.1

::=

have c)een reserved for the <functiom

{REGISTRATION

ALIGNMENT

I ALIGNMENT

parameter

of the TARGET.

The

I MARKER} 1

(Fiducials)

Fiducials are solid, typically round images defined by a diameter. (see Figure 4-28) GenCAM uses the
TARGET statement with the reserved word ALIGNMENT for these uses.

Figure 4-28

Fiducial Artwork

Note: The center of the fiducial is the point of origin.

Example:
TARGET :
4.7.1.2

“ f iduciall”

, ALIGNMENT,

“artwork3

“,

“Black”

;

ALIGNMENT (Butterfly)

A butterfly target is useful as an alignment feature in phototool irnaging~ (see Figure 4-29) GenCAM
uses the TARGET statement and the reserved word ALIGNMENT for this. The butteffly target shall be
defined as:
TARGET :

“butterf

ly3 “ , ALIG}.WENT,

“artwork16”

,

“Black”;
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Equilateral

Triangle

Parameters
4’

A= Leg of Equilateral

Triangle

T$P

h-

~

/!

Posttion

Datum

Figure 4-29 Butterfly Artwork
Note: The point where the two equila~al
position.

ti.angles touch is the point of origin, The butteffly artwork is defined in the horizontal

REGISTRATION (Moire)

4.7.1.3

Moire patterns are used to register images related to phototools. These are therefore used as targets that
allow the registration of one layer to another. Figure 4-30 shows a typical Moire. GenCAM uses the
TARGET statement and the reserved word REGISTRATION for this use.
Example:
TARGET :

“moirel

“ , REGISTRATION,

“artwork3

“;

Note: When the “artwork3” is referred to, it’s coding would be as follows:

Examde:
ARTWORK : “artwork3”
;
CIRCLE:
4.5, ,“linelo”;
CIRCLE:
4.0, “lineIO”;
3.5,
“lineIO”;
CIRCLE:

CIRCLE:
CIRCLE:
CIRCLE:

3.0,
2.5,
2.0,

“linelO”;
“linelO”;
“li.nelO”;

@
Q

Figure 4-30 Moire ARTWORK
Note: Thecenter

4.7.1.4

of the MOIRE pattemis

thepoint of origin.

MARKER (Bullseye)

The bullseye may also be used as a marker in many applications.
TARGET statement and the reserved word MARKER for this use.

(see Figure 4-31) GenCAM

uses the
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Exanmle:
TARGET :

“bullseye”,

MARKER,

“artworkI’”;

1.

Dot
diameter

1“-~t

Inner
diameter

I

1+

Outer
diam~ter

Figure 4-31 Bullseye ARTWORK
Note:

The center of the bullseye is the point of origin. It is described as an

ARTWORKwith a center circle tilled, and a

DONUT around it.

4.7.2 FEATURE
A variety of features exist “that are used in printed boards, printed board drawings, and printed board
assembly. Some of these relate to the characteristic for defining polarity of electronic components. The
following symbols are appropriate for GenCAM:
Note: Featuresare also consideredas ARTWORKS.They are, therefore,alsodefinedin the ARTWORKSSection.
Named Form:
FEATURE: <feature_name>, [<linedesc_ref>],
:>
{
<shape_builde~
<:
}

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[<color_ref>];

Reference Form:
FEATURE: <feature_ref>,
4.7.2.1

[<layer_ref>],

[<color_ref>], CxforrtD;

FEATURE - plus-Sign

The Plus-Sign is a set of lines that cross one another as defined in Figure 4-32.
characteristics exist and are defined for the cross:
FEATURE : “plus_ signl”
POLYGON: “Crossl”
LINE:
(-1,
-4),
LINE : (-1,
-l),
-l),
LINE : (-4,

,

, FILL,

(-1,
‘(-1,
(-4,

-l);
-l);

“Black”

The following

;

;

1);
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+

;’,;,.
!
‘d

LINE
LINE
LINE:
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE:
LINE:

:
:

(-4,
(-1,
(-1,
(1,
(1,
(4,
(4,
(1,
(1,

:
:
:
:

1),
1),
4),
4),
1),
1),
-l),
-1),
-4),

(-1,
(-1,
(1,
(1,
(4,
(4,
(1,
(1,
(-1,

1);
4);
4);
1);
1);
-l);
-1);
-4);
4);
.,

h’~1
Parameters
A= Horizontal Member length
B=Vertical Member Length
C = Horizontal Member Width
D= Vertical member Width

L
D

1

T
Position Datum

Figure4-32

CrosshairArtworkFeatm

Note: Thecenter ofr.heerosshtir istiepointofti@n.

The Crosshtir could also be defined in ARTWORKS as two rectangles and their center. Therefore, the
having
tie dimensions
“A”ad “D”,~d “Rc~gle211 having
ARTWORK name identifies “recmglel”
the dimensions “B” and “C”.
.----

4.7.2.2 FEATURE - Diode
The diode feature is a triangle with the apex of the triangle touching a vertical line as shown in Figure 433. The following characteristics exist and are defined for the diode.
FEATURE : “diode7Jl
, , FILL,
,,Black,,
POLYGON : “ PolyTrianglel”
;
LINE:
(O, O),
(4, 2);
LINE : (4, 2),
(4, -2);
LINE : (4,
-2),
(0, o);
RECTCENTER : “Rectanglelx4”,
, ,

;

,

(O,

-0.5)

.,

“Position

Datum

Figure 4-33
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Figure 4-34 shows the shape constructions
other.

that are supported by GenCAM, and their relationships to each

-.
L&?2!iJ
---—-—---

BOARD. PATTERN, PACKAGE, PADSTACK,

‘~’F’xT”RE

———————————————---

- ——— —

____

____

/

C164
\

I

“Typed” Artwork

TARGET
4

.

TARGET, 1

UFONT

\
4
I
,’

/

-----

d

————————.

.

Artwork

————

--.——

\

. .. ...-

———

1

Figure 4-34 Shape Construction
4.7.3

Text parameters (TEXT)

All text is contained in a text box. The text box is defined by the lower x and y coordinate (<p 1>) and the
upper x and y (ep2>) coordinate. In accordance with the following format:
<tex~

::=

TEXT: dext_string>,

<pi>, ep2>, [cfont_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

<xfo-;

The <font_ref> may reference any acceptable font known in the printing industry. True-7’ype w fonts are
available in both UNIX and PC based CAD and CAM systems, but it should be noted that they are not
necessarily identical from system to system. Another acceptable font is Open-T’e
‘. If not specified,
the default font for GenCAM is Helvetica.
It is important that all text is enclosed in a textbox. This includes upper and lower case letters, as well as
all line widths, line descriptions, and line ends. (see Figure 4-35)

.
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-----------ka!..lE!31x2:::gi
,-------------------------1

Figure 4-35 Text box to round end character relationships

4.7.3.1

Text character height

Text character height shall be controlled by the text box and is identified as in Figure 4-36. The height is
positive; a negative height is accomplished through mirroring.
Character height is expressed in
incremental units of the dimensional characteristics of the file, through the limits (xy coordinates) of the
text box. Both upper and lower case letters shall be inside the text box. Included in this requirement are
the extensions of such descending letters as lower case “g”, “q”, “y”, “j” and “p”.

Height (positive)
Height (negative)
F~re
4.7.3.2

4-36

w

Text Character Height

Text rotation angle

Figure 4-37 shows the rotation of the text.
TEXT:

“ABC”,

(O,

O),

(8,

4),

,

“Blue”,

(12.0,

6.3);

The text box is rotated 30° about the lower xy coordinate.

Figure 4-37 Rotation Angle
4.7.4

User-defined character sets (UFONT)

User defined text requires that each character is decided by the user. User defined character sets-are
defined in the ARTWORKS section of the GenCAM file using the .UFONT statement keyword.
The
UFONT name identifies the collection of letters or symbols established by the user.
The same rules for user fonts apply that can be interpreted to fit within a text box. The major difference is
that since UFONT is one character at a time, the entire font is described using a character code for each
symbol established as a GLYPH. The GLYPH character code, therefore, identifies the symbol or letter
type.
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4.7.4.1

Character definition (GLYPH)

When a user defines his own font, font style, or symbols, they are identified one at a time. Standard
graphic primitives are used to describe the information and are indented to show relationship with various
GLYPH characteristics. Format for UFONT is as follows:
.._
..—
:>

<user_fonb

UFONT: <font.name>;
1{
GLYPH: <char_code>, <pi>, <p2>;

:>

{

<:
<:

}

<shape_builde~

<pi>
<p2>
<ch~_code>

.._
...._
..—
::=

}n
<xy_ref>
exy_ref>
p_integer

- pl and p2 define the bounding box of the text string

The characteristics of all symbols continue with an indenture showing the type of lines, circular arcs, and
ellipses used to make these various characteristics.
4.7.5

LOGOS

Logos are user-defined primitives. They may be scaled or used or incorporated into the characteristics for
a printed board or printed board assembly. In many instances, the logos are used to identify the company
or the equipment which uses’s particular characteristic. Some examples are shown in Figure 4-38:

❑ !”

A

Figure 4-38

Tdm@yKki#IkEW

,... ---

Examples of Logos

Because of various different primitives, or previously defined artworks, in order to accomplish the
characteristics for a logo description, they are usually provided a user macro name. Logos are then made
up of various different primitives in order to accomplish the characteristics for a logo description. The
rules for logos are that they must have a start and an end. The information contained within the logo are
line segments, circles, other primitives in order to describe the details of the logo. The following rules
apply:
Named Form:
LOGO: <logo_name>,
:>

.

<;

u

[<colOr_ref>];
1{
<shape_builde~
I TEXT: <text_string>,
<Xform>;
}n

<p I>, <p2>, [<font_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

&

&ference

Form:
LOGO: <logo_ref>,

[<layer_ref>],

[ecolor_ref>],

Cxfcmrn>;
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Note: ~epoint ofori~n fordlprimitives
logo andh transform the image.

4.7.6

usdtodescnb

tielogo must& tie same. Thepoint ofongin isusedto position the

PATTERNS

User defined phttems are those that consist of multiple images, using multiple standard primitives or
artworks. The resulting form can be disconnected, but all of the defined primitives or’ artworks shall
reference the same point of origin. The format is as follows:
Named Form:
PA’ITERN: <pattem.name>,
:>

[<cokx_ref>];
{
1{PADSTACK: cpadstack_ref>, cpin_physical_ref>, cxfo-;
}n
&O{ ARTWORK: <artwork_ref>, [<layer_ref>], [<color-ref>],
<xfo-;
}n
& O{TARGET: <target_ref>, [<layer_ref>], [<color–ref>],
<xfo~;
}n
&O{ FEATURE: <feature_ref>, [<layer_ref>l, [<color–ref>],
<xforrm; }n

<:
PAITERN:

}

<pattem_name>,
:>
{

[ccolor_refi];
<shape_builde-

<:

}

Reference Form:
PATl%RN:

epattem_ref>,

[<layer_ref>],

[ccolor_ref>],

<XfO_;

A <layer_ref> parameter is required if the definition references or defines a multilayer
<layer_ref> parameter is not valid if the named PA”lTERN references a pad stack.

,----

artwork.

The

PATTERNS are used instead of ARTWORKS to define those images that are associated with pins of the
component and the device placed on the board.

4.7.6.1

Land Patterns

Land patterns are special user-defined patterns made up of land shapes mostly used for surface mounting.
The PATTERN may be generic in that they reference an ARTWORK, however in most instances patterns
used for component mounting should use a PADSTACK definition.’
When the PAD STACK is
shall match the assignment made in the
referenced, a pin is also assigned. The <pin_physical_ref>
PACKAGE section of the GenCAM file. Some examples of user defined land patterns is shown in Figure
4-39 through 4-41.
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LINE : (0.4,
LINE: (0.4,

1.0),
2.0),

(0.4,
(0.2,

$pAD,sTACKS
PADSTACK: “Padl”;
PAD : “BOTH “, “landI”, , solid, , , (0,0)
‘poly2”,

$Wp~kS=K;

,

solid,

,

,(0,0);

“’

Grldplacement
courtyard

hh R ~
~_—— ————______

__ / ,

A

L

+

I_ ___
r
Y

______

T

____ J

B

J
G

p]

optionaidetent

z—

pattern

Figure 4-39 MELFPatten

l--------–---––1

--–-

K------D+

‘- Grid
placement
courtyard

Z;G

+

x

_L

c!

/—’7-

‘-+----------’
Figure4-40

$.;
‘,’
!
,.
!
,:

,,’

$pATTERNS
PATTERN : “MelfStd”;
PADSTACK: “Pa&l”, “cathode” , (-3.2,
“-”””--0.0);
PADSTACK: “padI-, ‘Ianode., (3.2, 0.0);
PATTERN : “MelfNotched”;
pAI)STACK: “Notch”, “cathode., (_3.2, o.o);
PADSTACK: “Notch-, “anode,*,13.2, “0.0),
180.0;
$ENDpATTERNs

—c—

xl

,

PADSTACK: “Notch”;

2.0);
0.2);

0.2),
(0.2,
-0.2).
LINE: (0.2,
LINE: (0.2, -().2), (0.4, +.2;.
LINE: (0.4, -0.2), (0.4, -1.0):
LINE: (0.4, -1.0), (_I).4,-1.0).
LINE: (-0.4, -1.0), (-o.4, l.oj:
PAINTDESC: “solid”, FILL;
$ENRPi71MITIvEs

~

q,
1
,..$

,,
.
#

$PRIMITIvEs
RECTCENTER : “land1’’,2.
0,8.();
POLYGON : “poly2“;
LINE : (-0.4,
1.0),
(0.4, 1.0);

r

1

.

,,,

.

k

,“

—

,.

I

~-~,

L Full radius
optional

SOICPattem
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l------

c------A

#-J-f
Full radius
optional

+-————2——————+

Figure 4-41 Quad flat pack
4.7.6.2 SYMBOL (Schematic or Logic)
Schematic or logic symbols are special user-defined patterns. They are used to describe the info~ation
for the characteristics of an electronic symbol intended to have a relationship to the package or the device
These symbols are most useful in attempting to take the same
containing the electronic elements.
methodology used to draw the symbol in DRAWINGS, and correlate it to the manner in which the logic
elements tie contained within a package. The rules for SYMBOL consist of the following:
Named Form:
SYMBOL: <symbol_name>, [<color_ref>];
:>
{
<shape_buildeo
& O {ARTWORK: <artwork_ref>, [<color–ref>], <xfo~;
}n
& O {TEXT: <text_sting>, <PI>, <P2>, [<font_ref>], [<color_ref>],
<xform>; }n
“&O{ SYMPIN: <sympin_name>, <Iocatiom; }n
<:
}
Reference Form:
SYMBOL: csymbol_ref>,

<comp_refdes>,

<circuit_ref>,

Figure 4-42 shows an example of using the SYMBOL
correlating that to the DRAWING section.

[<color_ref>],

definition

<xfo~;

in the PATTERNS

section

and

4-

1
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$pATTERNS
SYMEOL: “NAND”;
CIRCLE: 2.0, , ,(1.3,’2.0)’;
LINE : (2.3, 1.7), (2.6, 1.7);
LINE : (3.5, 2.3), (3.5, 3.6);
LINE: (4.6, 2.3), ,(4.2, 2.3);

clRcARc:

(3.2, 2.2),
(2.1,
3.4),(0.0,0.0);
SYNPIN: “11”, (3.2, 3.6);
S~PIN: 111211,(4.3, 2.4);
SYMPIN: “Out”, (2.4, 1.6);
SYMEOL : “SWITCH”;
CIRCLE: 2.5, , , ,(4.6, 5.0
CIRCLE: 3.7, , , ,(3.8, 4.8
LINE : (3.4, 2.4), (3.2, 4.5
LINE: (2.4, 4.6), (3.2, 3.2
SYMPIN : “pI”, (2.4, 4.5);
SYNPIN : “P.2”, (3.4, 4.5);
SYMEOL : “GROUND”;

,
;
;
;

LINE: (6.7, 3.4), (6.7, 4.6);
LINE : (6.8, 3.4), (6.8, 4.6);
SYMPIN: “G”, (6.4, 3.3);
SYMBOL: “CONN”;
LINE: (4.3, 2.2), (4.3, 2.8);
LINE : (4.0, 2.2), (4.0, 2.8);
SYMPIN: “C”, “(4.3,2.0);
SYMEOL : “AFRAME “;
RECTCENTER: 1.6, 2.8, , , , (3.5,2.4);
RECTCENTER: 5.2, 3.6, , , , (2.1,2.5);
$ENDpATTERNs

i
I

P

( 1999)

$DmiTiINGS

SCHEWATIC: “SHEET1”,V1;
FRAME: “AFRAWE”, (O,O);

(0,0),(2.1,
3.4),
# ,(3.4,
2.5);
SYMEOL: “NAND”, “TJl”, “1”, ,(3.4,
4.5);
TEXT: “uI-l=,
(0,0),
(1.4, 3.4),
,
(4.5, 3.6);
SYMPIN: “11-, “-RES~”;
SYMPIN: “12”, *-Q”;
SYMPIN: ‘OUT*, “+Qm;
TEXT :

“.SAMPLE1”,

SYMBOL: “NANDm, WUlm, ●2-, ,(2.3, 4.4);
TEXT : “U1:2”,
(0,0),
(1.4, 3.4),
,

(3.4,

4;2);

SYNPIN: “11”, “+Q”;
SYMPIN: “12”, ‘-s~n;
SYNPIN: “OUT”, “-Q”;
SYNBOL : “SWITCH”, ‘S1”, “In, , (1.(),2.5);
TEXT : “U1-2”, (0,0), (1.4, 3.4),
,

(4.6, 3.4);
SYMPIN: “pi” , “-RESET”;
SYMPIN: “P2”, “m”;
SYMBOL
: “SWITCH”, “S2”, “1”, ,(3.5,
TEXT: “s2”,. (0,0),
(1.4, 3.4), ,
(2.4,3.5);
SYMPIN: “pi”, “-SETm;
SYMPIN: “p2”, ‘GND”;
SYMBOL : “GROUND”, , , , (3.4, 2.3);
SYMPIN: “G”, “GND”;
SYNBOL ; “GROUND”, , , , (4.2, 3.5);
SYMPIN: “G”, “GND”;
SYMBOL: ‘CONN”, , , ,(5.2,4.6);
TEXT : “+Q”, (0,0), (1.4,3.4), ,
(2.7, 3.8);
HMPIN:
“C”, “+QW;
SYMBOL: “CONN”, , , ,(1.1, 2.3);
TEXT : “-Q”, ,(0,0), (1.4, 3.4),
(0.4, 2.5);
SYMPIN: “C”, “-Q”;
NET : “-RESET”;
LIiVE: (4.5, 2.3), (3.4, 2.3);
NET: “-SET”;
LINE: (3.2, 4.5), (3.2, 5.6);
CIRCLE: 3.25, , , ,(3.5, 4.6);
NET : “-Q”;
LINE: (4.5, 3.4), (4.5, 1.6);
CIRCLE: 3.25, , , , (1.3, 2.8);
NET : U+QU;
LINE: (1.2, 3.6), (1.2, 4.7);
NET : “GROUND “;
LINE: (1.4, 2.7), (2.3, 3.6);
$-DRAWINGS

.
r’
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Figure 4-42 Logic Drawing Example
4.7.7

Artwo ,. k Pattern Parameter Summary

-

There are many. .parameters contained within GenCAM descriptions.
me use of primitive information
and artwork information to create patterns is of use in many of the GenCAM sections. Figure 4-43 is an
illustration that provides the -relationship of four levels of data within GenCAM. These levels are:
Graphic shape definition - use of primitives both standard and user
PCB and PCA symbol definition - symbols used on printed circuit boards and printed circuit board
assemblies as well as their panelization characteristics
PCB and PCA design definition - physical location of layers, conductors, parts, test parameters for
printed boards and printed board assemblies
Assembly fixture definition - panelization for both the bare board and the assembly and how these
might be contained within a fixture.

■
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4.8

SECTIONS

The following generic sections define the characteristics of the GenCAM structure. Each file has its own
description and ,may be made up of several keywords and parameters. All delivered files must have a
HEADER as shown in paragraph 4.8.2. The HEADER describes the details that are necessary for
managing the GenCAM files that follow.
4.8.1

General Requirements

There are several general requirements that relate to all the sections of a GenCAM file. Some of the
requirements are format; others are specific modifications or additional information that may be provided
for a particular GenCAM section.

f
,~

The requirements for file readability are stated in 3.7.3, which indicates that keywords shall be indented
under any “parent” key word to which they belong. To aid in the interpretation of the requirements of
section 4.8, the symbol “:>”, has been applied to the format description to indicate that the following
keyword statement, or parameter, shall be indented under the preceding keyword. The symbol “<:” is
used to indicate that the indentation or parent/child relationship has been completed.
4.8.1.1

The ATTRIBUTE Statement

The ATTRIBUTE statement can be used after any statement within the GenCAM file. The appearance of
an AITRIBUTE
statement provides additional information
or reference to external data.
The
ATTRIBUTE is associated with the most immediate prior statement, which is not an ATTRIBUTE, or a
MODIFIED statement. The format for attributes consists of three parameters.
<attribute_def>
<attribu~~roup>
<attribute_narne>
eattribute_value>

.._
..—
::=
::=
::=

ATTRIBUTE:
string
string
string

All three parameters for an A’ITRIBUTE

<attribu~_~oup>,

statement are required.

<attribute_name>,

<attribute_value>;

---The first parameter, <attnbute~roup>,

shall be one of the registered GenCAM group names, which represent public available specifications or
standards, i.e., IPC-410 1. The second parameter, <attribute_name>, shall serve to identify the attribute
shall serve to provide the value to be
within that group.
The third parameter, <attribute_value>,
associated with the named attribute. The current list of registered attributes is available from the web at
http://www.gencam. erg/registered/attributes.
The following example associates an AITRIBUTE with a
LINE statement:
LINE: (3.4, 4.0), (3.6, 4.0);
A’ITRIBUTE: “external”, “URL”, “http://www.acme. corn/standard/lines”;
Only registered attributes are allowed in a GenCAM file. Conforming GenCAM applications must
support registered attributes. Attributes should be registered with IPC in order to guarantee unique group
names.
Attributes are supported by the language, but are only recorded as strings and passed on as strings without
keyword parameter recognition. An attribute statement is assumed to reference the previous, statement.
4.8.1.2

The MODIFIED Statement

Any GenCAM statement may be followed by the MODIFIED statement. The modified keyword is used
to associate information relevant to a particular change in a GenCAM tile with information about the
reason for the change. The MODIFIED keyword pertains to the prior statement.
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<modified_def>
<person_ref>
<mod_date>
<mod_description>

.._
.-—
.._
..—
.._
..—

MODIFIED:
string
date_format
string

::=

<person_ref>,

<mod_date>,

<mod_description>;

All three parameters for a MODIFIED statement are required. The first parameter, eperson_mb,
@
reference a PERSON defined in the ADMINISTRATION
section of the GenCAM file. The second
parameter, <mod_date>, is a modification date and uses the s~dard
GenCAM date format. The third
parameter, <mod_descriptioo,
is the modification text and is a fkeeform string that provides information
as to exactly what has been changed.
Example:
UNITS: THOU lO;
MODIFIED: “Bob Neal”, 1998-03-24, “all dimensions adjusted to THOU1O”;

4.8.1.3

The AUDIT Statement

Any GenCAM statement may be followed by an AUDIT statement. The AUDIT statement is used to
associate a conformance grade with the statement it describes. This statement may be used to evaluate
quality, completeness, design rule adherence, or dam principles.
<audit_def>
eaudit_type>
eperson_ref>
epoint_loss>
<explanation>

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

AUDIT: <audit_type>, <person_ref>, epoint_loss>,
{BDFAB I BDTST I BDASM I ASEMT} 1
string
p_number – must be a value between 1 and 10
string

[<explanation>];

All three parameters of an AUDIT statement are required. The first parameter, <audit_type>, shall refer
to the type of audit being performed. One of the fixed field parameters BDFAB, BDTST, BDASM, or
ASEMT shall be used. The second parameter, <person_ref>, shall reference a PERSON defined in the
ADMINISTRATION
section of the GenCAM file. The third parameter, <point_loss>, defines the points
lost due to an error in using the GenCAM format. The fourth parameter, <explanation> is optional. It is a
freeform string than can provide the reason for the point loss.. Each category begins with a score of 10
points. Violations subtract points from this score. A score of zero (0) shall indicate that the job--is
completely unacceptable and cannot be started. The point scores and their contribution are defined in
WC-2521 (BDFAB), IPC-2522 (BDTST), IPC-2523 (BDASM), and IPC-2524 (ASEMT).
Example:
AUDIT: BDFAB, “DWB”, 3, “No tolerance provided for hole diameters”;
4.8.2

HEADER

The HEADER section shall be required at the beginning of every GenCAM file. The HEADER shall
include the GENCAM keyword. Other keywords are used to describe the characteristics of the file, and
identifies the products contained there-in.

HEADER

::=
:>

$HEADER
{
GENCAM: <gencam_rev>;
&O{ CHARACTERSET: eiso_ref>; }1
& GENERATED13Y: esoftww_package>,
<software_rev>;
.
& 1{ASSEMBLY: amdin_name>,
eassembly_name>,
eassembly_numbe-,
eassembly_revisio-;
}n
& II BOARD: ~sedin_narne>,
<board_name>, ebomd_numbe~,
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<board_revision>; }n
&O{ PANEL: eusedin_name>, <panel_narne>, <panel_numbeD,
<panel_revision> ;}n
&O{ FIXTURE: eusedin_name>, <fixture_name>, [<fix~re_numbe~l,
[-dlxture_revision>];}n
& UNITS: <dimension>, [egrid_value>];
& ANGLEUNITS: <angular_uniD;
& 1{COLOR: ecolor_name>, cR>, <G>, <B>; }n
& HISTORY: cincremen~;
<:

}
$ENDHEADER

<gencam_rev>
<iso_ref>
<so ftware_package>
Csoftware_rev>
<usedin_name>
eassembly_name>
eassembl y_numbe=
<assembly_revision>
<board_name>
eboard_numbe~
ebowd_revision>
<panel_name>
cpanel_numbe~
<panel_revision>
dixture_name>
<fixture_number>
cfixture_revision>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
:._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<dimension>

.._
..—

egnd_value>

.._
..—

<angula_uni~
<incremenb

.._
..—
.._
..—

<color_name>
<R>

.._
..—
.._
..—

<G>
<B>

.._
..—
.._
..—
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string - represents GenCAM revision i.e., 1.0, 1.1, 2.0
string - 1S0 Native Language Registration (see Table 3.3)
stringString
string - unique within the GenCAM file
string”
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string.
string
sting
string
{
MM
IUM
I MM1OO
I INCH
I THOU
I THOU lO
I USERCM
I USERMM
I USERUM
I USERINCH
}1

-

Millimeter(s)
Micrometer(s)
hundredths of millimeter
Inch
Inch/1,000
Inch/10,000
Units to the Centimeter
Units to the Millimeter
Units to the Micrometer
Units to the Inch

-A dimensional value to determine the grid system
used by the CAD system
{RADIANS I DEGREES} 1
-Initially zero, and incremented every time changes
p_integer
are incorporated into the file.
string
- (O - 255) “-O represents the absence of @ensity. i.e,
p_integer
0,0,0 = “black”; 255,255,255
= “white”
- (O - 255)
p_integer
- (O - 255)
p_integer
p_integer

IS ‘15214
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GENCAM

The GENCAM statement is used to identify the version of GenCAM to which the file conforms.
parameter, <gencam_rev>, is a string which is to be in a” 1.2.3” notation.
number, the “~”, is a minor revision number, etc.
4.8.2.2

The “1“ is the ~jor

The fwst
revision

CHARACTERSET

The CHARACTERSET
statement defines the character codes that are valid for freeform string
parameters throughout the GenCAM file. The fwst parameter, ciso_ref>, is a valid ISO registration
identifier as defined in Table 3.3. If not specified, the default is 1S0-002, 7-bit ANSI ASCII character
codes. All characters not in freeform strings must be 1S0-002 characters.
4.8.2.3

GENERATEDBY

The GENERATEDBY
statement identifies how the GenCAM file was created. The fwst parameter,
esoftware_package>,
is a registered name for the software package that generated the GenCAM file. A
list of registered package names is available at http://www.gencam.org/registered/software_packages.
The second parameter, <software_rev>, is a revision string indicating the revision of the software package
that generated the GenCAM file
4.8.2.4
b

ASSEMBLY

Each ASSEMBLY statement identifies an assembly that is described in the GenCAM file. The fnst
parameter, <usedin_name>, is a freeform string that is unique to the GenCAM file in which the assembly
is used.
The second parameter, <assembly_name>,
identifies the assembly by name.
The third
parameter, <assembly_numbe_,
is used 10 provide the part number of the assembly.
The fourth
parameter, <assembly_revision>,
is used to describe the assembly revision.

4.8.2.5

BOARD

Each BOARD statement identifies a board that is described in the GenCAM file. The first
<usedin_narne>, is a fi-eeform string that is unique to the GenCAM file in which the board
The second parameter, <board_name>,
identifws the board by name.
The third
<board_numbeo,
is used to identify the part number of the board.
The fourth
cboard_revisioo,
is used to describe the board revision;
4.8.2.6

PANEL

Each PANEL statement identifies a panel that is described in the GenCAM file. The first
eusedin.name>,
is a freeform string that is unique to the GenCAM file in which the panel is
The third
second parameter, cpanel-name>,
identifies the panel or subpanel name.
epanel_numbem,
is used to identify the part number of the panel.
The fourth
cpanel_revisioo,
is used to identify the panel revision.
4.8.2.7

FIXTURE

parameter,
used. The
parameter,
parameter,

,

Each FIXTURE statement identiles a fixture that is described in the GenC~
file. The fwst
cusedin_name>,
is a freeform string that is unique to the GenCAM file in which the fixture
The second parameter, diiture_narne>,
identifies the fixture by name.
The third
<fixture_numbe~,
is used to identify the part number of the future.
The fourth
<fixture_revision>, is used to describe the fixture revision.
4.8.2.8

parameter,
is defined.
parameter,
parameter,

parameter,
is defined.
parameter,.
parameter,

UNITS

The UNITS statement defines the unit of measure for length used throughout the GenCAM file. The fwst
parameter, <dimension>, is a freed field parameter which defines the unit of measure for the file. If the
unit of measure is a USER defined unit of type USERCM, U!3)RMM, USERUM, or USERINCH then a
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second optional parameter, cgrid_value> is required. The cgrid_value> is a divisor applied to the base
USER unit. (see 6.3). For example, if the USERMM dimension is used and if each grid unit is to be
0.025 millimeters then the <grid_vaIue> would ,be 40 (lmillimeterMOunits = .0.025millimeters).
For this
example <grid_value> the length of LINE: (0,0),(10,0); would be 0.25 millimeters.,

d
4.8.2.9

ANGLEUNITS

‘

The ANGLEUNITS statement defines the angular unit of measure used throughout the GenCAM file.
The fwst parameter, <angular_uniti, is a fixed field parameter which is either DEGREES or RADIANS.
4.8.2.10

COLOR

The COLOR statement is used to name and define colors that are referenced throughout the GenCAM
file. Each COLOR statement defines the hue and intensity of one reference color. The definition is given
in the emission spectrum, by providing three values in the range O to 255 decimal for each of red, green
and blue, respectively. The fwst parameter, <color_name>, is a string that defines the name of the color.
The second parameter, <R>, defines the red color intensity, the third parameter, <G>, defines the green
color intensity, and the fourth parameter, <B>, defines the blue intensity.
4.8.2.11

HISTORY

The HISTORY statement holds a simple sequential serial change number for the GenCAM file.. The only
parameter, <incremenO, must be set to zero when the GenCAM file is fwst produced. This parameter
shall be incremented every time the GenCAM file is modified.
HEADER Section Example’
$HEADER
GENCAM

.
:

“1.3”;

GENERATEDBY : “ SIML “ , “P22 “ ;
ASSEMBLY: “C1OO “ , “Modem C1OO mrboard”
, “11149-14811”
“Rev “566g 20”;
ATTRIBUTE : “alpha”
, “m-art”
, “BIS 9600”;
ATTRIBUTE : “alpha”
, “m_des c”, “Issue 2“ ;
MODIFIED : “Harry”,
1990-09-20,
BOARD : “ModemBd “ , “11354-66540”,

,
/

“changed part number”;
“R1. 3a”,

“Ver7”;

UNITS : THOUl O, 50;
ANGLEUNITS : DEGREES ;
O, 0, O;
COLOR : “Black”,
COLOR : “white”
, 255,
255,
255;
COLOR : “ Shaded”
, 127,
127,
127;
HISTORY : 1 ;
$ENDHEADER
4.8.3

ADMINISTRATION

The ADMINISTRATION
section is used to identify and describe the customer requirement to the
manufacturer,
and vice versa.
The following BNF defines the valid statements allowed in the
ADMINISTRATION
section. The BNF also defines whether a statement is mandatory and when, where,
and how often it can be used in the section.
ADMINISTRATION
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::=
:>

$ADMINISTRATION
{
O{ASSEMBLY: <usedin_ref>, <line_item,
[cquantity>];}n
& O{BOARD: eusedin_ref>, eline.item,
[<quantity>]; }n
& O{PANEL: cusedin_re6,
<line_ite~,
[<quantity>]; }n

IS 15214:2002
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1 .“
& O{FIXTURE:eusedin_ref>,
cline_iterm, [<quantity>]; }n
& TRANSACTION: ctrans_type>, -ans_numbe-,
ctrans_date>;
& 1{
PERSON: <person_identifieb,
<name>, centerprise>,
<street_adcb,
<city>, <stati_prov>, ccountry>, cpostal_code>,
[cphone>], [dx>],
[<email>], [curl>], [ctitle>];
}n
& SENT: <person_ref>;
& RECEIVED: <person_ref>;
& O{DESIGNER: cperson_ref>; }1
& O{ENGINEER: <person_ref>; }1
& O{BUYER: <person_ref>; }1
& O{CUSTOMERSERVICE:
cperson_ref>; }1
& O{ACCEPT: <person_ref>; }1
&O{ BILLTO: <person_ref>; }1
& 1{SCHEDULE: <line_item_reb,
cdelivery_date>, <couno; }n
& O{COMMENT: <commenb; }n
}
$ENDADMINISTRATION
<u$edin_ref>

.._
..—

<line_iterm
<quantity>
<trans_type>

.._
..—
.,...._
..—

~ans.numbe~
<tran_date>
<person_identifie~

.._
..—
.._
...._
..—

<person_ref>
<name>
<enterprise>
<street.adti
<city>
<stati_prov>
<country>
<postal_code>
<phone>
<fax>
<email>
<url>
<title>
Cline_item_ref>
<delivery_date>
<coun~
<commen@

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
..-

t

I

;., )
,k.,b

4.8.3.1

.._’
..—
.._
. .—
. ._
. .—
.._
...._
..—
. ._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
...._
.o—
.._
..—

string -reference to assembly, board, or panel assembly(s), board(s),
or panel(s) contained in the file and denoted in the HEl@ER Sectiop
string - May be a positive integer or an alpha-numeric.
p_integer
- type of transaction; either purchase
{PO IRFQIRFPIRFAICO}l
order, request. for quote, request for
proposal, request for audit, or change
order.
string
date_fonnat
string - unique identifier for an individual who may have multiple
responsibilities i.e. send, receive, design, or buy.
string -a reference to a <person_ident~le~
string - the name of an individual (fwst, middle, last)
string - company name I SELF
string
string
string
string
string
Stling
string -fax machine phone number
string
string
string
string - May be a positive integer or an alpha-numeric.
date_format
p_number
string

ASSEMBLY

Each ASSEMBLY
order information.

statement references an assembly as described in the HEADER section, providing
The fwst parameter, <usedin_ref>, references a unique GenCAM <usedin_name>
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which must have been declared in the HEADER section. The second parameter, <line_item,
defines the
item in a multi-part order, and is an internal identifier that is unique within the GenCAM file. The third
parameter, <quantity>, defines the total quantity of the item being ordered using this GenCAM file.
4.8.3.2

BOARD

Each BOARD statement references a board as described in the HEADER section. The first parameter,
<usedin_ref>, references a unique name within the GenCAM file, asedin_name>,
which shall have been
declared by the BOARD statement in the HEADER section. The second parameter, <line_iterm, defines
the item in a multi-part order, and is an internal identiiler that is unique within the GenCAM file. The
third parameter, <quantity>, defines the total quantity of the item being ordered using this GenCAM file.

4.8.3.3

PANEL

Each PANEL statement references a panel as described in the HEADER section. The f~st parameter
<usedin_ref>, references a unique <usedin_name>, which shall have been declared in the HEADER
section of the GenCAM file. The second parameter, <line_ite~,
defines the item in a multi-part order,
and is an internal identifier that is unique within the GenCAM file. The third parameter, <quantity>,
defines the total quantity of the item being ordered using this GenCAM file.

4.8.3.4

FIXTURE

Each FIXTURE statement references a fixture as described in the HEADER section. The fnst parameter,
<usedin_ref>, references a unique name, ~sedin_name>,
within the GenCAM file which shall have been
decku-ed in the HEADER section. The second parameter, <line_item,
defines the item in a multi-part
order, and is an internal identifier that is unique within the GenCAM
file.
The third
parameter,<quantity>,
defines the total quantity of the item being ordered using this GenCAM file.

4.8.3.5

TRANSACTION

The TRANSACTION statement identifies the type of transaction the GenCAM file represents. The f~st
parameter, etrans_type>, is a fixed field parameter which identifies the type of transaction, either a
purchase order (PO), request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal or information (RFP), request for audit
(RFA), or a change order (CO). The second parameter, <trans_numbe~,
is a unique identifier for the
transaction.
This identifier is defined outside the GenCAM file and is a freeform string. The third
parameter, <trans_date>, specifies the date on which the transaction was initiated,

4.8.3.6

PERSON

The PERSON statement defines a unique identifier, cperson_identifie~,
and associates information about
an individual with that ,unique identifier.
The <person_identifiem
is used within the GenCAM file
whenever a statement parameter requires a reference to an individual.
The fwst parameter,
<person_identifie~,
is a person identifier unique to the GenCAM file. The second parameter, <name>, is
the person’s full name. The third parameter, <enterprise>, is the person’s company or enterprise; if no
enterprise exists, the term SELF should be used. The fourth parameter, <street_address>, is the street
address of the enterprise. The fifth parameter, <city>, is the city. The sixth parameter,<state_prov>,
is
the state or province.
The seventh parameter, <country>, is the countrj.
The eighth parameter,
epostal_code>, is the postal code. The ninth parameter, <phone>, is the phone number.
The tenth
parameter, <fax>, is the fax machine number. The eleventh parameter, <email>, is the email address.
The twelfth parameter, <url>, is the Web address of the individual. The thirteenth parameter, ctitle>, is”
the title of the person used within the enterprise.

4.8.3.7

SENT

The SENT statement identifies the person sending out the GenCAM file.
The first parameter,
<person_ref>,
maps to one of the <person_identifiers>
defined in a PERSON statement in the
ADMINISTRATION
section.
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4.8.3.8

RECEIVED

The RECEIVED statement identifies the person receiving the GenCAM file. The f~st parameter,
cperson_ref>,
maps to one of the eperson_identifiers>
defined in a PERSON statement in the
ADMINISTRATION
section.
4.8.3.9

DESIGNER

The DESIGNER statement identifies the designer of the assembly or assemblies described in the
GenCAM file. The first parameter, eperson_ref>, maps to one of the eperson_identifiers>
defined in a
PERSON statement in the ADMIJWSTRATION section.

4.8.3.10

ENGINEER

The ENGINEER

statement identifies the engineer who is responsible for the assembly or assemblies
described
in the GenCAM
file.
The fwst parameter,
<person_ref>,
maps to one of the
cperson_identifiers>
defined in a PERSON statement in the ADMINISTRATION
section.

4.8.3.11

BUYER

The BUYER statement identifies

the person who is responsible for payment.
The fust parameter,
<person_ref>,
maps to one of the <person_identifiers>
defined in a PERSON statement in the
ADMINISTRATION
section;

4.8.3.12

CUSTOMERSERVICE

The CUSTOMERSERVICE
statement identifies the customer service representative who is responsible
for the account. The fu-st parameter, <person_ref>, maps to one of the <person_identifiers>
defined in a
PERSON statement in the ADMINISTRATION
section.
4.8.3.13

..-----

ACCEPT

The ACCEPT statement identifies the person in the receiving department who takes possession of the
shipment in the name of the enterprise.
The f~st parameter, <person_ref>, maps to one of the
eperson_identifiers>
defined in a PERSON statement in the ADMINISTRATION
section.

4.8.3.14

BILLTO

The BILLTO statement identifies the person in the billing or purchasing department to whom the billing
should be addressed. The fwst parameter, <person_ref>, maps to one of the <person_identifiers> defined
in a PERSON statement in the ADMINISTRATION
section.
4.8.3.15

SCHEDULE

The SCHEDULE statement defines the schedule ‘for the delivery of partial orders. The first parameter,
<line_item_refi,
is a reference to a <line_ite~
defined within the GenCAM file. ,~e second parameter,
<delive~_date>,
is the date by which the item is to be received. The third parameter, <count>, is the
quantity of the items that are to be received on the date specified. The total ecounti parameters for any
line item should match the total quantity identified for the TRANSACTION of the GenCAM file.
Note: Documents associated with the $ADMINISTRATION section shall be contained in $DRAWINGS.
define the document types, size, number, revision, date, and all pertinent product descriptions.

4.8.3.16

That section will

COMMENT

The COMMENT statement
ADMINISTRATION
section.

can @ used to add information that is considered
The only parameter, <commen~, is a freeform string.

relevant

●

~... .

to the
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ADMINISTRATION

Section Example

$2ADMINISTRATION
ASSEMBLY:
“Modem”,
“C!lClO”, 1000;
TRANSACTION:
PO, “C10437”,
“1997-11-13”;
SENT : ,,Billll;
PERSON:
“bill”,
“Bill Johnsrud”,
“Arch Networks”,
“1525 Centril
Ave. “ , “Canata”, “Ontario”, “Canada”, “K2K2E6”,

“613.519.3434”, “613.519.5960”, “bjohnsrud@arch.tom”;
RECEIVED: “Hank”;
PERSON: “Hank”, “Henry Wright”, “FabMax Inc.”, “3400 E.
Industrial Way, #5”, “Santa Clara”, “California”,
,,USA,,
, “95130”, “408.525.3881”, “408..525-3860”;
DESIGNER: “Chris”;
PERSON: “Chris”, “Christopher Wible”, “Arch Networks”, “1525
Central Avenue”, “Kanata”, “Ontario’’,
’’Canada”,
“K2K2E6”, “613.519.3544”, “613.519.5960”,
“cwible@arch.tom” , ,,MTS,,;
BUYER : “Miller”;
PERSON : “Miller” , “Anne Miller”, “Arch Networks”, “1525 Central
Avenue”, “Kanata”, “Ontario”, “Canada”, “KZK2E6”,
“613.519.8723”,
“613.519.5961”;
BILLTO : “Miller” ;
SCHEDULE:
1, “1997-12-15”,
150;
SCHEDULE:
2, “1998-01-31”,
250;
SCHEDULE:
3, “1998-03-01”,
600;
COMMENT : “Ship all to North
American
Contract

Manufacturer.

Import Not Guaranteed.”;
$ENDADMINISTRATION
4.8.4

FIXTURES

The FIXTURES section provides information that is pertinent to one ormorefmtures.
associate board(s) and/or paqel(s) with a fixture, providing
placement parameters
FIXTURES section is optional, and has the following form:
,

FIXTURES

::=
:>
:>

$FIxTums
1{
FIXTURE: asedin_ref>,

<fixture_app>,

Italsosemesto
for eaeh.
The

[<fixture_function>];

{
1{

:>
<:

OUTLINE: <layer_ref>;
l{cpolygon_buildeb
}n
}n
.
&o{
HOLE: chole_name>, <hole_type>, <prirnitive_reb,
<barreldesc_reb,
[<profiledesc_ref>] ,[<layer_refi]
}n
&o{
CUTOUT: <cutout_name>, [<layer_ref>];

:>

{
<shape_buildeo

<:

}
}n
&o{
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WELL: <well_name>, <norninal_angle>, <surface>, <cutmode>,
<rem_value>, [<barreldesc_ref>], [eprofiledesc_ref>];
:>

,{
<shape_builden

<:

I
}n
&o{
SLOT: eslot_name>, cslot_widtb,
[clayer_ref>];
<polyline_builde~
}n
&o{
KEEPOUT: <keepout_name>, 4eepout_type>,
[<laytX_ref>];
<polygon_builder>
}n
&1{
PLACEMENT: eusedin_ref>, <location>;
}n

:>
<:

:>
<:

}
}n
$ENDFIXTURES
cusedin_ref>

.._
,.—

<fixture_app>
<fixture_function>
ehole_name>
ehole_type>
<primitive_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
,.—
.._
..—

<circle_ref>
<rectcti_ref>
<rectcnr_ref>
crectcham_ref>
erectrcmnd_ref>
coval_ref>
cdshape_ref>
ediamond_ref>
chexagon_ref>
eoctagon_ref>
cbarreldesc_ref>
elayer_ref>
clayersingle_ref>
elayerset_ref>
<Xfom ~
ecutout_name>
<well_name>
enomind.angle>
<surface>
ecuimode>
erem_value>
cprofiledesc_ref>
<slot_name>
<slot_width>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.@—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.e—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

string

- for FIXTURE statement references a fixture_name
- for PLACEMENT statement references a BOARD or PANEL
{BDFAB IBDTST I BDASM I ASEMT} 1
string
string
{ELECTRICAL I MECHANICAL I TOOLING} 1
{<circle_ref> I <rectctr_ref> I <rectcnr_ref> I <rectcham_ref> I
aectround_refi
l<oval_ref> I <dshape_ref> l<diamond_ref> I
<hexagon_ref> I <octagon_refi }1
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
{<layersingle_ref> I <layerset_ref>} 1
string
string
<xy_ref>, [<rotation>], [<mirro=], [<scale_facto~l
string
string
angle_units
{TOP I BOTTOM I BOTH} 1
{REMOVE I REMAIN} 1
p_number
string
string
p_number
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<keepout_name>
<keepout_type>

::=
::=

clocation>

.._
,o—

4.8.4.1

string
{COMPONENT

I VIA I ROUTE I TESTPIN I TESTPROBE
BOARD}l
<xy_ref>, [<rotation>], [<mirro~]

I

FIXTURE

The FIXTURE statement is used to identify the fixture assembly. The f~st parameter, <usedin_ref>, is
required. It is a freeform string, and shall identify the fixture by its <usedin_name> as defined in the
HEADER section of the GenCAM file. The second par~eter,
<fixture_app>, is hlso required, and shall
identify the fixture application as one of BDFAB, BDTST, BDASM or ASEMT. The thii-d parameter,
<fixture_function>,
is optional. It is a freeform string that can be used to describe the fixture function.
(i.e. “Stencil”, “Gluedot”)
4.8.4.2

OUTLINE

The OUTLINE statement is used to define the outer periphery of the fixture, using one or more polygon
shapes. The first parameter, elayer_ref>, is required and is used to reference a single layer or layer set
associated with the fixture. An OUTLINE statement shalj be followed by either a POLYGON statement
that references and locates a closed shape, or by sufficient GenCAM simple primitive statements to
describe and locate the closed shape(s). The point of origin of the major outline shall be the location to
which ali the other fixture characteristics, i.e., holes, cutouts, slots, etc. are referenced.
4.8.4.3

HOLE

The HOLE statement is optional, and can be used to name and define a drilled, milled or punched feature
of the fixture. The first parameter, <hole_narne>, is required.
It is a freeform string that serves to
uniquely name the hole instance. Each hole defined for the fixture shall have a unique name within the
fixture description. The second parameter, <hole_type>, is required and shall identify the hole use as one
of ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL or TOOLING. The third parameter, <primitive_ref>, is required and
shall reference a closed, standard or user defined shape, as defined in the PRIMITIVES section, of the
The fourth parameter, <barreldesc_ref>,
is required and shall reference a barrel
GenCAM file.
description as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file.
The fifth parameter,
eprofiledesc_ref>,
is optional. It can serve to define tolerances on the hole size and plating. The sixth
parameter, <layer_ref>, is optional. It can serve to reference a single layer or a layer set through which
the hole is drilled, as defined in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM file. If a <layer_ref> parameter is
not included then all layers are assumed. The last parameter, <xfonm, defines the xy location of the
hole. The x-y transform is required and shall define the relative position of the point of origin of the hole
primitive with respect to the, fixture origin. The rotation parameter is optional, and can define the angle
between the position of the primitive as defined, and its orientation on the fixture, measured counterclockwise. Any mirroring shall be done before the shape is rotated. The mirror parameter is optional,
and can be used to indicate that the shape is mirrored.
4.8.4.4

CUTOUT

The CUTOUT statement is used to name and define an internal area of the fixture, which has had one or
more layers cut away. The first parameter, <cutout_narne>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves
to uniquely name the cutout instance. The second parameter, elayer_ref>, is optional, and is used to
reference the layer set associated with the cutout. When omitted, a cutout is assumed to include all layers.
A CUTOUT statement shall be followed by one or more in-line or referenced primitive definitions
identified as being part of the set of <shape_builde~
descriptions.
If simple primitives are used they
shall describe a closed shape.
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4.8.4.5

WELL

The WELL statement is optional, and can be used to identify material removal from the panel. The fwst
parameter, <well_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that shall serve to uniquely identify the well ‘
instance.
The second parameter, <nomind_angle>,
is required and shall define the nominal angle
between the sidewalls of the well. An angle of zero shall be understood to define vertical, parallel walls.
The third parameter, <surface>, is also required, and shall be one of the fixed fields TOP, BOTTOM or
BOTH, and shall define the side from which the well is milled. The fourth parameter, ecutmode> is also
required, and shall be one of the fixed fields REMOVE or REMAIN.’ The fifth parameter, <rem.value>
supplements the <cutmode> parameter, and provides the measure of the material removed or the measure
of the material that remains. The six parameter, <barreldesc_ref>, is optional, and can reference a barrel
description as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file if the WELL is plated, coated or
filled; the default is HOLLOW. The seventh parameter, <profiledesc_ref>, is optional. It can serve to
define tolerances on any plating of the well, and when present, shall reference a finish profile description
as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file. A WELL statement shall be followed by
one or more in-line or referenced primitive definitions identified as being part of the set of
<shape_builde~
descriptions. If simple primitives are used they shall describe a closed shape.
4.8.4.6

SLOT

The SLOT statement is optional, and can be used to identify the absence of material in the fixture, which
takes the form of a slot. The fwst parameter, <slot_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that shall
serve to uniquely identify the slot instance. The second parameter, <slot_width>, is also required, and
shall define width of the slot. The default condition for a slot is vertical walls, completely through the
fixture. The third parameter, <layer_ref>, is optional and is used when a. fixture has layer definition to
indicate the layer of the fixture that should contain the slot.
The SLOT description shall immediately be followed by either a’POLYLINE statement that references
and locates the slot shape, or by one or more GenCAM Graphic Primitive statements which are used to
describe the slot, from beginning to end, as a form of polyline. It is assumed that slots have rounded
comers at their ends. The definition of the SLOT is to the center of the radius at the xy location ends of
the polyline.
4.8.4.7

KEEPOUT

The KEEPOUT statement is optional, and can be used to name and define an enclosed area of the fixture,
inside of which is not accessible for certain manufacturing
or test uses.
The fwst parameter,
<keepout_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely name the keepout instance.
The second parameter, -dmepout_type>,
is also required.
The keepouts type shall be one of
COMPONENT, ROUTE, TESTPROBE, TESTPIN or BOARD. The third parameter, elayer_ref>, is
optional, and shall define the surface to which the keepout region is applied, either a single layer, TOP or
BOTTOM, or layerset defined in the LAYERS section. When omitted, both TOP and BOTTOM are
assumed.
A KEEPOUT statement shall be followed by one or more POLYGON statements that
reference and locate the keepout shape(s), or by sufficient GenCAM simple primitive statements to
describe and locate the closed shape(s).
4.8.4.8

PLACEMENT

The PLACEMENT statement is used to identify each board or panel that is to be placed on the fixture,
and to define its location on the fixture. The first parameter, eusedin_ref>, is required. It is a freeform
string, and shall reference a BOARD or PANEL by its <usedln_name> as defined in the HEADER
section of the GenCAM file. The second parameter, clocation>, provides the relative x-y position and
optional rotation and mirror for the particular board or panel indicated, with respect to fixture’s point-oforigin
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A FIXTURES Section Example
$FIXTURES

FIX URE : “ScanDual” , BDTST, “Test probe translation #l”;
A $ TRIBUTE: “HP”, “KIT”, “44200L”;
ATTRIBUTE: “HP”, “ACTUATION”, “PNEUMATIC”;
ATTRIBUTE: “HP”, “CONNECT”, “SEMIAUTOMATIC”;
ATTRIBUTE: “HP”, ““’’TOPPROBES”,“ON”;
HOLE : “Tholel”, TOOLING, “Round1875”, “B1875”, , ,
(41550, 59550) ;
HOLE : “Thole2”, TOOLING, “Round1875”, “B1875”, , ,
(3550, 3550);
PLACEMENT: “Scan_Xmt”, (30198, -77677), 0-0;
PLACEMENT: “Scan_Rcv”, (18198, 62323), 180.0;
FIXTURE: “ScanBd_Xmt”, BDFAB, “Routing temPlate”;
(30198, -57677) ;
PLACEMENT: “ScanBd_Xmt”,
$ENDFIXTURES
,

4.8.5

PANELS

The FANELS sectionreferencestheboardsand/or
sub-panels that make up the panel along with other
datathat impertinent tothe panel itself. Included aetieouter
shape andmyintemal
cutouts of thepmel
in terrnsof absolute xandy coordinates as viewed from the top or primary side. The PANELS sectionis
required when the board assembly is panelized, and has the following form.

PANELS

.._
..—
:>
:>

$PANELS
1{
PANEL: <usedin_ref>;
{

,----

1{
OUTLINE: <layer_ref>:
:>

{

,

l{<polygon_builde~
}n
&O{THICKNESS :<dim_value>,
<:

<profiledesc-ref>;

}1

}
}n
&o{
CUTOUT: <cutout_name>,

:>

[<layer-ref>];

{
eshape_buildeb

<:

}
}n
&o{
WELL: cwell_name>, <nominal_angle>, ~surface>,
<rem_value>, [<barrekiesc_ref>] ,[<profiledesc_ref>];

:>

{

<:

}

<cutmode>,

<shape_buildeP

:>
<;

}n
&o{
SLOT: <slot_name>, cslot_width>,
<polyline_builde~
}n

&o{
GROOVE: egroove_name$,
60
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<nominal-angle>,
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:>
<:

<surface>, <cutmode>, u-em_value>,
[<profiledesc_ref>];
<polyline_builde}n
&o{
HOLE: dole_name>,
ehole_type>, cpnrnitive_ref>,
<barreldesc_ref>, [<profiledesc_ref>], [<layer_ref>lj <xfo~;
}n
&o{
TARGET: <target_ref>, [<layer_ref>], [<color_ref>], <xfo-;
}n

&o{
KEEPOUT:<keepout_name>,
<polygon_builde~
}n
& 1{
PLACEMENT: <usedin_ref>,
}n

:>
<;

<:
<:

dceepout_type>,

[<layer_ref>];

<location>;

}

}n
$ENDPANELS

eusedin_ref>

.._
..—

Clayer_ref>
<layersingle_ref>
elayerset_ref>
edim.value>
<profiledesc_ref>
<cutout.name>
<well.name>
<nominal_angle>
<surface>
<cutmode>
<rem_value>
<barreldesc_ref>
eslot_name>
<slot_width>
egroove_name>
cgroove_width>
ehole_name>
ehole_type>
cprimitive_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.e—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<circie_ref>
crectctr_ref>
erectcnr_ref>
<rectcham_ref>
crectround_ref>
eoval_ref>
edshape_ref>
<diamond_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

2
.,,’
.>”,
‘ ,$
\
4

string

- in PANEL statement references a <panel_name> in $HEADER
- in PLACEMENT statement references a board, assembly, or a
subpanel
{<layersingle_reb
I <layerset_ref>} 1 - The default is ALL.
string
string
p.number
string
string
string
angle_units
{TOP I BOTTOM I BOTH}l
{REMOVE I REMAIN} 1
p_number
string
string
p_number
string
p_number
string
{MECHANICAL I ELECTRICAL I TOOLING} 1
{<circle_ref> I <rectcti_re& I <rectcnr_ref> I <rectcham=ref> I
<~ctround_ref> l<oval_ref> I <dshape_ref> l<diamond_ref> I
<hexagon_ref> I <octagon_ref> }1
string
string
string
string
string
sting
string
string
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<hexagon_ref>
<octagon_ref>
<Xfom
<target_ref>
<color_ref>
<keepout.name>
<keepout_type>
<location>
4.8.5.1

.._
...._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
.c—
.._
..-

String
string
exy_refi, [rotation>], [cmirro-],[cscale_factoO]
string
string - color name identified in $HEADER; the default is “black”
string
{COMPONENT I VIA I ROUTE I TESTP~ I TESTPROBE I
BOA~}l
<xy_ref>, [rotation>],
[<mirro-]

PANEL

The PANEL statement is used to identi~ the pMted board panel or assembly subpanel.
The fmt
parameter, <usedin_ref>, shall be the unique name of the panel or subpanel assigned in the HEADER of
the GenCAM file.
4.8.5.2

OUTLINE

The OUTLINE statement is used to define the outer periphery of the panel, using one or more polygon
shapes. The fust parameter, <layer_ref>, is required and is used to reference a single layer or layer set
associated with the panel. An OUTLINE statement shall be followed by either a POLYGON statement
that references and locates a closed shape, or by sufficient GenCAM simple primitive statements to
describe and locate the closed shape(s). The point of origin of the major outline shall be the location to
which all the other panel characteristics, i.e., holes, cutouts, slots, etc. are referenced.
The optional THICKNESS statement is used to specify the thickness of the panel(s). The fwst parameter,
<dim_value>, defines the thickness in dimension units as specified in the HEADER section. The second
parameter, <profiledesc_ref>, references the tolerances on the thickness of the overall panel.

4.8.5.3

CUTOUT

.----

The CUTOUT statement is used to name and define an internal area of the panel, which has had one or
more layers cut away. The frost parameter, <cutout_mme>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves
to uniquely name the cutout instance. The second parameter, <layer_ref>, is optional, and is used to
reference the individual layer or layer set associated with the cutout. When omitted; a cutout is assumed
to include all layers. A CUTOUT statement shall be followed by one or more in-line or referenced
primitive definitions identified as being part of the set of eshape_buildedescriptions.
If simple
primitives are used they shall describe a closed shape.
4.8.5.4

WELL

The WELL statement is optional, and can be used to identify material removal from the panel. The frost
parameter, <well_narne>, is required. It is a freeform string that shall serve to uniquely identify the well
instance.
The second parameter, cnominal_angle>,
is required and shall define the no~nal
angle
between the sidewalls of the well. An angle of zero shall be understood to define vertical, parallel walls.
The third parameter, <surface>, is also required, and shall be one of the fixed fields TOP, BOTTOM or
BOTH, and shidl define the side from which the well is milled. The fourth parameter, <cutmode>, is also
required, and shall be one of the fixed fields REMOVjE or REMAIN. The fifth parameter, <rem_value>
supplements the <cutmode> parameter, and provides the measure of the material removed or the measure
of the material that remains. The six parameter, cbarreldesc_ref>, is optional, and can reference a barrel
description as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file if the WELL is plated, coated or
filled; the default is HOLLOW.
The seventh parameter; cprofiledesc_ref>,
is optional. It can serve to
define tolerances on any plating of the well, and when present, shall reference a finish profile description
as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file. A WELL statement shall be followed by
one or more in-line or referenced primitive definitions identified as being part of the set of
<shape_builde~
descriptions. If simple primitives are used, they shall describe a closed shape.
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( 1999)

SLOT

The SLOT statement is optional, and can be used to identify slots in the panel that may be used for depanelization or other purposes. The first parameter, <slot_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that
shall serve to uniquely identify the slot’ instance. The second parameter, <slot_width>, is alSO required,
and shall define width of the slot. The default condition for a slot is vertical walls, completely through
the fixture. The third parameter, <layer_ref>, is optional, and is used to reference the single layer or layer
set associated with the slot. When omitted, a slot is assumed to include all layers.
The SLOT description shall be immediately followed by either a POLYLINE statement that references
and locates the slot shape, or by one or more GenCAM Graphic primitive statements which are used to
describe “the slot, from beginning to end, as a form of polyline. It is assumed that slots have rounded
comers at their ends. The definition of thd slot is to the center of the radius at the xy location ends of the
polyline.

4.8.5.6

GROOVE

The GROOVE statement is optional, and can be used to identify grooves cut in the panel used for depanelization. The fwst parameter, <groove_nmne>, is required. It is a freeform string that sh~ serve to
uniquely identify the groove instance. The second parameter, <groove_widtb,
is ak+equired,
and shall
define ~he width of ~e groove at its widest section. The third parameter of the GROOVE statement,
<nominal_angle>, shall define the nominal angle between the sidewalls of the groove. An angle of zero
shall be understood to define vertical, parallel walls. The fourth parameter, <surface>, is also required,
and shall be one of the fixed fields TOP, BOTTOM or BOTH, and shall define the side from which the
groove is ground. The fifth parameter, ccutmode>, is also required and shall be one of the fixed fields
REMOVE or REMAIN.
The sixth parameter, aem_value>
supplements the REMOVE or REMAIN
parameters, tind provides the measure of the material removed or the measure of the material that remains.
The seventh parameter, <profiledesc_ref>,
is optional.
When present, it shall reference a profile
description as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file. It represents the tolerances on
the ~terial stated in aem_value>.
The GROOVE statement shall be follow by a POLYLINE statement
that references and locates the center of the groove at its xy locations on the panel.
4.8.5.7

HOLE

The HOLE statement is option~, and can be used to name and define a drilled or punched feature of the
panel. The first parameter, chole_narne>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely name
the hole instance. Each hole defined for the panel shall have a unique name within the panel description.
The second parameter, <hole_type>, is required and shall identi@ the hole use as one of ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL or TOOLING.
The third parameter, eprirnitive_re&,
is required and SW reference a
closed, standard or user defined shape, as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenC.AM file. The
fourth parameter, <barreldesc_re&,
is required and shall reference a barrel description as defined in the
PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file. The fifth parameter, <profiledesc_ref>, is optional. It can
serve to define tolerances on the hole size and plating. The sixth parameter, <layer_ref>, is optional. It
can define the individual layer, elayersingle>, or group of layers, <layerseb, through which the hole is
drilled, as defined in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM file. If a <layer_ref> parameter is not
included then all layers are assumed.
The remaining parameters define the placement of the hole. The x-y transform is required ahd shall
define the relative position of the point of origin of the hole primitive with rq%ct to the panel origin.
The rotation parameter is optional, and can define the angle between the orientation of the primitive as
defined, and its position on the panel, measured counter-clockwise.
Any mirroring shall be done before
the shape is rotated. The mirror parameter is optional, and can be used to indicate that the hole is
mirrored before becoming part of the panel.
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4.8.5.8

TARGET

The TARGET statement is option~ and can be used to name and define a z-axis alignment or x-y
registration feature (e.g. fiducial), or a bad-board indicator. The fwst parameter, dmget_ref>, is required.
It is a freefom string that serves to reference the target definition in the ARTWORKS section of the
GenCAM file. The second parameter, =dayer_ref>, is optional.
It can define the individual layer,
elayersingle>, or group of layers, <layerse~, to which the TARGET should be applied, as defined in the
LAYERS section of the GenCAM file. If a <layer_ref> parameter is not included then all layers are
assumed. The third parameter, <color_ref> is optional, and can be used to reference a color as defined by
the COLOR statement in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
The remaining parameters define the <xforrm of the target. The <xfois composed of an <xy_ref>
parameter that is required and shall define the relative position of the point of origin of the target with
respect to the panel origin. A <rotation> ~arameter is optional, and can define the angle between the
position of the target as defined, and its orientation on the paneI, measured counter-clockwise.
Any
mirroring shall be done before the target is rotated. The <rnirron parameter is optional, and can be used
to indicate that the artwork is mirrored. The shape can be placed no’mlly or can be mirrored before
becoming part of the panel. The last parameter is an optional <scale_factom multiplier that is applied to
all dimensions of the target.

4.8.5.9

KEEPOUT

The KEEPOUT statement is optional, and can be used to name and define an area of the panel, inside
which is not accessible for certain manufacturing or test uses. The shape defined for the keepout region
must be closed. The first parameter, &eepout_narne>,
is required. It is a freeform string that serves to
uniquely name the keepout instance. The second parameter, dceepout_type>, shall be one of the areu or
physical features to which KEEPOUT applies; these are COMPONENT,
VIA, ROUTE, TESTPIN,
TESTPROBE, and BOARD. The third parameter, clayer_reb,
is optional. It can define the individual
layer, <layersingle>, or group of layers, elayerse-,
to which the keepout area applies, as defined in the
LAYERS section of the GenCAM file. If a <layer_ref> parameter is not included then all layers are
assumed. . A KEEPOUT statement shall be followed by a POLYGON statement that reference and
locate the keepout shape, or by sufficient GenCAM simple PrJ-nitive statements to describe and locate the
closed shape(s).
4.8.5.10

..-----

PLACEMENT

The PLACEMENT statement is used to locate a board or a sub-panel within the manufacturing panel.
The first parameter, <usedin_ref>, is required.
It shall reference a PANEL or BOARD by its
cusedin.name>
as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file. The second parameter,
<location>, is required and provides the position and optional rotation and mirror characteristics.
The x-y
transform of the <location> parameter is required and ‘shall define the relative position of the board or
subpanel with respect to the fabrication PANEL origin. The rotation parameter is optional, and can define
the angle between the orientation of the board, or sub-panel as defined, and its position on the panel,
measured counter-clockwise.
Any mirroring shall be done before the shape is rotated.
The mirror
parameter is optional, and can be used to indicate that the shape can is mirrored before becoming part of
the panel
A PANELS Section Example
$PANELS
PANEL : “ 4uP_MoDus “ ;
OUTLINE : “All” ;
LINE : (o, o),
(0,

175000) ;
LINE: (O, 175000j , (140000, 175000) ;
LINE : (14000,- 175000) , (140000, o)’;
LINE : (140000, o), (o, o);
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THICKNESS:
150,
“hrninate4”;
PLACEMENT: “l1354-66540RevA”,
(O, O) , 0.0;
PLACEMENT: ’’l1354-66540RevA”
, (8484,
1031) , 180.0,
PLACEMENT: ’’l1354-66540RevA”-,
(O, 86017) , 0.0;
PLACEMENT: n11354-66540RevA”
, (58484,,87033),
180.0,
TOOLING,
“Round1875”,
“B1875”,
,
HOLE : “Tholel”,
(41550,
59550);
TOOLING,
“Round1875”,
“B1875”,
,
HOLE : “Thole2”,
(3550,
3550);
$EtiPANELS

4.8.6

:-i;,
4

MIRROR;
MIRROR;
,
,

BOARDS

The BOARDS section defmesthe
outer shape and any internal cutouts of the printed circuit or printed
wiring board in terms of absolute x and y coordinates as viewed from the top or primary side. The
$BOA~Smd
$E~BOA~S
section keywords mka
BOA~Ssection
of the GenCAM file. The
BOARDS section isrequiredandshall
havethefollowing
form.

BOARDS

.._
..—
:>
:>

$BOARDS
1{
BOARD:-sedin_ref>;
{
1{
OUTLINE: <layer_ref>;

:>

{
l{<polygon_buildeO
}n
& O{THICKNESS: <dim_va~ue>, <profiledesc_ref>;

}1

}
}n
&o{
‘CUTOUT <cutout_name>,
:>

{

<:

}

....-.

[<layer_ref>];

*

<shape_builde=
}n
&o{
WELL: ewell_narne>, <nominal_angle>, <surface>, ccutmode>,
~em_value>,
[ebarreldesc_reb],
[<profiledesc_ref>];
{
cshape_builde~

:>
<:

:>

‘

}
}n
&o{
SLOT: eslot_name>, cslot_width>, [<layer_ref>];
cpolyline_builde_
}n
&o{
GROOVE: egroove.name>, <grcmve_width>, <norninal_angle>,
<surface>, ecutmode>, crem_value>, [eprofiledesc_ref>];
<polyline_builde~
}n

&o{
HOLE <hole_naine>,
<barreldesc_refi,

ehole_type>, cprirnitive_ref>,
[cprofiledesc_ref>],
[<layer_reb],

<xfo-;
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}n
&o{
,
TARGET: <target_reb,

[<layer_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

<xforrrD;

}n

&o{
LOGO: <logo_ref>, [<layer_ref>], [<color_ref>], <xfo-;
}n
&o{
KEEPOUT:4mepout_name>,
deepout_type>,
[<layer_ref>];
<polygon_builde~
}n
& BAREBOARDTEST: .<continuity_voltage>, <continuity_curren~,
<isolation_voltage>;
.}

:>
<:

<:
<:

}n
$ENDBOARDS

<usedin_ref>
<layer_ref>
<layersingle_ref>
<layerset_ref>
<dim_value>
<profiledesc_ref>
<cutout_name>
<well_narne>
<nominal_angle>
<surface>
<cutmode>
<rem_value>
<barreldesc_ref>
cslot_name>
<slot_width>
<groove_name>
cgroove_width>
<hole_name>
<hole_type>
<primitive_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.-—
.._
.,.._
.+—

<circle_ref>
crectctr_ref>”
<rectcnr_ref>
<rectcham_ref>
crectround_ref>
eoval_ref>
cdshape_ref>
<diamond_ref>
ehexagon_ref>
<octagon_ref>
<xforn-D
<target_ref>
<color=ref>
<logo_ref>
<keepout_name>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
...._
...._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.o—
.._
.+.._
...._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
.c—
.._
.o—

string - references a <board.name> in the HEADER section
{<layersingle_ref> I <layerset_ref>} 1 - The default is ALL
string
string
p_number
string
string
string
angle_units.
{TOP I BO’ITOM I BOTH} 1
{REMOVE I REMAIN} 1
p_number
string
string
p_number
string
p_number
string
{MECHANICAL I ELECTRICAL I TOOLING} 1
{ccircle_refi I crectctr_ref> I erectcnr_reb I crectcham_ref> I
crectround_refi
leoval_refi I edshape_reb
lediarnond_reb
I
chexagon_reb
I coetagon_reb }1
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
cxy_refi, [crotatioD],[anirro~],
[escale_factop]
string
string - color name identified in $HEADER; the default is “black
Striilg
string

.. ----

>

:

~
.,,
..,
M
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<keepout_type>

::=

<continuity_voltage>
<continuity_curren@
<isolation_voltage>

::=
::=
::=

4.8.6.1

{COMPONENT I VIA I ROUTE I TESTPIN
BOARD} 1
p.number
- Units shall be expressed in
p_number
- Units shall be expressed in
p_number
- Units shall be expnxsed in

I TESTPROBE

I

volts
amps
volts

-,“
#
!.,,,
“i
-!!
,$

BOARD

The BOARD statement is used to identify a printed board or printed’ board coupon. ~The first parameter,
~~ file.
~sedin_ref>,
shall be the unique name of the board assigned in the HEADER of the GenCAM
4.8.6.2

;
=+!
(.$,
,;
‘1
,,
,,>,
:,

{

OUTLINE

The OUTLINE statement is used to define the outer periphery of the board, using one or more polygon
shapes. The f~st parameter, dayer_ref>, is required and is used to reference a single layer or laYer set
associated with the board. An OUTLINE statement shall be followed by either a POLYGON statement
that references and locates a closed shape, or by sufficient GenCAM simple primitive statements to
describe and locate the closed shape(s). The point of origin of the ma.or outline shall be the location to
which all the other board characteristics, i.e., holes, cutouts, slots, etc. are referenced.
The optional THICKNESS statement is used to specify the tilckness of the board(s). The fwst parameter,
cdim.value>, defines the thickness in dimension units as specii%d in the $HEADER section. The second
parameter, cprofiledesc_ref>, references the tolerances on the thickness of the overall Panel.
4.8.6.3

CUTOUT

‘

The CUTOUT statement is used to name and define an internal area of the board, which has had one or
more layers cut away. me first pamrneter, <cutout_name>,is WUired. It is a freeform string that serves
is optional, and is USed to
to uniquely name the cutout instance. The second parameter, dayer_ref>,
reference the individual layer, or layer set associated with the cutout. When omitted, a cutout is assumed
to include all layers. A CUTOUT statement shall be followed by one or more in-line or referenced
primitive definitions identified as being part of the set of <shape-b~lde~
descriptions.
If simple
primitives are used they shall describe a closed shape.
4.8.6.4

WELL

The WELL statement is optional, and can be used to identify material removal from the board. The f~st
parameter, <well_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that S~
serve to uniquely identify the well
is requti
and SM define the nominal angle
The second parameter, aorninal_angle>,
instance.
between the sidewalls of the well. An angle of zero shall be understood to define vertical, parzdlel walls.
The third parameter, <surface>, is also required, and shall be one of the fixed fields TOP, BOTTOM or
BOTH, and shall define the side from which the well is milled. The fourth pararneter,ccutmode>,
is also
required, and shall be one of the fixed fields REMOw
or RE~IN.
The fifth parameter, <rem_value>
supplements the <cutmode> parameter, and provides the measure of the material removed or the measure
of the material that remains. The six parameter, <barreldesc_refi,
is optional, and CaTIreference a barrel
description as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file if the WELL is plated, coated or
filled; the default is HOLLOW. The seventh parameter; cprofiledesc_re~,
is optional; It carJ serve to
define tolerances on any plating of the well, and when presen~ shall reference a ftish profile description
as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file. A WELL statement shall be followed by
one or more in-line or referenced primitive definitions identified as being part of the set of
eshape_builde~
descriptions. If simple primitives are used, they ~
describe a closed shape.
4.8.6.5

SLOT

The SLOT statement is optional, and can be used to identify slots in the board. The first parameter,
<slot_name>, is required. It is a freeform stri
thw”shall serve to uniquely identify the slot instance. The
Y
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second parameter, <slot_widtb,
is also required, and shall define width of the slot. The default
condition for a slot is vextical walls, completely through the board. The third parameter, clayer=re~, is
optional, and is used to reference the single layer or layer set associated with the slot. When omitted, a
slot is assumed tg include all layers.
The SLOT description shall be immediately followed by either a POLYLINE statement that references
and locates the slot shape, or by one or more GenCAM Graphic Primitive statements which are used to
describe the slot, from beginning to end, as a form of polyline. It is assumed that slots have rounded
corners at their ends. The definition of the slot is, to the center of the radius at the xy location ends of the
polyline.
4.8.6.6

GROOVE

The GROOVE statement is optional, and can be used to identify grooves cut in the board for
segmentation or other purposes. The first parameter, egroove_name>, is required. It is a freeform string
that shall serve to uniquely identify the groove instance. The second parameter, <groove_widtb,
is also
required, and shall define the width of the groove at its widest section. The third parameter of the
GROOVE statement, <norninal_angle>,
shall define the nominal angle between the sidewalls of the
groove. An angle of zero shall be understood to define vertical, parallel walls. The fourth parameter,
<surface>, is also required, and shall be one of the fixed fields TOP, BOTTOM or BOTH, and shall
define the side from which the groove is ground. The fiflh parameter, <cutrnode>, is also required and
shall be one of the fixed fields REMOVE or REMAXN. The sixth parameter, aem.value>
supplements
the REMOVE or REMAIN parameters, and provides the measure of the material removed or the measure
of the material that remains. The seventh parameter, <profiledesc_reb,
is optional. When present it
shall reference a profile description as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file. It
represents the tolerances on the material stated in aem_value>.
The GROOVE statement shall be follow
by a POLYLINE statement that references and locates the center of the groove at its xy Ioeations on the
board.
4.8.6.7

HOLE

The HOLE statement is optional, and can be used to name and cjefine a drilled or punched feature of the
board. The first parameter, <hole_narne>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely name
the hole instance. Each hole defined for the board shall have a unique name within the board description.
The second parameter, <hole_type>,
is required and shall identifi the hole;s use as one of
ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL or TOOLING.
The third parameter, <prirnitive_reb,
is required and
shall reference a closed, standard or user defined shape, as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the
GenCAM file.
The fourth parameter, <barreldesc_refi,
is required and shall reference a barrel
description as defined in the PRIMITIVES
section of the GenCAM file. The fifth parameter,
<profiledesc_ref>, is optional. It can serve to define tolerances on the hole size and plating. The sixth
parameter, <layerset_ref>, is optional.
It can define the individual layer, clayersingle>,
or group of
layers, <layerseb, through which the hole is drilled, as defined in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM
file. If a <layer_ref> parameter is not included then all layers are assumed.
The remaining parameters define the placement of the hole. The x-y transform is required and shall
define the relative position of the point of origin of the hole’s primitive with respect to the board origin.
The rotation parameter is optional, and can define the angle between the orientation of the primitive as
defined, and its position on the board, measured counterclockwise.
Any mirroring shall be done before
the shape is rotated. The mirror parameter is optional, and can be used to indicate that the hole is
mirrored before becoming part of the board.
4.8.6.8

TARGET

The TARGET statement is optional, and can be used to name and define a z-axis alignment or x-y
registration feature (e.g. fiducial). The first parameter, ~arget_reb,
is required. It is a freeform string
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that serves to reference the target definition in the ARTWORKS section of the GenCAM file. The second
parameter, <layer_ref>, is optional. It can define the individual layer,<layersingle%Or grOUPof layers,
<layerseti, to which the TARGET should be applied, as defined in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM
file. If a <layer_ref> parameter is not included: then all layers are assumed. . The third parameter,
<color_ref> is optional, and can be used to reference a color as defined by the COLOR statement in the
HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
The remaining parameters define the <xfoof the target. The <xforro is composed of an <xy_ref>
parameter that is required and shall define the relative position of the point of origin of the target with
respect to the board origin. A <rotation> parameter is optional, and can define the angle between the
position of the target as defined, and its orientation on the board, measured counterclockwise.
Any
mirroring shall be done before the target is rotated. The <rnirro- parameter is optional, and can be used
to indicate that the artwork is mirrored. The last parameter is an option~ <sc~e_facio~
multiplier that is
applied to all dimensions of the target.
4.8.6.9

,,
*,
j,

*
i

LOGO

The LOGO statement is optional, and can be used to name and define the logo to be put onto the board.
It is a freeform string that serves to reference the logo
The first parameter, clogo_ref>, is required.
definition in the ARTWORKS section of the GenCAM file. The second parameter, <layerset_ref>, is
optional. It can define the individual layer, <layersingle>, or group of layers, <layerseD, to which the
LOGO should be applied, as defined in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM file. If a <layer_ref>
parameter is not included then all layers are assumed. The third parameter, <color_ref> is option~, ~d
can be used to reference a color as defined by the COLOR statement in the HEADER section of the
GenCAM file.
The remaining pararnetm define the <xfoof the logo. The <xforrm is composed of an <xy.ref>
parameter that is required and shall define the relative position of the point of origin of the target with
respect to the board origin. ,A <rotation> parameter is optional, and can define the angle between the
position of the target as defined, and its orientation on the board, measured counterclockwise.
Any
mirroring shall be done before the target is rotated. The <rnirro- parameter is optional, and can be used
to indicate that the artwork is mirrored. The last parameter is an optional <scale_factoD multiplier that is
applied to all dimensions of the logo.
4.8.6.10

KEEPOUT

The KEEPOUT statement is optional, and can be used to name and define an area of the board, inside
which is not accessible to test probes, components, etc. The shape defined for the keepout region must be
closed. The fwst parameter, &eepout_name>,
is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely
name the keepout instance. The second parameter is the keepout type, ckeepout_type>
and is a fixed
field word identifying COMPONENT, VIA, ROUTE, TESTPIN, TESTPROBE and BOARD keepout
areas. The third parameter, <layer_ref>, is optional. It can define the individual layer, <layersingle>, or
group, of layers, <layerseb, to which the keepout area applies, as defined in the LAYERS section of the
GenCAM file. If a elayer_ref> parameter is not included then all layers me assumed. A KEEPOUT
statement shall be followed by a POLYGON statement that reference and locate the keepout shape, or by
sufficient GenCAM simple primitive statements to describe and locate the closed shape(s),.
4.8.6.11

BAREBQARDTEST

The BAREBOARDTEST
statement is required and is used to identify the test voltage and cuvent to be
used for board continuity testing. The first parameter, <continuity_voltage>, identifies the continuity
voltage in volts. The second parameter, <continuity_currenti,
is the continuity current in amps. The last
parameter, eisolation_voltage>,
is the isolation voltage in volts.
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A BOARDS Section Example:

$BOARDS
BOARD : “66540” ;
OI!JTLINE:“All”;
LINE : (0, 0), (12000, 20000);
CIRCARC : (12000, 20000), (12000; 30000), (11800, 25000);
LINE : (12000, 30000), (10000, 30000);
THICKNESS: 150, “connector”;
LINE: (10000, 30000), (O, O);
CUTOUT : “TransformerHole”, “All”;
CIRCLE : “RoundCut”, (80000, 140000);
HOLE : “Tholel” , “PlatedTooling1875” , , (11550, 29550);
HOLE : “Thole2” , “PlatedTooling1875” , , (550, 550);
ATTRIBUTE: “MegaTool”,
“board mill tool”, “255”;
$ENDBOARDS
4.8.7

DRAWINGS

The DRAWINGS section isused toidentify anddescribe thedrawing setassociatedwiththe assembly. Alldrawings
thatareincludedin theGenCAMfile shallbedescnbed intheGenCAMlanguage. Drawingsinother formatscanbe
referenced in this section for informational purposes only.
DRAWINGS

::=
:>
:>
:>

$DRAWINGS
1{
USEDIN: asedin_ref>
O{,<usedin_ref>}n;
1{
DRAWING: <drawing_name>, [<url>], [<drawing_forrna~];
{
DWGTYPE: <drawing_type>;
&DWGSIZE:<drawing_size>;
& DWGREV: <drawing_revisioo;
& DWGNUMBER: drawing_numbe~;
& DWGDATE: <drawing_date>;
& 1{
SHEET: <sheet_nurnbe_,
[<sheet_rev>l;

:>

:>
<:

:>

<:

{

FRAME: <artwork_ref>, <xfo-;
&o{
INSERT: <item_ref>, exfonm;
o{
FILTER: <layersingle_ref>;
}n
}n
&o{
SYMBOL: <symbol_ref>, <comp_refdes>, <circuit_ref>,
[<colm_ref>], <xfonm;
{
1{SYMPIN:<sympin_ref>,
cnet_ref>; }n
& O {TEXT: <text_string>, epl>, <p2>, [<font_ref>],
[<color_ref>], <xform; }n
}n
}n
&o{
NET:enet_ref>;
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o{
<polyline_builde~
I TEXT: <text_string>, <pi>, <p2>, [<font_ref>],
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;
}n
}n
& 1{<shape_buildem} n
& O{ARTWORK: eartwork_ref>, [<color_ref>], <xfonm;
& O{LOGO: <logo_ref>, [<color_ref>], <xforrrD; }n
& O{TEXT: <text_string>, <pi>, <p2>, [<font_ref>],
[<color_ref>], exfonm; }n

:>

<:

}n

}
<:
<:

}il
}
I DWGREF: curl>, <drawing_format>;
}n
}n
$ENDDRAWINGS

<:
<:

Note: The DWGREF statement references an externally defined drawing.

This statement is not vatid when the drawing is

defined in-line in the GenCAM file.

eusedin_ref>
<drawing_name>
curl>
edrawing_formati

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

cdrawing_type>

.._
..—

cdrawing_size>
cdrawing_revisiom
<drawing_numbeo
<drawing_date>
<sheet_numbe~
<sheet_rev>
<artwork_reb
<item_ref>

.._
..—
.._
.,—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.o—

<layersingle_ref>
esymbol_ref>
ecomp_refdes>
<circuit_ref>
ecolor_ref>
<s ympin_ref>
enet_ref>
<text_ string>
<pi>
<p2>
<font_ref>
elogo_ref>
<Xfom

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.,—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.,—
.._
..—

string - a $HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s) or assembly (ies)
sting
string - According to the IETF Standard RFC- 1738
string - MIME type according to IETF Stimdards RFC-2045 – RFC-2049
- i.e., “text/IPCGenCAM”, or “texthnl”,
or
“application/postscript”
DETAIL
{FABRICATION I ASSEMBLY I SCHEMATIC
SPECIFICATION I PARTSLIST} 1
{A IBICIDI
EIAOIA11A21A31A4}1
string
string
date_format
p_integer
string
string
string - a reference to the name of an image in the PRIMITIVES,
ARTWORKS, or PATI’ERNS section of the GenCAM file.
{string I TOP I BOTTOM I BOTH} .
string
string
string
string -“<color name> identified in $HEADER; the default is “black”
string
string
string
exy_ref> - p 1 and p2 define the comers of the rectangle
<xy_ref>
string
string
<xy_ref>, [.aotation>], [<mirroP], [<scale_factob]
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The $DRAWINGS and $ENDDRAWINGS section keywords mark the DRAWINGSsection of the
GenCAM file. Each DRAWING description shall start with the DRAWING statement keyword.
4.8.7.1

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the drawing statements that follow with the <usedin_name> of a
board(s), panel(s), assembly(ies) or fixture(s) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
4.8.7.2

DRAWING

The DRAWING statement is used to identify a single sheet or multiple sheet drawing.
The fmt
parameter, edrawing_name>,
contains a unique DRAWING name. It is a free field text String- ‘fhis
name can be used throughout the GenCAM file for all references to this DRAWING set. The second
parameter, curl>, is optional, and identifies t~< location of the drawing information if it is not contained
in the GenCAM file. The third parameter, <drawing_forrna~,
is optional and defines the format for the
drawing information in acc~rdance with IETF standards RFC-2045 - RFC-2049, or as GenCAM,
●
POSTSCRIPT, HTML. The default is GenCAM.
4.8.7.3

DWGTYPE

The DWGTYPE
FABRICATION,
4.8.7.4

statement, edrawing_type>,
ASSEMBLY, SCHEMATIC,

statement, drawing_numbe-,

statement, <drawing_date>,

is used to specify any number that is associated with

is used to specify the date code in the standard GenCAM

SHEET

The SHEET statement is used
required and provides the sheet
SHEET statement, <sheet_rev~,
sheet numbers of multiple sheet
4.8.7.9

..------

DWGDATE

The DWGDATE
date format. ‘
4.8.7.8

is used to specify the revision of the drawing.

DWGNUMBER

The DWGNUMBER
the drawing.
4.8.7.7

is used to specify the paper size of the drawing as one of A,

DWGREV

The DWGREV statement, <drawing_rev>,
4.8.7.6

as one of

DWGSIZE

The DWGSIZE statement, <drawing_size>,
B, C, D, E, AO, Al, A2, A3 or A4.
4.8.7.5

is used 10 define the type of the drawing
DETAIL, SPECIFICATION or PARTSLIST.

is
to identify the drawing sheets. The fwst parameter, <sheet_numbeP,
number of a single or a multi-sheet drawing. The second parameter of the
is optional and can be used to identify separate revisions for individual
draw;ngs.

FRAME

The FRAME statement is used to specify a graphic template for drawings.
The first parameter,.
<artwork_ref>, references an artwork outline for the drawing border, zone identifiers, and the drawing
title block. The second parameter, <xfonm, identifies the relationship with the drawing border and its
constituents to the drawing size. Mirroring, rotation, and scaling are not required.
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4.8.7.10

INSERT

The INSERT statement is used to be able to take any symbol previously defined andre-use it in any
drawing.
This includes primitives, a$ well as artw.orks ‘or pa~ms.
Me f~st parameter, <item_ref>,
identifies the PRIMITIVE, ARTWORK, or PATTERN to be inserted. The second parameter is cxfoand is required to locate the image and the relationship to the FRAME of the drawing. All parameters of
<xfo~
apply.

4.8.7.11

FILTER

The FILTER statement is intended to define portions of various primitives,
within the drawing.
The first parameter, clayersingle_refi,
is required
relationship of the image layers through multiple sheet drawings.
4.8.7.12
SYMBOL

artworks, or patterns used
and identifies the sheet’s

The SYMBOL statement is used to instantiate the schematic graphics for device and device circuit
rendering, cross-referencing
the component reference designator as defined in the COMPONENTS
section of the GenCAM file. The fwst parameter, <symbol_ref>, is required and refers to a SYMBOL
described in the PATTERNS section. The second parameter, <comp_refdes>, is required and defines the
The third parameter,
reference designator of the component from the COMPONENT
section.
<circuit_ref>, is the reference as to which circuit within the component the symbol represents. The fourth
parameter, <color_ref>, is optional, and is a reference to the color stated in the GenCAM HEADER
section. The fifth parameter, <xforrm, is required and identifies the location of the symbol within the
frame of the schematic drawing.

4.8.7.13

SYMPIN

The SYMPIN statement is used to describe the net path relationship to the device or device circuit
graphics, by cross-referencing a symbol pin identifier to the net name, as detined in the ROUTES section
of the GenCAM file. The fwst parameter, <sympin_ref>, is required and identifies the symbol pin
alphanumeric reference. The second par~eter,
enet_ref>, is mandatory, and identifies the net name of
the signal as identified in the ROUTES section of the GenCAM file.
4.8.7.14

NET

The NET statement is used to cross-reference signals from the ROUTES section of the GenCAM file, to
graphic representation of the schematic drawing paths and logic and schematic symbols that identifycomponent characteristics.
The fust parameter, cnet_ref>, is required and references a <net_narne>
assigned in the ROUTES section. The reference shall be followed by a number of <polyline_buildestatements and <text_strings> located within the FRAME of the drawing to connect SYMPIN images that
correspond to the same <net_ref>.

4.8.7.15

Other Drawing Shapes

Additional drawing shapes are added to drawings as required using various graphic, simple, complex, and
user primitives. These are defined in the ,BNF under the description of <shape_builde~
and are required
on every drawing. In addition, other features may be predefmed in the ARTWORKS section and added
to a drawing through an <artwork.ref>,
or <logo_ref>.
TEXT is used throughout all drawing
descriptions to complete title blocks in the FRAME, and to add appropriate notes or annotation to the
drawing.
A DRAWING Section Example
$DRAh71NGs

USEDIN : “ESD-VOCODER “, “MSD-VOCODER “, “APPLICATOR “;
DRAWING : “S23”;
DWGTYPE : SPECIFICATION;
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DWGSIZE:
“A”;
DWGREV:
“1.2”;
DWGDATE : 1997-08-07;
DWGREF : “http://www.

ipc.org/forrnat/Asize”
“text/postscript”;
USEDIN : “MSD-VOICEOVER
“;
DRAWING:
“d23”;
DWGTYPE:
SCHEMATIC;
DWGSIZE:
“D”;
DWGREV:
“1.2”;

,

DWGDATE:
1997-08-07;
SHEET:
I,’’A”;
FRAME : “D-Size-Format”,
(0,0) ;
LOGO : “DEC-24”,
j-lBlack’’, (2.3O, 0.50);
ARTWORK:
“21nputNAND”,
,“Black”,
(12.6, 13.8);
ARTWOR~:
“21nputNAND”,
,“Black”,
(11.2, 16.3);
ARTWORK:
“syms” ;
LINE:
(11.1, 16.1),
(12.3, 14.7),
“Linel”,
“Black”;
LINE : (12.3, 14.7),
(12.4, 13.6),
“Linel”,
“Black”;
ARTWORK:
“Notes for test”,” (0.0, 0.0);
$ENDDRAWINGS

4.8.8

PRIMITIVES

The PRIMITIVES section is provided forthe userto extend the library of reusable geometry bynarning
and giving initial dimension to shapes, referencing the GenCAM Standard Primitives. As with predefined
primitives, the definition provides only the shape. The PRIMITIVES section also contains named
definitions ofline and paint characteristics.
Line characteristics can then reassociated
with unenclosed
primitives, while either line orpaint characteristici can be associated with closed, polygonal features. The
PRIMITIVES section has the following form.

PRIMITIVES

::=
:>
:>

$PRIMITIVES
1{
USEDIN: <usedin_ref>

J

O{,<usedin_ref>}n;

{
o{
LINEDESC:elinedesc_name>,
<line_width>, [<line_encb],
[<color_ref>], [<line_type>], [<line_space>], [<line_length>],
[<line_mod>], [<mod_end>], [<dim_h],
[<dim_B>], [<dim_C>];
}n
&o{
PAINTDESC: <paintdesc_name>, <paint_type>, [<cOkX_ref>],
[<line_width>], [epitchl>], [anglel>],
[cpitch2>], [<angle2>];
}n
&o{
BARRELDESC: cbarreldesc_narne>, <barrel_typel>, <material>,
[<rnin_thicknessl>],
[cbarrel_type2>], [<material>],
[<min_thickness2>],
[cbarrel_type3>], [<material>],
[<min_thiclmess3 >], [<fill_material>];
jn
&o{
PROFILEDESC: <profiledesc_narne>, dlnished_LMC>,
<finished_MMC>, [<start_LMC>], [<start_MMC>l;
}n
& O{CIRCLE: <circle_name>, <diamete~; }n
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:>

<:

:>

<:
<:
<: }n

& O{RECTCENTER: aectartgle.name>,
<x_dimension>,
<y_dimension>; }n
& O{RECTCORNER: crectangle_name>, <Pi>, <P2>; }n
& O{RECTCHAM: ‘a-ectcham_name>, <width>, <heigh@, <chamfe~; }n
&O{ RECTROUND: -ectround.name>,
<width>, <heigho, <radius>; }n
& O{OVAL: <oval_name>, <width>, <heigh~; }n
& O{DSHAPE: <dshape_name>, <end_shape>, <orientation>, <width>,
<heigh~, {<radius> I <charnfe- }1; }n
& O{DIAMOND: <diamond_name>, <width>, <heig~~; }n
& O{HEXAGON: <hexagon_name>, <point_to_Poin~; }n
& O{OCTAGON: <octagon_name>, <point_to_poinO; }n
& O{THERMAL: <thermal_name>, etherm_shape>,. eouter_diameteo,
<inner_diameteD,
[<spoke_counbl,
[<spoke–widt~l,
[<spoke_start_angle>],
[<spoke_end_shape>]; }n
& O{POLYLINE: <polyline_name>;
1{
LINE: estart_xy>, cend_xy>;
I CIRCARC: cstart_xy>, <end_xy>, <cente~, [<direction>];
I ELLIPARC: cstart_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus I>, <focus2>,
[<direction>];
}n
}n
& O{POLYGON: cpolygon_name>;
2{
LINE: <start_xy>, eend_xy>;
I CIRCARC: estart_xy>, <end_xy>, <cente~, [<direction>];
I ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus l>, <focus2>,
[<direction>];
}n
}n
}n
$ENDpRIMITIvEs

Note:A polygon definition shall definean enclosed shapewhoseedgesdo not cross.

The $PRIMITIVES
GenCAM file.

and $ENDPRIMITIVES

<usedin_ref>
-dinedesc_name>
eline_width>
cline_encb
<color_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.o—
.._
..—

<line_type>

.._
..—

eline_space>

.._
..—

cline_length>

.._
..—

<line_mod>
<mod_end>
<dim_A>

.._
.$—
.._
..—
.._
.+—

section keywords

mark the PRIMITIVES

section of the

string - a “$HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s) or assembly (ies)
string
p_number
{NONE I ROUND I SQUARE} 1 - The default is ROUND
string - <color_name> identified in $HEADER; the default is BLACK
and BLACK or NONE if <paint_type> is_VOID.
{SOLID I DOTTED I DASHED I CENTER I PHANTOM I ERASE} 1
- The default is SOLID
- Distance between center line of dots ador start
p_number
and end of lines,
- Distance between start and end of dashes or lines.
p_number
The diameter of a dot is equal to the line width.
{TP I TD I SL1 I SL2 I NONE} 1- The default is NONE.
{START I FINISH I BOTH} 1
p_number
- Distance from end of line to finish of modification,
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or radius of secondary round feature. (see 4. 1.2.4)
- Distance from end of line to extension of
modification.
- Radius joining curvature of land to line center.
(see Figure 4-3)

<dim_B>

.._
..-

p_number

<dim_C>

.._
..-

p_number

<paintdesc_name>
<paint_type>

.._
..—
.._
..-

<pitch 1>

.._
..-

tangle 1>

.._
..—

<degree_value>
<pitch2>

.._
..—
.._
..-

<angle2>
<barreldesc_narne>
<barrel_typel>

.._
.+—
..+
...._
..—

<material 1>
<rnin_thickness 1>

.._
..—
.._
.#—

<barrel_type2>
<materia12>
<min_thickness2>

.._
..—
.._
...._
..-

<barrel_type3>
<materia13>
<rnin_thickness3>

.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—

-dl_matenal>

.._
.o—

eprofiledesc_narne>
efinished_LMC>

.._
t.._
.o—

.d3nished_MMC>

.._
..-

<start_LMC>

.._
.o—

<start_MMC>

.._
.o—

<circle_name>
<diamete=

.._
...._
.c—

crectangle_name>

.._
..-

string
{HOLLOW I HATCH I MESH I FILL I VOID} 1
- The default is HOLLOW.
VOID designates an opaque
abs@ce of FILL within or intersecting a FILL, HATCH, or
MESH enclosure.
p_number
- Distance bdsveen line centers of HATCH or fmt
set of MESH lines.
are only used with MESH paint
cdegree_value> - (O - 180) -0-90
type
number
p_number
- Distance between line center of HATCH or second
set of MESH lines.
<degree_value> - (90 - 180) - second line set for MESH
string
{HOLLOW I FILL I COAT I PLATE} 1
describes HOLE or WELL condition. The default
is HOLLOW – no plating nor coating in hole.
defines material type for the initial wall condition
string
p_number
maximum dimension controlled using
MMC of PROFILEDESC
string
describes metallic plating or coating
string
defines material type for the subsequent wall condition
maximum dimension controlled using
p_number
MMC of PROFILEDESC
string
describes metallic plating or coating
string
defines material type for the final wall condition
maximum dimension controlled using
p_number
MMC of PROFILEDESC
identification of metallic and non-metallic
string
materi~s for filling the hole.
string
variation horn nominal to least material
p_number
condition
variation from nominal to maximum
p_number
material condition.
variation ffom nominal to least material condition
p_number
prior to the addition of plating or coating (see
BARRELDESC).
p_number
variation from nominal to ~imum
material
.
condition prior to the addition of plating or coating
(see BARRELDESC).
string
see 6.6
p_number – dimension values for all primitives can be any convenient
value. The actual size of a feature will be determined by
applying the” scale value of its transform to the defined
dimension.
string
see 6.6

.. .-
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>
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<pi>

.._
..-

<xy_reb

<p2>
<x_dimensiom

.._
...._
..—

<xy_ref>
p_number

<y_dimension>

.._
..—

p_number

<rectcham.name>
<width
&eighb
<chamfen

.._—
,..
.._
...._
..—
.._
..—

string
p+number
p_number
p_number

aectround.name>
cradius>
<oval_name>
<dshape_name>
<end_shape>
<orientation>
<diamond_name>
<hexagon.name>
<point_to_poinb

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
.r—
.._
.o—
.
._
..—
.._
...._
..—,

<octagon_name>
<thermal_name>
ctherm.shape>
couter_diameteb
<inner_diameteb
<spoke_width>
espoke_star_angle>
angulm.measure>
<spoke_coun~
<spoke_end_shape>
<polyline_name>
<start_xy>
<end_xy>
<cente~
<focusl>
<focus2>
<direction>
<polygon_name>

..._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.-—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._

string
p_number
string
see 6.7
string
{ROUND I Ctis=i~FILLET}
1
{NORTH I SOUTH} 1 - the default is NORTH
string
see 6.7
string
SC% 6.7
p_number
- The dimensions represent the distance across the points
of the hexagon or octagon
string
see 6.7
string
see 6.7
{ROUND SQUARE 10CTAGON, 1
p_number
p_number
p_number
<angular_measure>
number
p_integer
- default is O (donut)
{ROUND I SQUARE I PARALLEL} 1
string
see 6.8
ay_ref>
-y_re&
-y_re&
<xy_ref>
<xy_refi
{CLKW I CCLKW} 1 - Default is CCLKW, counterclockwise
string - see 6.8

4.8.8.1

e.-

._
..—
.._
.<.._
.,—
.._
..—
.._
. .—

-e—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._

‘-

- The coordinates pl ~d p2 define the comers of the
rectangle where pl is the lower left hand comer and p2
,is the upper right hand comer.
- The <x_dimensiois the length of the
two parallel horizontal planes of the rectangle.
- The ~_dimensiom
are the two parallel sides of the
rectangle where the sides are perpendicular to the
horizontal planes (the instance may then be rotated to
any angle).
see 6.7

- the chamfer size is the length of one leg of the
chamfer. The chamfer is 45 degrees.
St% 6.7

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the <usedin_name> of a “board(s),
panel(s), assembly(ies) or fixture(s) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file,. At least one
<usedin_ref> is required.
4.8.8.2

LINEDESC

A LINEDESC statement serves to name and define line characteristics, which can then be referenced
throughout the GenCAM file, and associated with both closed and non-closed shape primitives. The frost
parameter, <linedesc_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely name the line
77
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description.
The second parameter, <line_width>, is required-and
shall define the line width in
dimensioned units. The third parameter, <line_encb, is optional and can be used to describe the line end
as one of SQUARE, ROUND or NONE. The default is ROUND. The fourth parameter, Ccolor_ref>, is
optional and ref rences the ecolor_name> as defined in the GenCAM HEADER section. The fifth
f
parameter, <line.type>, is optional and shall define the line type as one of SOLID, DO~D,
DASHED,
CENTER, PHANTOM or (solid) ERASE. The default is SOLID. The sixth and seventh parameters,
eline_space> and eline_length>,
shall be used to define the relationship of DOTTED, DASHED,
CENTER, and PHANTOM lines. The eighth parameter, <line.mod>, is optional and can be used to
describe the line end modific@ion as tear-drop (TD), tapered (TP) or one of two sub-land patterns (SL1,
SL2). See Figure 4-3. The default is NONE. The ninth parameter, <mod_enib, serves to, identify the
application of the line end modifications. The application can be to the START end, the FINISH end, or
BOTH. The default is BOTH. When Line modification is instantiated, the dimensional characteristics A,
B, and C are the remaining parameters.
4.8.8.3

PAINTDESC

A PAINTDESC statement serves to name and define a set of characteristics that can be applied to closed
shapes. The first parameter, <paintdesc_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely
name the paint description. The second parameter, <paint_~pe>, is required and shall associate texture
using HOLLOW, HATCH, MESH, FILL or VOID. The default is HOLLOW.
The third parameter,
ecolor_ref>, is optional. Color definition can be done with at the time that the PAINTDESC is defined,
or can be deferred until the enclosed region is instantiated.
A defined PAINT color can also be overridden at the time of instantiation.
The remaining parameters apply only to paint types of HATCH and
MESH. The first of these, <line_width>, defines the width of the line. The second parameter, epitchl>
defines the distance between the first set of lines. The third parameter, englel>
defines the angle of thk
set of lines. The last two parameters, <pitch2> and cangle2> apply similarly to the second set of lines for
MESH.
4.8.8.4

PROFILEDESC

The PROFILEDESC
statement’ defines, the manufacturing
tolerance range of any geometry. The f~st
parameter, <profiledesc_name>,
is required. It is a freeform string that shall serve to uniquely identify
the profile description.
The second parameter, dinished_LMC>,
is required and defines the permitted
variation from nominal to the least material condition (LMC) of a feature or the product. The third
parameter, <finished_MMC>,
is required and defines the permitted variation from nominal to the
maximum material condition (MMC) of a feature or the ptoduct. The fourth parameter, <start_LMC>, is
optional, and defines the permitted variation from nominal to the least material condition (LMC) of a
feature or the product prior to plating, coating or additional material removal.
The fifth parameter,
<start_MMC>, is optional, and defines the permitted variation from nominal to the maximum material
condition (MMC) of a feature or the product prior to plating, coating or additional material removal.

4.8.8.5

BARRELDESC

The BARRELDESC statement serves to further describe a HOLE or a WELL. The fwst parameter,
<barreldesc_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that shall serve to uniquely identify the barrel or
the wall description. The second parameter, <barrel_typel>, is required and shall be one of the GenCAM
reserved words HOLLOW, FILL, COAT or PLATE. The third parameter, <material>, is required except
for HOLLOW; it is a freeform string that defines the material for the hole or well. The fourth parameter,
<min_thickness 1>, is optional and defines a dimension for the minimum required thickness of material
that would be within the limits of the <finished_LMC> of PROFILEDESC.
The next three parameters
are an optional set that starts with <barrel_type2>, and can be applied to FILL, COAT, or PLATE. The
following two paranieters, <material>,
and <min_thickness2> define the material and thickness of the
secondary plating, or coating.
If the secondary plating or coating is applied the minimum thickness
becomes the deterrninator of the <finished_LMC>
paramete~ maximum thickness is controlled by
cfinished_MMC>.
If the desire is to FILL the hole the third parameter anin_thickness>
is not
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applicable. The same rules apply for the next set of three parameters starting with <barrel_type3>,
which
pertains to a third plating or coating. In the case of multiple platings, or coatings, the order is significant,
The last parameter, cfill_material>, is optional.
It is a
and shall follow the order of manufacturer.
freeform string that can be used to identify the fill material of a hole or well that has been plated or
coated.
A PRIMITIVES

j
; .,.*,
,
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kit
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Section Example

1
$PRIMITIvES
USEDIN : “ESD-VOCODER
LINEDESC:
“Linel”
LINEDESC:
“Line2”

“ , “MSD-VOCODER
, 0.8, SOLID;
, 0.8, DASHED,

“ , “APPLICATOR
1.6,

3.2,

“;

SQUARE;

PROFILEDESC: “ProfileI”, 46, 40, 36, 32;
BARRELDESC : “CuSnPbFill”, PLATE, “Copper”, O-7,
PLATE , “TinLead”, 0.5,FILL, “EPOXY”;
POLYGON: “P34”;
CIRCARC: (o, -50) , (o, 50), (o, o);
LINE : (o, 50), (-loo, 50);
LINE: (-100, -50), (-100, 050);
LINE : (-loo, -50), (o, -50);”
CIRCLE: “circ2”, 2.0;
CIRCLE : “circ12”, 12.0;
CIRCLE: “circ8”, 8.0;
.RECTCoRNER:,’’recta”, (1240, 3370), (4535,2355);
RECTCENTER: “rect3”, 1.6, 2.8;
$ENDPRIMITIVES’
4.8.9

ARTWORKS

The ARTWORKS section to theGenCAMf ileisused
to describe alibrary of artwork, including logos
(LOGO), features (FEATURE), targets (TARGET) and user text font (UFONT).
ARTWORKS are
defined referencing standard or user-defined primitives or other ARTWORKS.

ARTWORKS

::=
:>
:>

$ARTWORKS
1{
USEDIN: eusedin_ref>

O{,<usedin_ref> }n;

{
o{

:>

<:

ARTWORK: <artwork_name>;
1{
<shape_buildee=
I TEXT: <text_string>, <p 1>, <P2>, [<font_ref>], [<color–ref>],
<Xform>;
I LOGO: <logo_ref>, [<color_ref>], <xforrn>;
I ARTWORK: <artwork_ref>, [<color_ref>], <xforIrO;
}n
}n
&o{
TARGET: <target_name>, <function>, {<padstack_ref>l
<artwork_ref>}l,
[<color_ref>];
I TARGET: <target_name>, <functiom, [ecolor_ref>];

:>

{
eshape_builde_

<:

}
}n
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&o{
FEATURE: efeature_narne>,
[<color_ref>];
:>

{$”

<:

}

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc_ref>],

<shape_builden
}n
&o{
LOGO: elogo_name>,
1{
<shape_builde~
I TEXT: etext_string>,
“ <Xform>;
}n
}n

:>

<;

[ccolor_ref>];

<p 1>, <p2>, [<font_ref>],

[ecolor_ref>],

&o{
:>

UFONT:efont_name>;
1{
GLYPH: <char_code>,

:>

cp >, <p2>;

{
<shape_builde=

<:
<:

}
}n
}n

<:
<:

eusedin_ref>
<artwork.narne>
etext_string>
<pi>
‘cp2>
<font_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

ecolor_ref>
<xfollmelogo_ref>
<artwork_ref>
<target_name>
<function>
cpadstack_ref>
elogo_name>
efeature_name>
<linedesc_ref>
epaintdesc_ref>
cfont_name>
<cha_code>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
>.—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—

}
}n
$ENDARTWORKS
string. - a $HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s) or assembly (ies)
string
string
<xy_ref> - pl andp2define
the bounding boxofthe text string
cxy_ref>
string
- references a standard true type/open type or user-defined font
(see UFONT). Whennot specified, the fontdefault is Helvetica.
string - ecolor_name> identified in $HEADER; the default is BLACK
<xy_ref>, [<rotation>], [cmirroP], [<scale_factoP]
string
string
string
MARKER} 1
{REGISTRATION I ALIGNMENT
string
string
.
string
string
string
string
p_integer

The $ARTWORKS and $ENDARTWORKS
section keywords mark the ARTWORKS section of the”
GenCAM file. Each artwork description shall start with the ARTWORK statement keyword.
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4.8.9.1

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the eusedin_name>
of .a board(s),
panel(s), assembly(ies) or fixture(s) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.

4.8.9.2 ARTWORK
An ARTWORK statement serves to name and collect text and/or shapes, which are referenced to a
common origin. Each <artwork_name> defined in the ARTWORKS section shall be unique. If the CAD,
system does not define artwork names, or just uses a sequenced order, then names such as artworkl,
It is a freeform string that
artwork2 etc shall be used. The only parameter required is <artwork_name>.
serves to uniquely name the artwork. Statements immediately following the ARTWORK statement are
optional and include or reference shape primitives as defined by the parameter <shape_buildee=; TEXT,
which consists of the <text_string>, the bounding box, (<p 1>, ep2>), for the text, reference to a font,
<font_ref>, an optional reference to color, <color_ref>, and the transformation, cxfo~,
of the text box;
a reference to a pre-defined logo(s), <logo_ref>, with its color, <color_ref> and transformation exform>;
and a reference to a pre-defined artwork(s), eartwork_ref>, with its color, <color_ref> and transformation
<Xfom.
4.8.9.3

TARGET

A TARGET statement serves to name a special use collection of graphics that are referenced to a
common origin. Each TARGET defined in the ARTWORKS section shall be unique. If the CAD system
does not define target artwork names, or just uses a sequenced order, then names such as targetl, target2
etc. shall be used. The first parameter, ctarget_name>, is required. It is a freefoxm string that serves to
uniquely name the target. The second parameter, cfunction>, is required and shall name the target’s
special function as one of ALIGNMENT, REGISTRATION, or MARKER.
A TARGET can be defined in one of two ways. One method adds to f~st two parameters, either a
reference to an artwork, <artwork_ref>, or a reference to a padstack, <padstack_ref>.
The other method
includes or references shape primitives as defined by the parameter <shape_builder>.
In the fust method,
the third parameter is required. It is a freeform string that shall reference an artwork or a padstack as
defined in their respective sections of the GenCAM file. For both methods, the last parameter is optional,
and can be used to reference a color as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
4.8.9.4

FEATURE

A FEATURE statement serves to name a special use collection of graphics that are referenced to a
common origin.
Each FEATURE defined in the ARTWORKS section shall be unique.
The first
parameter, efeature_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely name the feature.
The second parameter, elinedesc_ref>, is optional and references a pre defined line enhancement.
The
third parameter, <paintdesc_ref>, is optional and defines the filling texture of enclosed shapes. The
fourth parameter <color_ref> is optional and references a color defined in the HEADER section.
Statements immediately following the FEATURE statements shall define or reference shape primitives
identified in eshape_builde~.
This collection of shapes shall serve to define the feature.
4.8.9.5

LOGO

A LOGO statement serves to name and give special meaning to a collection of text and/or shapes that are
referenced to a common origin.
A LOGO is a special designation of an ARTWORK.
The first
parameter, elogo_name>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely name the logo. The
second parameter, <color_ref>, is an optional reference to a color defined in the HEADER section of the
GenCAM file.
Statements immediately following the LOGO statements shall define or reference shape primitives
identified in <shape_builde~.
This collection of shapes shall serve to define the logo. An additional
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optional statement, TEXT, may also be part of the logo description. The statement TEXT consists of the
<text_string>, the bounding box for the text, (<p 1>, <p2>), reference to a font, <font_ref>, an optional
reference to color, ecolor_ref>, and the transformation, <xform>, of the text box;
4.8.9.6

UFONT

A UFONT statement serves to name and give special meaning to a collection of shapes, which are
referenced to a common origin. A UFONT is a special designation of an ARTWORK made up of
individual characters that are referenced in the description of a text string (TEXT). The first parameter,
<font _name>, is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely name the user font. The UFONT
statement is immediate y followed by a group of individual y identified characters under the keyword
statement GLYPH. Each GLYPH character shall have a unique identifier.
4.8.9.7

GLYPH

A GLYPH statement serves to name and give special meaning to a collection of individual characters that
a user wishes to identify as his own unique font. The first parameter, cchm_code>, is required. It is a
positive integer intended to identify the character. The second parameter, cpl>, is required and is the xy
coordinate of the 10wer left hand comer of the character box. The third parameter, cp2>, is also required
and provides the xy coordinate of the upper right h~d comer of the character box.
Statements
immediately following the GLYPH statements shall define or reference shape primitives identified in
<shape_builde~.
This collection of shapes shall serve to define the character. All shapes shall be so
located that their <linedesc> enhancements are contained within the character bounding box, (cpl>, and
<p2>).
4.8.9.8

TEXT

The optional TEXT statement can be used to define any text string, size and location that is attached to an
ARTWORK or LOGO. The first para~eter, etext_string>, is required and defines the text string. The
second parameter, cp 1>, is required and defines the lower left-hand xy coordinate of the box that shall
contain the text. The third parameter is required and defkes the upper right hand xy coordinate of the box
that shall contain the text. All portions of the text, including the line width, must completely fit within
the text box defined by <p 1>, and <p2> parameters. The fourth parameter efont_ref> is optional. It is a
freeformstring
that
identifies
the font as any acceptable font known in the printing industry. The default
k a UFONT efont_name>, then the <text string> shall identify the text in
is Helvetica. Ifthe<font_ref>
terms of the individual <char_code> used to create the GLYPH characters.
The fiiih parameter,
<color_ref>, is optional and is a reference to a color identified in the HEADER section.
The last
parameter, cxforrm, is a set of parameters locating and positioning the text box.
The transform set includes, the xy coordinate, <xy_ref>, to locate the point of origin, <p 1>, of the text
box. The second parameter, <rotation>, is optional and defines the rotation of the text about the <p 1>
coordinate, measured counterclockwise.
Any mirroring of the box, and therefore the text, must occur
before the rotation is applied. The third parameter, <mirro~, is optional and defines the mirroring of the
text. The fifth parameter, <scale>, of the transform set is optional and shall be a scale multiplier that is
applied to the x and y dimensions of the text box.
AN ARTWORKS Section Example

$ARTWORKS
USEDIN : “board 11352”, “panel-66540” , “subpane] 66550” ;
ARTWORK : “PINl_MARKER “;
ARTWORK: “PinDot” , “white”, (o, 6600) ;
POLYGON: “Land13 “, “paintl” , “white” , (0, 0 );
TARGET : “BadBoard” , MARKER, “PS3” ;
RECTCENTER : ‘0.30, 0.30, “Psolid”, , (O, O);
LOGO : “Olympia” ;
OL
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CIRCLE : 4.0, SOLID, 0.8, “Blue”, (2.0, 3.0);
CIRCLE : 4.0, SOLID, 0.8, “Green”, (4.0, 3. o);
CIRCLE : 4.0, SOLID, 0.,8, “Yellow”, (6.0, 3.O);
CIRCLE: 4.0, SOLID, 0.8, “Red”, (3.0, 1.0);
CIRCLE : 4.0, SOLID, 0.8, “Black”, (5.0, 1.0);
ARTWORK : “CircleI”;
CIRCLE: 1.5, “Fil13”, “Black”;
ARTWORK: “Land12”;
OVAL: 2.2, 1.5, “Fil13”, “Black”;
LOGO : “Logo”, “PaintI”, “Blue”, (O, O), O, MIRROR, 0.8;
$E~ARTWORKS
4.8.10

PATI’ERNS

The PATTERNS section is provided for the user to build a library of reusable pad and pad stack
groupings bynting
and giving layout data, referencing the GenCAM PADSTACKS definitions. The
PATTERNS section has the following form.

PAITERNS

::=
:>
:>

$PAT’TERNS
1{
USEDIN: amedin_ref>

O{,eusedin_ref>

}n;

{
o{
PATTERN: <pattem_narne>,

:>

[<color.~ef>];

{
l{PADSTACK: <padstack_ref>, <pin_physical-ref>,
<xfo~;}n
& O{ARTWORK: <artwork_ref>, [<layer~ref>], [<color–ref>],
<xfonm;}n
& O{TARGET: <target_ref>, [<layer_ref>], [<color-ref>],
<xforrm;}n
&O{ FEATURE: efeature_ref>, [elayer_ref>], [<color-ref>],
<xfo-;}n

-----

3

}

:>

}n
&O{’PATI’ERN:
{

epattem_name>,

[<color_ref>];

<shape_buildeO
<:

}
}n
&O{ SYMBOL: esymbol_name>,

:>

[<color_ref>];

{
<shape_builde& O {ARTWORK: <artwork_ref>, [<color_ref>], <xfo-;
}n
& O {TEXT: etext_string>, <PI>, <P2>, [<font_ref>], [<color-ref>],
<xfonm;}n
&O{ SYMPIN: <sympin_name>, <location>;}n
}
}n

<:
<:

}
}n
$ENDPA’ITERNS
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%{

<usedin_ref>
<Xfom
<pattem_name>
<padstaok_ref>\
epin_ph ysical_ref>
<artwork_ref>
elayer_ref>
<19yersingle_ref>
<layerset_ref>
<target_ref>
<feature_ref>
ccolor_ref>
<symbol_name>
<text_ string>
<pi>
<p2>
efont_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.-—
.._
..—
.._
..—

esympin_name>
<location>

.._
..—
..—
..—

-@q

string - a $HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s) or assembly(ies)
<xy_ref>, [crotation>],[<rnirro-],
[<scale_facto~]
string
string
string - Reference to pin name in PACKAGE section
string
{elayersingle_ref> I <layerset_ref>} 1 - The default is ALL
j
string
string
sting
string
string - ,ecolor_name> identified in $HEADER; the default is “black”
string
string
<xy_ref> - p 1 and p2 define the bounding box of the text string
<xy~ref>
string
- references a standard true type/open type or user-defined font
(see UFONT).
When not specified, the font default is
Helvetica.
string
<xy_ref>, [crotation>],[<mirro-]

The $PATTERNS
and $ENDPAlT13RNS
section keywords mark the PATTERNS
GenCAM file. Each PATTERN description shall start with the PATI?ERN keyword;
description shall start with the SYMBOL keyword.
4.8.10.1

;;,
< !
T’
:.!’
b,
.{
j

section of the
each SYMBOL

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the <usedin_n~e>
of a board(s),
panel(s), assembly (ies) or fixture(s) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
4.8.10.2

,W

. ..--’
,..,

PATTERN

The PATTERN statement identifies a single pattern definition. The first parameter, <pattem_name>, is
required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely name the pattern instance. The name is usually
referenced in the COMPONENTS or DRAWINGS section of the GenCAM file. When a pattern is
associated with a component, each PATTERN is defined by a grouping of PADSTACK references. Each
PADSTACK is referenced to a pin number, <pin_physical_ref>, of a package. The ROUTES section of
the GenCAM file provides the correlation of the interconnections
for each PADSTACK
in the
PATTERN.
When associated with a drawing, the pat~m is similar to an ARTWORK and the
relationship with a physical pin is not required. The second parameter, ccolor_ref>, is optional and
provides a reference to a color statement in the HEADER section.
The PATTERN
shall define or
serve to define
of PADSTACK
statements, and
4.8.10.3

statements used for DRAWING insertion are immediate] y followed with statements that
reference shape primitives identified in <shape .builde~.
ll~s collection of shapes S-h*
the pattern. The PATTERN statements used for COMPONENT reference require the use
instances thus the PATTERN statements are followed by one or more PADSTACK
as an option a number of ARTWORK, TARGET, or FEATURE statements.

PADSTACK

The PADSTACK statement
required.
It is a freeform
GenCAM file. The second
provide a cross-reference

84

references a padstack definition.
The first parameter, <padstack_ref>, is
string, and shall reference an entry in the PADSTACKS section of the
parameter, <pin_physical_ref>, is required. It is a freeform string that shall
to the package PIN definitions.,.
The third parameter, <xforrn>, is a
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transformation set and is required. The transform set reestablishes the third parameter,
relative position of the point of origin of the padstack with respect to that of the pattern.

7

Note that the PATTERN defiied using the PADSTACK instances is associated with a PACKAGE
definition in a DEVICE instance definition. Since the padstack locations defined here are coupled to the
package shape that is defined in the PACKAGE section, the point of origin for these definitions shall
coincide. PAlTERN and DEVICE association is coupled in the COMPONENT section.
The fourth parameter, <rotation>, is optional and shall be the padstack rotation. The rotation is the angle
between the padstack position as defined, and orientation of the padstack relative to the pattern origin
measured counterclockwise.
Any mirroring shall be done before the pad stack is rotated. The fifth
parameter, cmirro~, shall be the pad stack mirror definition. The mirror parameter is optional, and can
.be used to indicate that the shape can is mirrored before becoming part of the pattern.
The sixth
parameter, cscale_facto~,
is optional and changes all the <dim_value>, dimensions of the primkive
references used for the PADS and the HOLES. The use of <scale_facto~
should be avoided in the
definition of padstacks for PATTERNS.

4.8.10.4

ARTWORK

The ARTWORK statement is optional and adds an artwork graphic to the pattern by referencing an
artwork definition in the ARTWORKS section of the GenCAM file. The frost parameter, <artwork.ref>,
is required.
It is a freeform string that serves to reference the artwork.
The second parameter,
elayer_ref>, is required. It shall define the layer to which the artwork is assigned, by referencing a single
layer or layer set name as defined in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM file. The third parameter,
ecolor_ref>, is optional. It is used to provide a reference to a color as defined in the HEADER section of
the GenCAM file. l%? remaining parameters define the cxfonm
of the artwork.
The <xfois
composed of an <xy_ref> parameter that is required and shall define the relative position of the point of
origin of the artwork with respect to the pattern origin. A <rotation> parameter is optional, and can
define the angle between the artwork as defined, and its orientation relative to the pattern origin,
measured counterclockwise.
‘Any mirroring shall be done before the artwork is rotated. The <rnirro~
parameter is optional, and can be used to indicate that the artwork is mirrored. The <scale_facto~,
is
optional and changes all the dimensions of the primitive references used for creating the artwork. Use of
escale~facto~
should be avoided in the definition of artwork for PATTERNS.
4.8.10.5

‘r.

<xy_ref>, as the

TARGET

The TARGET statement is optional, and can be used to name and define a z-axis alignment or x-y
registration feature (e.g. fiducial), or a bad-board indicator. The first parameter, -get_ref>,
is required.
It is a freeform string that serves to reference the target definition in the ARTWORKS section of the
GenCAM file. The second parameter, <layer_ref>, is optional and can reference a single layer or layer
set as identified in the LAYERS section. The <layer_ref> parameter should be used if the TARGET
definition references a two-dimensional artwork, but is not a valid parameter if the TARGET definition
references a pad stack. The next parameter, ecolor_ref> is optional, and can be used to referencea color
as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
The remaining parameters define the <xfonm of the target. The <xfois composed of an <xy_ref>
parameter that is required and shiill define the relative position of the point of origin of the target with
respect to the pattern origin. A <rotation> parameter is optional, and can define the angle between the
target as defined, and its orientation relative to the pattern origin, measured counterclockwise.
Any
mirroring shall be done before the target is rotated, The <mirror> parameter is optional, and can be used
to indicate that the target is mirrored. The last parameter is an optional <scale_factor> multiplier that is
applied to all dimensions of the target.
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4.8.10.6

FEATURE

The FEATURE -statement is optional and can add graphic symbology to the pattern by referencing a
feature definition:,in the ARTWORKS section of the GenCAM file. The fust parameter, <feature_ref>, is
required. It is \a fj-eeform string that serves to reference the feature. The second parameter, <layer_ref>,
is optional and cah reference a single layer or layer set as identified in the LAYERS section. The third
parameter, <color~ref>, is optional, and can be used to reference a color as defined in the HEADER
section of the GenCAM file. The remaining parameters define the <xfonm of the feature. The cxfois composed of an <xy_ref> parameter that is required and shall define the relative position of the point
of origin of the feature with respect to the pattern ongin. A u-otation> parameter is optional, and can
define the angle between the feature as defined, and its orientation relative to the pattern origin, measured
counterclockwi$k.
Any mirroring shall be done before the feature is rotated. The <mirro~ parameter is
optional, and can be used to indicate that the feature is mirrored. The last parameter is an optional
cscale_factofi
multiplier that is applied to all dimensions of the feature.
4.8.10.7

SYMBOL

A SYMBOL statement is optional and serves to name a special use collection of graphics that are
referenced to a common ongin. Each symbol defined in the PATTERNS section shall be unique. If the
CAD system does not define the symbol names, or just uses a sequence order, then names such as
When a
“symbol 1”, “symbo12”, etc. shall be used. SYMBOLS are patterns that define graphics.
relationship to a PIN is established symbols are useful to add intelligence to Schematic or logic
isrequired.
DRAWINGS.
The first parameter, <symbol_name>,
It is a freeform
string
thatserves
to

uniquely
name thesymbol.The secondparameter,
ccOIOr_ref>,
isOptional,
ad Cm beusedtoreference
a color
asdefined
inthe HEADER section of the GenCAM file. The next set of s~tements are mandatory
and consist of primitives defined under the description of <shape_builde~.
AR~ORK
statements Me
optional and reference predefine
artwork.
TEXT statements are optional and are used to provide
appropriate text descriptions that become part of the symbol. The keyword statements SYMPIN are
optional and provide a pin name and location on the symbol for each input or output pin. The additional
statements and their parameters serve to makeup the total definition of SYMBOL.
4.8.10.8

SYMPIN

The SYMPIN statement is optional and identifies the location of pin references to the symbol. The first
parameter, <sympin_name>, is mandatory, and identifies the ~ph~umeric
identifier of the pin. The
relationship is established between the name assigned to the graphic symbol pin identifier and the net
name assigned in the ROUTES section for each instance that a pin of a component is connected. These
relationships are derived between the location of a component pin as defined in its PACKAGE
description, its correlation to the part in the DEVICE section, and its instantiation when located on the
assembly in the COMPONENTS section. At that point the <net_name> of the PATH or PLANE Cm be
assigned to the symbol to provide intelligence to the drawing.
The second parameter of SYMPIN,
<location>, is also mandatory and identifies the xy location in relationship to the symbol artwork.
4.8.10.9

TEXT

The optional TEXT statement can be used to define any text string, size and Iocation that is attached to a
SYMBOL.
The first pm~eter,
<text_string>, is required and defines the text string. The second
parameter, epl >, is required and defines the lower left-hand xy coordinate of the box that shall contain
the text. The third parameter is required and defines the upper right hand xy coordinate of the box that”
shall contain the text. All portions of the text, including the line width, must completely fit within the
text box defined by <p 1>, and <p2> parameters. The fourth parameter <font_ref> is option~. It is a free
form string that identifies the font as any acceptable font known in the printing industry. The default is
Helvetica. If the <font_ref> is a UFONT cfont_name>, then the <text string> sh~l identify the text in
terms of the individual cchar_code>
used to create the GLYpH ch~acters.
The fifth parameter,
<color_ref>, is optional and is a reference to a color identified in the HEADER section. The last
parameter, exfom,
is a set of parameters locating and positioning the text box.
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The transform set includes, the xy coordinate, cxy_ref>, to locate the point of origin, <p 1>, of the text
box. The second parameter, <rotation>, is optional and defines the rotation of the text abou~ the <pi>
coordinate, measured counterclockwise.
Any mirroring of the box, and therefore the text, must occur
before the rotation is applied. The third parameter, -&irrop, is optional and defines the mirroring of the
text. The fifth parameter, cscale>, of the transform set is optional and shall be a scale multiplier that is
applied to the x and y dimensions of the text box.

~
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A PATTERNS Section Example

y

$pATTERNS
USEDIN : “board-44356” ,“assembly-33450” ;
PATTERN : “PAT34 “;
PADSTACK: “stack~” , “l” , (O, O) ;
PADSTACK: “stack12”, “3”, (200, O) ;
PADSTACK: “stack6”, “2”, (O, 100) ;
PADSTACK: “stack2”, “4”, (200, 100) ;
ARTWORK : “Pinl”, , (-100, –50);
FEATURE : “Olympia” ,“LayerTop” , , (-50, +50) ;
$END PATTERNS
4.8.11

MECHANICALS

The MECHANICALS section is optional and can be used to describe non-electrical features of a fixture,
board, panel, or assembly; e.g. fixing holes and mechanical components attached to the board. The
MECHANICALS section has the following form.

MECHANICALS

::=
:>
:>

:>

$MECHANICALS
1{
USEDIN: <usedin_ref> O{,<usedin_ref> }n;
1{
MECHANICAL: <part_name>, [<rnfg_part_id>], [<part_revision>],
[eassoc_comp_ref>];
{
O{HEIGHT: <dim_value>; }1
& O{STANDOFF: cdim_value>;} 1
& O{ARTWORK: artwork_ref>,
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;
}n
& O{HOLE: <hole_narne>, <hole_type>, eprimitive_ref>,
<barreldesc_ref>, [eprofiledesc_ref>], [<layer_ref>], <xfo-;
& O{ALIAS: <rnf~par_icb,
[<part_revision>]; }n

,. ..-.

}n

<:
}
}n
<:
<:
}n
$ENDMECHANICALS
<usedin_ref>
epart_narie>
<mfg_part_id>
epar_revision>
<assoc_comp_ref>
<laypr_ref>
elayersingle_ref>
clayerset_ref>
<dim_value>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...’.
_
..—
.._
.e—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—

string - a $HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s) or assembly(ies)
string “
string
string
string - line item of an associated electrical part in the DEVICE section
{<layersingle_ref> I <layerset_ref>} 1
string
string
p_number
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<artwork_ref>
<color_ref>
<xforIm
<hole.name>
<hole_type>
cprimitive_ref>

.._
.@—
.._
...._
..—
.._
.+—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<circle_ref>
<rectctr_ref>
<rectcm_ref>
<rectcham_ref>
<rectround_ref>
<oval_ref>
<dshape_ref>
<diamond_ref>
<hexagon_ref>
<octagon_ref>
<barreldesc_ref>
eprofiledesc_ref>

.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
..—

string
string - <CO1O name% identified in $HEADER; the default is “black
<xy_ref>, [<rota
\ “on>], [<mirro17], [<scale_factop]
string
{MECHANICAL I ELECTRICAL I TOOLING} 1
{<circle_ref>l <rectctr_ref> I <rectcnt_ref> I crectcham_refi
I
<rectround_ref> l<oval_reb I <dshape_reb l<diamond_ref> I
<hexagon_ref> I eoctagon_reb }1
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string

::=
::=

The $MECHANICALS
and $ENDMECHANICALS
section kevwords
.
section of the GenCAM file. Any of the following statements can appear.
4.8.11.1

mark

the MECHANICALS

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the .ausedin_name> of a future(s),
board(s), panel(s), or assembly(ies) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.

4.8.11.2

.. --

MECHANICAL

The MECHANICAL statement is required and is used to define mechanical components that have not
been defined elsewhere in the GenCAM file (e.g., items that are usually not assigned an electrical
function in the COMPONENTS section and are not pads, vias ‘or test pins). The most common of these
mechanical components are mounting hardware for power transistors or card extractor mechanisms. The
first parameter, cpart_name>, shall be the mechanical component name. This freeform string can contain
a manufacturer’s part name, a library part name, a stock name, or anything else that uniquely defines the
mechanical component. The second parameter, anf&part_icb,
is optional. It is a freeform string, and
can be included to specify a part number as it might appear on a purchase order. The third parameter,
<part_revision>, is optional ~d defines a revision level of the manufacturer’s pm if appropriate.
The
fourth parameter, <assoc_comp_ref>, is optional. It is a freefoqn string that is included if the mechanical
part has a relationship to an electrical part as might be appropriate for an IC heat sink. The string defines
the electrical <part_name> assigned to the device in tie DEVICES sectioP.
4.8.11.3

HEIGHT

“

The HEIGHT statement is required and is used to identify the mechanical component’s maximum height
from the finished mounting surface. The only parameter, cdim_value>, is required. The <dirn_value> is
given as a positive number in the UNITS edlmensiom
parameter defined in the HEADER of ihe
GenCAM file.

4.8.11.4

STANDOFF

The optional STANDOFP statement is u’sed to identify the mechanical component’s clearance from the
finished mounting surface. The only parameter,” dhn_value>,
is required. The <dim_value> is given as a
positive number in the UNITS <dimensiob
parameter defined in the HEADER of the GenCAM file.
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4.8.11.5

ARTWORK

The ARTWORK statement is optional and adds’an artwork graphic to the mechanical part by referencing
The first parameter, an artwork deftition
in the AR~ORKS
section of the GenCAM file.
It is a freeform string that serves to reference the artwork. The second
<artwork.reb,
is required.
parameter, <color_ref>, is optional. It is used to provide a reference to a color as defined in the ~~ER
section of the GenCAM fde~ The remaining parameters define the cxfoof the artwork. The cxfom
is composed of an <xy_ref> parameter that is required md Sm define the relative position of the point
of origin of the artwork with respect to other features of the mechanical part. A crotation> parameter is
optional, and can define the angle between the artwork as defined, and’ its orientation relative to the
Any mirroring shall be done before the artwork is rotated,. The
origin, measured counterclockwise.
<mirroo
parameter is optional, and qan be used to indicate that the artwork is mirrored. The
<scale_facto~,
is optional and changes all the dimensions of the primitive references used for creating
the artwork.

4.8.11.6

1.

.

HOLE

The HOLE statement is optional, and can be.used to name and define a drilled, milled or punched feature
of the mechanical part. The first parameter, ~ole_name>,
is required. It is a freeform string that serves
to uniquely name the hole instance. Each hole defined for the mechanical part shall have a unique name
within the part description. The second parameter, <hole_type>, is requked and S~
identib the hole
use, as one of ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL or TOOLING.
The third parameter, <primitive_ref>, is
required and shall reference a closed, standard or user defined shape, as defined in the PRIMITIVES
section of the GenCAM file. The fourth parameter, <barreldesc_ref>, is required and shall reference a
barrel description as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file. The fifth parameter,
<profiledesc_ref>, is optional. It can serve to define tolerances on the hole size and plating. The sixth
parameter, <Iayer..refi, is optional. It can serve to reference a single layer or a layer set through which
the hole is drilled, as defined in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM file. The cGenCAM_layer_type>
is usually defined as COMPONENT.
If a elayer_ref> parameter is not included then all layers are
assumed. The last parameter; <xfo,pm, defines the xy location of the hole. The x-y transform is required
and shall define the relative position of the point of origin of the hole primitive with respect to the
ARTWORK origin. The rotation parameter is optional, and can define the angle between the position of
the primitive as defined, and its orientation on the part, measured counterclockwise.
Any mirroring shall
be done before the shape is rotated. The mirror parameter is optional, and can be used to indicate that the
shape js mirrored.

4.8.11.7

ALIAS

The ALIAS statement is optional.
The fnst parameter, <mf~part_icb
number.
The second parameter,
manufacturer’s part, if appropriate.
1
t

v

I
}
i
)

A MECHANICALS

It is used to establish an alternate to the original PART description.
is required.
It is the alternate manufacturer’s part identification
<par_revisioo,
is optional ahd defines a revision level of the

Section Example.

$MECHANICAL
USEDIN : “34435” ;
MECHANICAL:
“A
bracket”
, “B47 -34” ;
STANDOFF:
0.25;
HEIGHT:
0.60;
HOLE : “Mholel”
, MECHANICAL, “Circle12”
“All”,
(1000,
1000) ;“
HOLE : “Mhole2” , MECHANICAL, “Circle12”
“All”,
(1000,
3125) ;
ARTWORK: “Bracket2”,
“Top”,
, (O, O).;

,

“BarrelHollow”

,

,

,

“BarrelHollow”

,

,
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MECHANICAL:
“Terminal”,
“T7.635”, “U23”;
ARTWORK:
“Term3”,
“Top”,
, (O, O);
ALIAS : “T14.635”,
“RevB”;
‘
$ENDMECHAN1CAIJ3

4.8.12

*P

LAYERS

.Q

The LAYERS section of the GenCAM file is used to deseribe the CAD layers that make up the printed circuit board
and to group the CAD layers into named layer sets. The LAYERS section has the following form.

LAYERS

::=
:>

$LAYERS
1{
USEDIN:<usedin_ref>

:>

<:

:>
<:
<:

eusedin_ref>
clayer_narne>
<GenCAM_layer_ty

<material>
<thickness>
<profiledesc_ref>
<layerset_name>
cmaterial_code>
90

.{

j

O{,<usedin_ref>}n;

1{
LAYERSINGLE:elayer_name>,
eGenCAM_layer_type>,
<material>,
[<thickness>], [<profiledesc_ref>];
}n
&1{
LAYERSET: <layerset_name>, [ematerial_code>], [<thickness>],
[cprofiled~sc_ref>], [<impedance>];
1{LAYER: <layersingle_ref>;
}n
}n
}n
$ENDLAYERS

.._
..—
.._
..—
pe>::=

.._
...._
..—
::=
::=
.._
..—

string - a $HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s) or assembly (ies)
{string I TOP I BOTTOM I BOTH} 1
{LEGEND
I GLUE
I SOLDERMASK
I COATINGCOND
I COATINGNONCOND
I CONDUCTOR
I DIELBASE
I DIELCORE
I DIELPREG
I DIELADHV
I SOLDERBUMP
I PASTEMASK
HOLEFILL
PIN
COMPONENT
RESISTIVE
CAPACITIVE
I PROBE
I REWORK
I FIXTURE
}1
string
p_number
string
string
string

- forLMC

and MMC

- per IPC- 4101 designation

4
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clayersingle_ref>
<impedance>

::=
.._

string
p_number

The $LAYERS and $ENDLAYERS
4.8.12.1

- Units shall be expressed in ohms.

section keywords mark the LAYERS section of the GenCAM file.

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the <usedin_name> of ? board(s),
panel(s), assembly(ies) or fixture(s) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.

4.8.12.2

LAYERSINGLE

The LAYERSINGLE
statement is modal, having two uses within the LAYERS section. Fwst, prior to
any LAYERSET statement, it is used to define a layer’s physical characteristics,” and to associate the
CAD’ file layer name with GenCAM layer types. The LAYERWNGLE keyword statement is also used
within a LAYERSET grouping to reference CAD layers that are defined elsewhere.
When defining
layers, the order of the layer references is significant, and must sequentially reflect the layer stack, from
the primary (top) component side of the board, inward. The fust parameter, <layer_name>,
is requfied
and is a freeform string that identifies the layer. This is typically the name assigned to the layer within
the CAD system. Each layer shall have a unique name. The second parameter, <GenCAM_layer_type>,
is required and shall be one of the GenCAM layer-type reserved keywords.
The third parameter,
<material>, is required and is a freeform string used to describe the material from which the layer is
constructed. The fourth parameter, <thickness>, is an optional parameter used to define the thickness of
the material using the nominal dimension in accordance with the UNITS shown in the HEADER of be
GenCAM file. The fifth parameter, <profiledesc_ref>,
is an optional p~ameter used to specify thq
acceptable tolerance (<finislied_LMC> and <finished_MMC>) associated with the matefial thickness. If
no thickness is provided @en this parameter shall be omitted.
4.8.12.3

LAYERSET

The LAYERSET statement is used to define sets of layers, which can then be referenced for sequential
lamination, cutcwts, padstacks, vias, etc. Within a LAYERSET statement, the LAYER statement is used
to reference CAD layers that make up the set, which are defined elsewhere. In this context, the LAYER
statement can be the name of a CAD layer or can be a reference to a LAYERSINGLE
or other
LAYERSET identified in the GenCAM file. The order of the layer references is significant, and must
sequentially reflect the layer stack, from the primary component side of the board, inward. The fwst
parameter, elayerset_name>,
is required and is a freeform string that identifies the layer set. The second
parameter, ematerial_code>,
is optional and is used to describe a layer in accordance with the IPC layer
specification (IPC-4101 ) designation. The third parameter, ddckness>,
is an optional parameter used to
define the thickness of the material using the nominal dimension in accordance with the UNITS shown in
the HEADER of the GenCAM file. The fourth parameter, <profiledesc_ref>,
is an optional parameter
used to specify the acceptable tolerance (<fmished_LMC> and <finished_MMC>)
associated with the
material thickness. If no thickness is provided then this parameter shall be omitted. The fifth parameter,
<impedance>, is optional, and can be used to provide a measurable impedance for the layer set.
A LAYERS Section Example

$LAYERS
USEDIN : “BD4566-25° , “PNL4566-29”;
LAYERSINGLE : “SilkscreenTop” , LEGEND, “epoxy ink” ; ..
LAYERSINGLE : “MaskTop” , SOLDERMASK, “LPI” , 1, “SMOBC1” ;
LAYERS INGLE : “Coatl “, COATINGCOND, “Tin Lead” , 0.3, “SOLD1” ;
LAYERSINGLE : “L1 “, CONDUCTOR, “copper” , 0.7, “CU1” ;
LAYERS INGLE : “Dielectric” , DIELCORE, “FR4” , 6.2, “Die16° ;
LAYERS INGLE: “L2” , CONDUCTOR, “copper” , 1.4, “CU2” ;
LAYERSINGLE : “Dielectric” , DIELCQRE, “FR4” , 6.2, “Die17” ;
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LAYERSINGLE:

“L3”,

CONDUCTOR,

“copper”,

1.4,

“CU2”;

LAYERSINGLE : “Dielectric”,
DIELCORE, “FR4”, 6.2, “Die16”;
LAYERSINGLE: “L4”, CONDUCTOR, “copper”, 0..7, “CU1”;
L@YERSINGLE: “MaskBottom”, SOLDERMASK, “’LPI”, 1, “SMOBCl”;
LPYERSET: “1s1”, “L21 1500 Cl/Cl AlA”, 9.0, “Core12”, 50;
LAYER: “L2”;
LAYER : “Dielectric “;
LAYER: “L3”;
USEDIN : “FX4566-20”;
LAYERSINGLE: “Stencil”, FIXTURE, “Stainless Steel”, 8,
IISTNIII;
$ENDLAYERS
4.8.13

PADSTACKS

The PADSTACKS section is used to describe how agroup of pads are ammged. The PADSTACKS
section is required even ifitcowains
only a single pad definition.
ThePADSTACKS
sectionhasthe
following form.
PADSTACKS

::=
:>

:>
:>

<usedin_ref>
<padstack_name>
<layer_ref>
<layersingle_ref>
<layerset_ref>
<linedesc_ref>
<paintdesc_ref>
eprofiledesc_ref>
ecolor_ref>
<hole_name>
<hole_type>
<barreldesc_ref>
<primitive_ref>
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$PADSTACKS
1{
USEDIN: <usedin_ref>O{,~sedin_ref>}n;
1{
PADSTACK:<padstack_name>;
{
o{
PAD: <layer_ref>, <pad_primitive_re~,
[<linedesc_ref>l,
[<paintdesc_ref>], [<profiledesc_ref>], [<color_reb], <xfo-;
]n
&o{
HOLE: ~ole_name>,
<hole_type>,<primitive_ref>,
<barreldesc_reb,
[<profiledesc_refi] ,[<layer_ref>],
<Xforrm;
)n

<:
<:
<:

}
}n
}n
$ENDPADSTACKS
.._
...._
..—

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

.._
...._
...._
...._
..—

i

string - a $HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s) or assembly(ies)
string
{<layersingle_ref>
elayerset_refi }1
string
string
string
string
string
string -<color_name> identified in$HEADER; the defaultis”black”.
string
{MECHANICAL I ELECTRICAL I TOOLING} 1
string
{<circle_ref> I -ectctr_ref>
I =crectcnr_ref> I
.aectcham_ref> Imctround_refi
l<oval_ref> l<dshape_ref> I
<diamond_ref>l <hexagon_reb
l<octagon_ref> }1

J

1, .:@R*

*’ *
J&J

‘,,
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<circle_reb
<rectcti_ref>
<rectcnx.refi
<rectcham_ref>
<rectround_ref>
<oval_ref>
edshap_ref>
<diamond_ref>
<hexagon_ref>
<octagon_ref>
<Xfom
<pad_primitive_ref>

<thermal_ref>
<polygon_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

.._
.@—
.._
..-

String
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
<xy_ref>, [.aotation>],[<rnirroo]
,[<scale_factoP]
{<circle_ref> I <rectctr_reb I aectcru_ref>
I
-ctcham_reb
I crectround_ref> l<oval_ref> I <dshape_ref>
<diamond_ref> I ehexagon_ref> I <octagon_ref> I
<thermal_ref> I <polygon_refi }1
string
string

,
j

I

The $PADSTACKS and $ENDPADSTACKS
section keywords mark the PADSTACKS section of the
GenCAM file. Each pad stack description shall start with the PADSTACK keyword. If the CAD system
only defines the pad type by the layer type (plane, signal, power etc.) then a conversion to named layers
has to be done before the GenCAM file is produced. Each hole in the PADSTACK section shall start
with the HOLE keyword.

4.8.13.1

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the ~sedin_name>
of a board(s),
panel(s), assembly(ies) or fixture(s) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
4.8.13.2

PADSTACK

The PADSTACK statement defines a name for each pad stack. The only parameter, <padstack_name>,
is required. It is a free field text string that shall contain a unique pad stack name. This name shall be
used throughout the GenCAM file for all references to this pad stack. If the CAD system does not define
pad stack names, or just uses a sequenced order, then names such as padstackl, padstack2, etc. shall be
used instead.

4.8.13.3

4
:~,i.
[
i
. .

PAD

The PAD statement is used to define a pad shape in the pad stack. The PADSTACK includes not only
conductive pads, but also the opening for the solder-mask of the appropriate layers (these may be the
same size’ as the conductive pad, or be smaller or larger as required).
Single pad PADSTACKS that
require solder-mask openings shall be included. The first parameter, <layer_ref>, is required and shall
reference the layer on which the pad is placed, as defined in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM file.
The second parameter, <pad_primitive_ref>,
is required and shall reference a primitive shape as defined
in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file. The third parameter, <linedesc_ref>, is optional and
defines the outline of the pad through a LINEDESC reference if an outline of the pad is required. The
fourth parameter, cpaintdesc_ref>, is optional and defines the texture of the pad through a PAINTDESC
reference. Some pads require both LINEDESC and PAINTDESC; others require only one for the texture
descriptions. The fifth parameter, <profiledesc_ref>, is optional and provides the LMC and MMC of the
finished pad. The sixth parameter, <color_ref>, is optional and defines the color of the pad as referenced
in the HEADER of the GenCAM file.
The remaining parameters define the <xforrm= of the pad. The <xforrm is composed of an <xy_ref>
parameter that is required and shall define the relative position of the point of origin of the pad with
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parameter is optional, and can
respect to the panel, board, assembly, or fmture origin. A <rotatiodefine the angle between the position of the pad as defined, and its, orientation, measured
counterclockwise.
Any mirroring shall be done before the pad is rot@ed.’ The <mirro- parameter is
optional,, and c~ be used to i“ndicate that the pad is mirrored. The pad can be placed normally or km be
multiplier’
mirrored before becoming part of the product. The last parameter is an optiomd <sc~e_f@o~
that is applied to all dimensions of the pad.
4.8.13.4

HOLE

The HOLE statement is optional, and can be used to name and define a drilled or punched feature of the
padstack.
The relationship of the HOLE to the PAD is es~blished under the <padstack_nme>.
The
fwst parameter, dole_name>,
is required. It is a fi-eeform string that serves to uniquely name the hole
instance. Each hole within a single padstack shall have a unique name which assigns the hole instance to
The second parameter, chole_type>, is required and shall identify the
different layers, if appropriate.
hole use as one of ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL or TOOLING. The third parameter, <primitive_ref%
is required and shall reference a closed, standard or user defined shape, as defined in the PRIMITIVES
section of the GenCAM file. ‘?f%efourth parameter, ebarreldesc_re~,
is required md S~
reference a
barrel description as defined in the PRIMITIVES section of the GenCAM file. The fifth parameter,
<profiledesc_ref>, is optional. It can serve to define tolerances on the hole size and plating. The sixth
parameter, clayer_ref>, is optional. It can define the individual layer, <layersingle>, or group of layers,
clayerseb, through which the hole is drjlled, as defined in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM file. If a
<layer_mf> parameter is not included then all layers are assumed.
The remaining parameters define the placement of the hole. The x-y transform is required and shall
define the relative position of the point of origin of the hole primitive with respect to the padstack origin.
The rotation parameter is optional, and can define the angle between the orientation of the primitive as
defined, and its position in the padstack, measured counterclockwise.
Any mirroring shall be done before
the shape is rotated. The mirror parameter is optional, and can be used to indicate that the hole is
mirrored before becoming part of the panel. The escale_factois optional and should be avoid~.
A PADSTACKS Section Example

$PADSTACKS
USEDIN : “BD11357”, “PNL66540” ;
PADSTACK : “p_stackl” ;
PAD: “L1”, “p102_4~OID” , , ‘“
SolidI”, “To12”, , (O, O),
180.0;
PAD: “L5”, “s102_4FILL” , , “Solidl”, “T012”, , (O, O);
PADSTACK : “p_stack2” ;
PAD: “L2n, “Ll_Solid”, , “r_r3FILL”, , (O, O) , 180.0,
MIRROR;
PAD: “L3”, “Ll_Solid”, , “r_rOVOID”, , (O, O) , 180. 0,,
MIRROR ;
PAD: “L4”, “Ll_Solid”, , “r_rOFILL”, , (O, O), 180.0,
MIRROR;
HOLE : “PSH75 “, ELECTRICAL, “Round10” , “CuPlate” , “PS3” ,
“LltoL3”, (O, O) ;
$ENDPADSTACKS
4.8.14

PACKAGES

The PACKAGES section to the GenCAM file is used to describe a ~brary of component packages. The
true physical dimensions of the package are requiqxi. One package can be used for many components.
The PACKAGES section shall be included and have the following form.
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>

PACKAGES

::=
:>
:>
:>

$PACKAGES
1{
USEDIN: eusedin_ref> O{,cusediv–ef> }n;
1{
PACKAGE: cpackage_name>,
[<package_type>l;
{
O{BODY: <artwork_ref>; }1
& O{HEIGHT: edim_value>; }1
& O{STANDOFF: <dim_value~; }1
& O{TARGET: etarget_ref>, [elayer_ref>l, [<color–ref>],
<Xforrn>; }1
& 1{PIN: <pin_physical_name>,
cpin_type>, <pin–exi~,
[<pin_shadow>], <xfonm; }n

<:
<:
<:

cusedin_ref>
cpackage_name>
<package_type>

}“
}n
}n
$ENDPACKAGES
.._
.-—
::=
::=

string - a $HEADER assembly (ies)
string
{ CHIP
I TANTALUM
I MELF
I EMBEDDED
I SOT23
I SOT52
I SOT89
I SOT143
I SOD123
“I SOIC
I SOPIC
I SSOIC
I TSOP
I CERAMIC_FLATPACK
I CERAMIC_QUAD_FLATPACK
I PGA
I PLASTIC_CHII_CARRIER
I LEADLESS_CERAMIC_CHIP_CARRIEl?
I CERAMIC.DIP
I PLASTIC_DIP
I CERAMIC_SIP
I PLASTIC_SIP
I SQUARE_QUAD_FLATPACK
I RECT~NGULAR_QUAD_FLATPACK
I SOJ
I PLASTIC_BGA
I CERAMIC.BGA
I MINI.BGA
I CHIP_SCALE
I BARE_DIE
I FLIPCHIP
I AXIAL_LEADED
I RADIAL_LEADED
I TO_TYPE

.----
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IMOLDED
I POWER.TRANSISTOR
I RELAY.SM
RELAY_TH
TRIMPOT_TH
TRIMPOT_SM
TRANSFORMER
CONNECTOR_SM
CONNECTOR_TH
I COIL
I CHOKE_SWITCH_SM
It3WITCH_TH
I HERMETIC_HYBRID
I MCM
‘I NETWORK
)1
<artwork_ref>
edim_value>
<target_ref>
<layer_ref>
<layersingle_ref>
<layerset_ref>
<cclor_ref>
<Xfonm
<pin_physical_name>
epin_type>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

.

<pin_exi~
epin_shadow>
cartwork_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

‘$

string
p_number
string
{<layersingle_ref> I <layerset_ref>} 1
string
‘string
string - <color_name> identified in HEADER; the default is “black
exy_ref>, [<rotation>], [<rnirro-], [<scale_factoO]
string -correlates to the <pin_physical_name> in the DEVICE section
{
TH_ROUND
I TH_RIBBON
I TH_v
ITERMINATION
I GULLWING
I BUTTLEAD
I JLEAD
I SLEAD
I WRAPAROUND
I CASTELLATION
I BALL
I COLUMN
I LAND
}1
{EDGE I BOTTOM I TOP }1
,<artwork_ref>
string

..

.:

The $PACKAGES and $ENDPACKAGES
section keywords mark the PACKAGES
GenCAM file. Each package description shall start with the PACKAGE keyword.

4.8.14.1

of the

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the state~ents that follow with the cusedin_name>
as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
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4.8.14.2

PACKAGE

The PACKAGE statement is used to define the device packages as defined in the CAD file. The fust
parameter, <package_name>,
is required.
It is a freeform string and serves to uniquely identify the
package instance. The second parameter, <package_@pe>, is optional. It shall be a fixed field chosen
from one of the GenCAM package type names. It is a reference to the package’s BODY shape as defined
in the ARTWORKS section of the GenCAM file.

4.8.14.3

4
.+
%‘$!

.

BODY

The optional BODY statement is used to identify a reference’ to a PACKAGE artwork as defined in the
ARTWORKS section of the GenCAM file. The first parameter, <artwork.ref>,
is required and is a
freeform string. Note that the PACKAGE body defined here is associated with a PATTERN definition
through a COMPONENT instance definition.
Since the package body is defined in the PACKAGE
section, it is coupled with the pad stack locations in a PATTERN and the <pin_physical_ref>.
The point
of origin for these deftitions shall coincide, and their pin identification shall match.

4.8.14.4

HEIGHT

The optional HEIGHT statement is used to identify the component’s maximum height from the finished
surface. The first parameter, <dim_value>, is required and is provided as a number in dimensional units
identified in the HEADER of the OenCAM file.
,/ ‘

4.8.14.5

STANDOFF

The optional STANDOFF statement is used to identify the component’s clearance from the finished
surface. The first parameter, edim_value>, is required and is provided as a number in dimensional units
identified in the HEADER of the GenCAM file.

4.8.14.6

TARGET

The TARGET statement is optional and defines fiducial targets on the package. The first parameter ,
<target_ref>, is required and shall be a reference to the target as described in the ARTWORKS section.
The second parameter, <layer_ref>, is optional and shall be a reference to the surface of the package as
defined in the LAYERS
section of the GenCAM file; the <GenCAM_layer_type>
shall be
COMPONENT.
The third parameter, <color_ref>, is optional and shall match the color as identified in
the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
The remaining parameters define the placement of the target. The x-y transform is required and shall
define the relative position of the point of origin of the target artwork with respect to the package origin.
The rotation parameter is. optional, and can define the angle between the orientation of the target as
defined, and its position on the package, measured counterclockwise.
Any mirroring shall be”done before
the target is rotated. The mirror parameter is optional, and can be used to indicate that the target is
mirrored before becoming part of the package. The escale_facto~
is optional and should be avoided.

4.8.14.7

PIN

.

The PIN statement is required and defines the characteristics of each package lead. The f~st parameter,
<pin_physical_narne>,
is required. It is a freeform string and defines the physical pin identifier for the
package that correlates to the PINDESC statement in the DEVICES section. The second parameter,
,<pin_type>, is required. It is a freed field parameter describing the pin type as one of the GenCAM
standard package pin types identified in JEDEC- 1(IEC-30). The third ,pararneter, <pin_exiti,
is required.
It is a fixed field identified as either EDGE, BOTTOM, or TOP. The foufth parameter, <pin_shadow>, is
optional. It is a reference to an artwork that defines the two dimensional shape, of the portion of the lead
that extends beyond the package edge, looking down from the top of the package.
The remaining
parameters
are required through the <xfonm
description.
These define the position of the
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epin_shadow>, or the position of the lead (if no portion of the pin extends tiyond
package) with respect to the origin of the package.
‘

the body of the

The x-y transform is required and shall define the relative position of the point of origin of the
<pin_ shadow> with respect to the package origin. The rotation parameter is optional, and can define the
angle between the orientation of the pin as defined, and its position on the package, measured
counterclockwise.
Any mirroring shall be done before the pin is rotated.
The mirror parameter is
optional, and can be used to indicate that the pin is mirrored before becoming part of the package. The
<scale_facto~ is optional and should be avoided.
A PACKAGES Section Example

$PACKAGES
USEDIN : “ASSYl1357-6654&’ , “11356-33540”;
PACKAGE : “CAP_SUPPRESS_TYPE_24 “, “CERAMIC_DI P “;
CAp3 vv
;
BODY : ,,
HEIGHT: 1.3 ;
STANDOFF : 0.05;
PINS: 16, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, . “1OO”, (o.5, 18.5) ;
PINS: 14, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (o.5, 16. o) ;
PINS: 12, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (o.5, 13.5) ;
PINS : 10; “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (0.5, 11.0) ;
PINS: 08, ‘t’
TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (o.5, 8.5) ;
PINS : 06, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (o.5, 6.o);
PINS: 04, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (o.5, 3.5) ;
PINS: 02, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “lOo”, (o.5, lo);
PINS: 15, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (8.o, 18.5) ;
PINS: 13, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (8.o, 16. o);
PINS: 11, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (8.o, 13.5);
PINS: 09, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (8.o, 11.o);
PINS: 07, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (8.o, 8.5);
PINS: 05, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (8.o, 6.o);
PINS: 03, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “1OO”, (8.o, 3.5);
PINS: 01, “TH_RIBBON”, EDGE, “lOo”, (8.o, lo);
TARGET : “FIDUC_X”, COMPONENT, “White”, (lo, 2.o) ;
$ENDPACKAGES
4.8.15

J

FAMILIES

The FAMILIES section is optional and isused to describe the logic families ofthe
to the board. The FAMILIES section has the following form.

FAMILIES

::=
:>
:>
:>

components

$FAMILIES
1{”
USEDIN: <usedin_ref> O{, <usedin_ref>}n;
1{
FAMILY: <family_name>;
{
LOGIC: <drive_high>, <drive_low>, ~eceive_high>,
creceive_low>, eopen_input_logic>;
&RISETIME: edge_speecb;
&LOAD:cloacb.;

<:
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}n
}n
$ENDFAMILIES

<:

<;

<usedin_ref>
cfarnily.name>
<drive_high>
<drive_low>
<receive_high>
creceive_low>
<open_input_logic>
cedge_speed>
eloacb

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

string - a $HEADER assembly (ies)
string
number
number
number
number
{ONE I ZERO IX}l
p_number
{UP I DOWN I NONE}

The $FAMILIES and $ENDFAMILIES section keywords mark the FAMILIES
file. Each family description sh@ start with the FAMILY keyword.
4.8.15.1

section of the GenCAM

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the <usedin_name>
as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
4.8.15.2

of an assembly (ies)

FAMILY

The FAMILY statermnt defines a name for the family feature for reference. Each <fatily_name>
in the FAMILIES section shall be unique.

4.8.15.3

defined

LOGIC

The LOGIC statement is used to describe the expected logical voltage characteristics of the family. The
fust parameter,<drive_higb,
is required and defines the finimum voltage level, which a device of the
family will source from an output when “the expected state is a logical 1. The second parameter,
<drive_low> is required and defines the maximum voltage level that a device of the family will source
from an output when the expected state is a logical O. The third parameter, <receive_high>, is required
and defines the minimum voltage level, which must be driven for a device of the family to be expected to
recognize a logical 1. The fourth parameter, <receive_low>, is required and defines the maximum
voltage level for which a device of the family can be expected to recognize a logical O. The fifth
parameter, <open_input_logic>,
is required and is the default logic-state exhibited by unconnected
(floating) input pins. It is a fixed field paramepx of either ONE, ZERO, or X.

4.8.15.4

RISETIME

The RISETIME statement defines the edge speed of a device or pin of a family.
cedge_speeb,
is required and is expressed in volts per nanosecond.

4.8.15.5

The only parameter,

LOAD

The LOAD statement expresses whether a device or pin of a family expects to have its output pins pulled
up, pulled down, or left floating by the surrounding circuitry. The only parameter, <loach, is required
and is a fixed field parameter of either UP, DOWN, or NONE.
A FAMILIES Section Example

$FAMILIES
USEDIN : “11357-66540”;
FAMILY : “CMOS “;
LOGIC: .4.0, 0.8, 3.6, 1.3, X;
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RISETIME: 50;
LOAD: NONE;
FAMILY: “TTL”;
LOGIC : 3.5, 0.2, 2.0, 0.8,: 1;
RI SETIME: 100;
LOAD: UP;
$ENDFAMILIES
4.8.16

DEVICES

The DEVICES section holds the device descriptions for all the components used on the bead. These
statements apply to the device itself and do not depend upon any characteristic of the printed circuit board
(i.e. are independent of PACKAGE). The DEVICES section shall be included and can use some or all of
the statements described below, in any sequence.

DEVICES

.._
..—
:>
:>
:>

$DEVICES
1{
USEDIN: .anedin_reb
O{, asedin_ref>
1{
DEVICE: <par_name>;

}n;

{
PACKAGE: <package_ref>;
&O{ PART: <mfgflart_icb,
[epar_revisiom];
}1
& O{ALIAS: <mf~par_icb,
[cpart.mvisioo];
}n
& TYPE: <type_desc>;
& O{FAMILY: <family.ref>; }1
& O{PINDESC: <pin_physical_name>,
[<pin–func@],
[<circuit_numbe-],
[<sympin_reb],
[<symbcd_ref>],
[<farnily_ref>]; }n
&o{
VALUE: <measured_value>, <value_type>;

:>

“{
{

TOL: <p_dim_value>;
I { NTOL: <p_dim_value>;

}
& O{DESC: edescriptio~;}
}

<:

& PTOL: <p_dim_value>;
1

}n
<:
<:
<:

<usedin_ref>
epart_name>
epackage_ref>
emfg_part_id>
epart_revision>
etype_desc>

100

}
}n
}n
$ENDDEVICES
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..-

string - a $HEADER assembly (ies)
string
string
string
string
- Used for two terminal resistors
{RES
- Used for variable resistors
I VRES
- Used for embedded resistors
I FABRES
- Used forresistor pack
I RPCK
- Used for diode pack
I DPCK
- Used for LED pack
I LEDPCK

}

j.J&
. ,“,
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I HYBRID

<family_ref>
<pin_physical_name>
<pin_func~
::=

I CAP
I VCAP
I PCAP
I TCAP
I FABCAP
I CPCK
I IND
I VIND
I XFMR
I DIODE
I DIAC
I ZENER
I BRIDGE
I PNP
I NPN
I NFET
I PFET
I NJFET
I PJFET
I TRIAC
I SCR
I VR
I OPTO
I LED
10PAMP
I XTAL
I RELAY
I SWITCH
I FUSE
I JUMPER
I CONN
I SOCKET
I LOGIC
I ANALOG
10THER
}1
.._
..—
string
string
::=
{DRIVER
I RECEIVER
I BIDIRECTIONAL
I ANALOGIN
I ANALOGOUT
I NCLOSED
I NOPEN
I POWER
I GROUND
I ANALOG
I DIGITAL
I INACTIVE
I ANODE
I CATHODE
I BASE

- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

AtoD, DtoA
two terminal non-polarized capacitors
variable capacitors
two terminal polarized capacitors
tantalum capacitors
embedded capacitors
capacitor packs
inductors
variable inductor
transformer
diodes, including Schottkey
discs
zener diodes
silicone bridge rectifier

- Used for transistors, unijunctions

- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Light
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used

and darlingtons.

for FET families
for triacs
for Thyristors
for voltage regulators
for opto-isolators
Emitting Diode
“
for operational amplifier ICS
for crystals
for relays
for switches
for fuses
for jumpers
for connectors
for sockets
for all logic devices
for analog ICS
when none of the standard types are suftlcient

- Establishes the pin identifier for the device
- Used for outputs which drive a net.
- Used for inputs
- Used for hi-directional logic
- Used for analog ICS
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used
- Used

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

relays and switches
power supply pins
ground pins
analog pins
any family of logic pins
resistors, capacitors, etc. pins
diodes, zeners, unijunctions, thyristors etc.
diodes, zeners, unijunctions, thyristors etc.
transistors
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- Used for transistors (including IGBTs)
I COLLECTOR
I EMITTER
- Used for transistors (including IGBTs)
- Used for FETs
I SOURCE
I DRAIN I GATE
- Used for FETs
I WIPER
- Used for variable components
- Used for connection to device screen or can
I CASE
I CLOCK
- Used for clock
I ENABLE I DISABLE - Used for device enable/diiable
I TDI I TDO I TMS I TCK I TRST – Used for Boundary Scan
- Used for pins that are internally disconnected
I INTNC
}1
ccircuit_numbec=
<sympin_ref>
esymbol_ref>
<measured_value>
<value_type>

::=
.._
..—
.._
..—
::=
.._
..—

ep_dim_value>
cdescription>

.._
..—
.._
..—

string
string
string
number
{OHM I FAWD
LUMEN} 1
p_number
string

HENRY I VOLT I AMP I WAIT

I HERTZ I JOULE

The $DEVICES and $ENDDEVICES section keywords mark the DEVICES section of the GenCAM file.
Each device description shall start with the DEVICE keyword.
4.8.16.1

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the ~sedin–name>
as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.

4.8.16.2

of an assembly(ies)

DEVICE

The DEVICE statement defines a name for each device type. The fwst parameter,
required. It is a freefoxm string that uniquely identifies the device.

4.8.16.3

<pa.rt_narne>,

is

PACKAGE

The PACKAGE statement serves to correlate the device to a package type. Exactly one PACKAGE
statement shall be included and must reference a package as’ defined in the PACKAGES section of the
It is a freeform string that serves to
GenCAM file. The only parameter, <package_ref>, is required.
reference the package definition by name.
4.8.16.4

PART

The PART statement is an optional free field for the user to define a manufacturer’s parl number. It has
no cross -reference to any other GenCAM section. This PART name does not have to be unique to any
one part. The first parameter, <rnfg_part_id> is required.
It is the manufacturer’s part identification
is optional and defines a revision level of -the
number.
The second parameter, <part_revision>,
manufacturer’s part, if appropriate.

4.8.16.5

ALIAS

The ALIAS statement is optional. It is used to establish an alternate to the original PART description.
The first parameter, <rnfg_part_id> is required.
It is the alternate manufacturer’s part identification
is optional and defines a revision level of the
number.
The second parameter, <part_revision>,
manufacturer’s part, if appropriate.
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4.8.16.6

TYPE

The TYPE statement is required and is a fixed field. The only parameter,
fixed field for the user to define one of the GenCAM device types.

4.8.16.7

<
:b.; Ji
J

<type_desc>,

identifies the

FAMILY

The FAMILY statement is optional and can be used to “associate the device with a logic family as defined
in the FAMILIES section of the GenCAM file. If the device pins exhibit multiple logic family
characteristics, then the FAMILY statement should be omitted, and the logic farnil y association should be
added to each PINDESC statement. The only parameter, <family_ref>, is. required and is a freeform
string.

4.8.16.8

PINDESC

The PINDESC statement is optional, and can be used to describe the fiyctionality of each pin of the
device. This statement should be used to provide CAD data that is required for tester input data. Any
CAD data that might be relevant to tester input should be held in the PINDESC statement: Particularly
useful is the naming of the anode and cathode on diodes and zeners; collector, base and emitters on
transistors; and gate, source, and drain on fets. The first parameter, <pin_physical_ref>, is required and
shall correlate to the pin physical name assigned in the PACKAGES section of the GenCAM file. Every
component and pattern defined in the COMPONENTS section use the same pin designator. Only one
PINDESC statement is allowed for each pin for any one device. The second parameter, <pin_functi, is
one of the fixed fields identified as GenCAM pin functions. The third parameter, <circuit_numbe_,
is a
freeform string and is an optional reference to the circuit number used to describe the circuit number in
the IC package. The fourth parameter, esympin_ref>, is optional, It is a reference to the symbol pin in
the logic symbol and is a freeform string. The fifth parameter, <symbol_ref>, @ an optional reference to
the symbol that uses that physical pin. The sixth paraineter, <family_ref>, is an optional reference to the
logic FAMILY. If the FAMILY of the device is consistent across all signal pins, then it is not necessary
to define each pin’s FAMILY, but in the case where the device has multiple family characteristics, it can
be necessary to specifically associate a logic family with each input and output.

4.8.16.9

VALUE

The VALUE statement is optional and provides the user an opportunity to give the device a value. The
type of value entered shall always be the same for all the same type of devices. For example, if the value
used for resistors is resistance, then all resistois shall have values that are resistance. The first parameter,
The second parameter,
<measured_value>,
is required and is a number that expresses the value.
<value_type>, is a fixed field parameter and is either OHM, FARAD, HENRY, VOLT, AMP, WATT’,
HERTZ, JOULE, or LUMEN.

4.8.16.10 TOL
The TOL statement is optional and allows the user to specify a * tolerance for the device. If the positive
and negative tolerance values are different, then the statements NTOL &d PTOL shall be used instead of
TOL. The first parameter, <p_dim_value>, is required and is a positive number that describes the
permitted variation from the value. Any string can be entered as a positive floating point percentage
value.

4.8.16.11 NTOL
The NTOL statement is optional and allows the user to specify a negative (minimum) tolerance for the
device. Any string can be entered as a positive floating point percentage value. A negative sign is
implicit in the definition of NTOL and is ignored on reading the file and is never inserted on writing a
,
GenCAM file.
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4.8.16.12 PTOL
The PTOL st@ement is optional allows the user to specify a positive (maximum) tolerance for the device.
Any string can be entered as a positivei floating-point percentage value.

4.8.16.13 DESC
The DESC statement is optional and the cdescriptio-

parameter can be used to describe the device.

A DEVICES Section Example

$DEVICES
USEDIN : “ASSYI1357” , “ASSY66540” ;
DEVICE : “89-1
N4148”;
PART : “1N4148” ;.
TYPE : DIODE;
PACKAGE : “AXIAL2 “;
PINDESC : “PIN1 “, ANODE;
PINDESC : “PIN2 “, CATHODE;
VALUE: 0.6;
TOL: 33.0;
DESC : “Diode 1N4148 bandoleer reverse voltage 10 OV” ;
$ENDDEVICES
4.8.17

COMPONENTS

The COMPONENTS section holds all the information pertinent to each component on the board. Thk
information includes component positions on the board and a reference to the device description for both
electrical and mechanical devices. The COMPONENTS section shall be included and have the following
form.

..

COMPONENTS

::=
:>
:>
:>

$COMPONENTS
1{
USEDIN: <usedin_ref> O{, eusedin_ref>}n;
1{
COMPONENT: tief_desig>, [<layer_refi],

[<location>];

{
{DEVICE: <part_ref>, [<xforrm];
I MECHANICAL: <par_ref>, [<xfo-];
}1
& O{PATTERN: epattem_ref>, [<xfonm]; }1
&0{ ARTWORK: <artwork_ref>, <layer_ref>, [<color_ref>],
[<xfonm]; }n
& O{PROGRAM: <program_narne>, cprogram.rev>,
[cprogram_date>]; }1.
& O{PREPARATION: ccomp_prep_name>,
<comp_prep–tYpe>;

:>

{
<shape_builde=

<:

:>
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}
& O{PRESENTATION: <delivery_systkm,
[cconilguratiom],
[<othen];} 1
}n
&o{
KEEPOUT: ekeepout_name>, dceepout_type>,
[clayer_ref>];
1{
<polygon_builder>

‘
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}n
}n
& O{SHEET: <sheet_re~;}
& O{ONFAIL: <tex@; }1

<:

<:
<:
<:

1

}
}n
$ENDCOMPONENTS
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.-—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
--—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
..—
.._
-.—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..—

<delivery_syste~
cconiiguration>
<othe=
-dceepout_name>
ckeepout_type>

.._
..—
.._
-.—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

csheet_reb
<texb

.._
-.—
.._
..—

\

string - a $HEADER assembly(ies)
string
{<layersingle_refi
I <liiymset_re~} 1
string
string
cxy_reb, [crotatio=],
[<mirro17]
string
cxy_reb, [crotatioo],
[unirro17], [escale_factoo]
string
string
string, - ccolor_name> identified in $HEADER; the default is BLACK
string
string
datt_fonnat
string
{LEADLENGTH I LEADBEND I CLINCH I CLINCHLENGTH I
PREPCODE 10THER} 1
{REEL 1PACK I BULK I TRAY I TUBE I CARTRIDGE} 1
string - i.e. “size”, “matrix”, “width”
string
string
{COMPONENT I VIA I ROUTE I TESTP!N I TESTPROBE I
BOARD} 1
string
string

The $COMPONENTS
and $ENDCOMPONENTS
section keywords mark the COMPONENTS
section
of the GenCAM file. Each component description shall start with the COMPONENT keyword, followed
by the other statements in any sequence.
4.8.17.1

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the eusedin_name>
as defined in &heHEADER section of the GenCAM file.

4.8.17.2

Jj
;:,:,

}n

.asedin.ref>
-aef.desig>
<layer.reb
<layersingle_ref>
<layerset_re~
<locatioo
<part_refi
aforrm
<pattem_ref>
<artwork_reb
<color.reb
<program_name>
<program_rev>
eprogrm_date>
ccomp_prep.narne>
<comp_prep_type>

of an assembly(ies)

COMPONENT

The COMPONENT statement defines one component instance. The fmt parameter, <ref_desig>, is a
freeform string for the user to define a unique name for either the electrical component (DEVICE) or the
mechanical component (MECHANICAL),
typically the CAD component reference designator.
If the
CAD system does not define componexit names, or just uses a sequenced order, then names such as u 1,
u2, u3, etc. must be used instead. Examples of component name are U32, C202, R51 or PLA132. The
second parameter, <layer_reb,
is optional and SW indicate on which side of the bo~d the component is
The surface parameter TOP, EDGE or
mounted, or which layer of the board the part is embedded.
BOTI’OM, or a reference tb a layer as defined in the LAYERS section, shall be used. Specifying that the
surface is BO’lTOM does not imply tit the package is mirrored, nor does it imply that pads that were on
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the TOP are now on BOTTOM. The third parameter, <locatiom, is optional and is to be included to give
the absolute x and y coordinates of the origin of the component in relation to the board or panel origin, as
well as rotation and mirroring.—

d ,:
,*
i

The origin of the component is defined by its PACKAGE, PATTERN, or MECHANICAL refemmces,
which describe the package/mechanical body shape and pin locations. The fourth parameter, <xy_reb is
required and establishes the relation of the component to the board or panel to which the component is
being mounted. The fifth parameter, aotation> is optional and can be included to give the rotation of the
component on the board dative to that defined by its PAC~GE
or MECHANICAL refe~nce.
The
angle is measured counterclockwise from the defined position in the PACKAGE or MECHANICAL
section to the position on the board when viewed looking down onto the top of the board. Mirroring takes
affect before the component is rotated.
Any pins defined with the package will be rotated with the
package.
4.8.17.3

DEVICE

Exactly one DEVICE or MECHANICAL statement shall be provided for each component.
The first
parameter, <part_ref>, is required.
It is a freeform string for the user to associate the component
designator name to a device description in the DEVICES section of the GenCAM file. The second
parameter, <xforrm is optional, and can be used to describe the location of the device package origin on
the board, when it is different than that of the component placement.
4.8.17.4

MECHANICAL

The MECHANICAL
statement is required if no DEVICE s@ement is present. The fmt parameter,
<mechanical_ref>,
is required and is a freeform string that references a <part.narne>
in the
MECHANICALS
section. The second parameter, <xforrm is optional, and can be used to describe the
location of the mechanical part origin on the board, when it is different than that of the component
placement.
4.8.17.5

PATTERN

Exactly one PATTERN statement shall be provided for each device listed as a component; a PAITERN
statement for a MECHANICAL is optional.
The fwst parameter, <pattem_re5,
is required.
It is a
freeform string for the user to associate the component designator to a pattern description as defined in
the PATTERNS section of the GenCAM file. The second parameter, afo-,
is optional and can be
used to describe the location of the pattern ongin on the board or panel, when it is different than that of
the component placement.
4.8.17.6

ARTWORK

The ARTWORK statement is optional and is used to give the component any artwork feahue that has
been defined in the ARTWORKS section of the GenCAM file. Components may use different artworks
at different locations on the board. The first parameter, eartwork.ref>,
is required and shall be the
artwork name as defined in the ARTWORKS section in the GenCAM file. The second parameter,
<layer_ref>, is required and shall be a reference to a layer or layer set as defined in the LAYERS section
of the GenCAM file. The third parameter, <color_ref>, is optioml and defines the color referimced @ the
HEADER of the GenCAM file.
The remaining parameters me defined by the -fonm
and me optional if the artwork differs from the
c-omponent location. The fourth parameter, <xy_ref>, is required and establishes the relative position of
the artwork item origin with respect to the origin of the component.
The fifth parameter, crotatiom,
is
optional ~d shall be the rotation of the artwork feature about the artwork origin. The rotation is the
angle between the artwork feature, as defined in the ARTWORKS section and its position on the board or
panel, measured counterclockwise.
Any mirroring shall be done before the ARTWORK feature is
rotated. The sixth parameter, <mirro-,
is optional and shall be the artwork feature mirror definition.
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The ~work feature can be placed normally or can be mirrored before becoming part of the component
definition. When an artwork feature is mirrored all the artwork feature’s items are mirrored but stay on
the same layer(s). The last parameter is an optional scaling multiplier to apply to the artwork dimensions.

PROGRAM

4.8.17.7

The PROGRAM statement is optional and can be used to define the software download of the component.
The first parameter, <program.narne>,
is required. It is a fkeeform string that names the program. The
second parameter, <pro~.reb,
is required and defines the progr~
revision as a freeform string. me
third parameter, <prograrn.date>,
is optional and shall provide the program date code in the GenCAM
date code format.
4.8.17.8

PREPARATION

The PREPARATION statement is optional and provides information on component lead conditions, both
before and after insertion. The first parameter, <comp_prep_name>,
is required ~d is a unique string to
identify the lead preparation. The second parameter, ecomp_prep_type>,
is required ~d uses one of the
reserved fixed parameters: LEADLENGTH,
LEADBEND, CLINCH, CLINCHLENGTH,
PREPCODE,
or OTHER. me <comP_Pmp_type> parameter will be immediately followed by the eshape.buildeto
describe the physical lead bend requirements.

4.8.17.9

PRESENTATION

The PRESENTATION
statement is optional and provides information on the delivery system
media for the component.
The first parameter, cdelivery_syste-,
is a required fixed field
specifying the. part deliv@y presentation as being one. of REEL,. PACK BULK TRAY,
CARTRIDGE.
The second, parameter, cconfiguratioo,
is optional.
It is a string used
characteristics of the media used. The third parameter, eothe-,
is optional and provides
information regarding presentation.

packaging
parameter
TUBE, or
to define
additional

4.8.17.10 KEEPOUT
The KEEPOUT statement is optional and is used to name and define areas associated with the component
areas that are not accessible to test or insertion machines. If the CAD system does not provide a unique
name for each keepou~ then the GenCAM file shall be provided with names such as keepout 1, keepoufi
em. The first p~eter,
.dceepout_name>, is required and is a freeform string and assigns a name to the
keepout area. The second parameter, -&eepout_type>, is required and is a fixed field parameter of either
COMPONENT, VIA, ROUTE, TIMTI?IN, TESTPROBE, or BOARD. The third parameter, <layer_mf>,
is optional and shall define the surface or layer set to which the keepout region is applied. When omitted,
all layers are assumed. The third parameter is followed immediately by one or more <polygon_buildeo
that define the keepout area.

4.8.17.11 SHEET
The SHEET statement is optional and can be used to define the schematic sheet number, a zone or
anything else that is a location property of the component. The ordy parameter, <sheet_mf>, is required
and is a text free string referencing a sheet in the DRAWINGS section of the GenCAM file.

4.8.17.12

ONFAIL

The ONFAIL statement is optional. The first parameter, ~ex~, is required and is a freeform string that
can be used to send the failure reporting device/file when an in-circuit test for the com’~nent fails.
A COMPONENTS

Section Example

$COMPONENTS
USEDIN : “ASSY11357”

,

“ASSY66540”

;
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COMPONENT: “D102”, TOP, (1200, 1800), 90.0;
DEVICE : “1N4148”;
PATTERN : “2-400” ;
ARTWORK : “ORIGIN_MARKER18”, “SilkscreenTop”, “Yellow”,
(0,0), 0.0, MIRROR;
ONFAIL : “Check output enable from US pin 4“;
SHEET : “12_B3”;
MECHANICAL: “Heatsink2”;
$ENDCOMPONENTS
4.8.18

POWER

The POWER section is optional andcanbeused
section has the following form.

.._
..:>

POWER

:>

<:
<:

~sedin_ref>
cvoltage>
<current_limi~
<net.ref>
<refnet_ref>
<supply_name>

......_
..—
.._
..—
.._
........_
.,—

todeseribepower

injectiontotheboard.

$POWER
1{
USEDIN:asedin_reb
O{,axwdin_reb}n;
1{
SUPPLY:<voltage>,
<current.lirni~,
cnet.reb,
[<supply_name>];
]n
}n
$ENDPOWER

The POWER

cmf%et_nzb,

String - a $HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s) or assembly(ies)
number
- in volts
- in amps
p_number
string
string
string

The $POWER and $ENDPOWER keyword statements mark the POWER section of the GenCAM
Each power injection description shall start with the keyword SUPPLY.

4.8.18.1

file.

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the asedin_name>
of a board(s),
panel(s), assembly(ies) or fixture(s) as defined “inthe HEADER seetion of the GenCAM file.

4.8.18.2

SUPPLY

The SUPPLY statement is required and defines test system power supply parameters, and associates the
parameters with two board signal names. The fmt parameter, <voltage>, is required and is a number (in
volts) defining the voltage level to be attained. The second parameter, <current_limib,
is required and is
a number (in amps) defining the maximum current limit. The third parameter, cnet_mb, is required, ~d
is a freeform string referencing an electrical network (power injection net) as named in the ROUTES
section of the GenCAM file. The fourth parameter, crefnet_refi,
is required and is a &form
string
referencing an electrical network (typically board ground) as named in the ROUTES section of the
GenCAM file. The last parameter, <supply_name>, is an optional -form
string that can be used to.
identi~ the test system power supply.

~~
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A POWER Section Example
$pOWER
USEDIN : “ASSY11357”,
SUPPLY:
5.0, 2.0,
SUPPLY:
3.3, 0.5,
$ENDpOWER

“ASSY66540”;
“VCC”,
“GND”;
“LOW_V”,
“DCOM”,

,.
,:
.,
%;

“COM12”;

,.
.

‘!

4.8.19

+$4
y:,
I
.;
,,
.$
,’

‘{
‘1

ROUTES

The ROUTES section isusedtodefme
the board signals anddescribe the trackrouting and all electrically
significant features of the, board. The ROUTES section shall be included, and have the following form:

ROUTES

.._
..— $ROUTES
:>
1{
:>

:>

:>
<:

:>
<:

<:
<:
<:

USEDIN: cusedin_ref> O{,cusedin_refi}n;
1{
ROUTE:aet_name>,
<net_class>, [crefnet_re6],
[<impedance>],
[<impedance_tol>], [<capacitance>], [conductance>];
{
1 {PATH: <layer_refi, <linedesc_ref>, [<profiledesc_ref>],
[impedance>],
[<impedance_tob],
[capacitance>],
[<inductance>];
1{
<polyline_builde~
}n
}n
& O{PLANE: <layer_reb, e@intdesc_ref>, [<impedance>],
[<capacitance>], [conductance>];
1{
cpolygon_builde~
}n
}n
&O{ VIA: <via_name>, <padstack_ref>, [ctestpoint_xy>],
[eaccess_desc>], cxfonm; }n
&O{ TESTPAD: etestpad_name>, epadstack_reb,
[etestpoint_xy>],
[eaccess_desc>], <xfonm; }n
&O{ COMPPIN: ccomponent_ref>, cpin_physical_ref>,
[ctestpoint_xy>], [eaccess_desc>]; }n
&O{ CONPIN: econnector_reb,
epin_physical_ref>,
[<testpoint_xy>]l [eccess_desc>];
}n
& O{HIGHPCYITEST aefnet_refi,
<bias.voltage>,
cleakage_currenb,
cdwell_time>, [uise_time>],
[efall_time>]; }1
}
}n
}n
$ENDROUTES

asedin_refi
cnet_name>

.._
..—
.._
..—

~et_class>
afnet_ref>

.._
...._
..-

string
string

- a $HEADER panel(s), board(s) or assembly (ies)
- User-defined string or GENCAMEXTNC
unconnected features
{SIGNAL 1CLK I -D}
1 - the default is SIGNAL
String

for
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<impedance>
<impedance_tol>
<capacitance>
<@duct ce>
T

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

elayer_ref>
clayersingle_ref>
elayerset_ref>
clinedesc_ref>
cprofiledesc_ref>
cpaintdesc_ref>
<via_name>
<padstack_ref>
<Xforlm
<testpoint_xy>
caccess_desc>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.t—
.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.c—
.._
..—

<testpad_name>
<component_ref>

.._
.o—
.._
..—

<pin_physical_ref>

.._
.o—

cconnector_ref>

.._
.#—

cbias_voltage>
eleakage_currenO
<dwell_time>
<nse_time>
<fall_time>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

p_number
- Units shall be expressed in ohms
p_number
- Units shall be expressed in percentage
p_number
- Units shall be expressed in farads
p_number
- Units shall be expressed in Henrys
- Values associated with a PATH override those associated with a
ROUTE. ROUTE requirements should be left blank if individual
paths have properties.
{clayersingle_ref> I <layerset_ref> }1
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
<xy_ref>, [<rotation>], [<rnirro19], [cscale_factoO]
<xy_ref>
{NOACCESS I NOPROBE I CRITICAL I AVAILABLE} 1
- the default is NOACCESS
string
- Reference to component by .aef_desig> in
string
COMPONENTS section
- Reference to <pin_physical_name>
in PACKAGES
string
section
- Reference to connector identified by cref_desig> in
string
COMPONENTS section
number
number
- Units shall be expressed in amps
number
- Units shall be expressed in seconds
number
number
- Units shall be expressed in seconds

The $ROUTES and $ENDROUTES section keywords mark the ROUTES section of the GenCAM
Each route description shall start with a ROUTE keyword.

4.8.19.1

,1

/’

.. . ---

J

file.

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the <usedin_name> of a board(s),
panel(s), assembly (ies) or fixture(s) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
4.8.19.2

ROUTE

The ROUTE statement is required and identifies the signal (net) name. The frost param&er, <net_narne>
is required and is a freeform string used to specify the net name. The second parameter, <net_class>, is
required and is used to specify nets that may require special consideration at in-circuit test, and uses the
reserved words of SIGNAL (default) for standard nets, CLK for fast edge-speed nets, and FIXED for nondnven nets with either injected power, or fixed voltage levels which are derived from the circuit. The
third parameter, crefnet_ref>, is optional and is a freeform string to identify electrical networks that
should be referenced
to the named net.
The fourth and fifth parameters, cimpedance>
and
eimpedance_tol>, are optional and can be used to specify the impedance and impedance tolerance limit of
the trace in ohms. The sixth and seventh parameters, <capacitance> and <inductance>, are used to
identify capacitance (in Farads) and inductance (in Henrys).
GenCAM reserves the net name
GENCAMEXTNC
as a null net name. All component pins and connector pins that are otherwise not
connected to any net, shall appear in a ROUTE with this reserved name. Note that this does not imply
that these pins are electrically connected together.
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4.8.19.3

PATH

The PATH statement is required and identifies the conductor (track) width, width tolerance’ limit and
layout description.
The coordinates given for the trace path shall always be in the center of the trace.
The PATH keyword can appear at any time within a route description where a trace changes width. The
first parameter, <layer_ref>, is required and shall reference a layer that is defined in the LA~RS
section
of the GenCAM file. The <layer_refi keyword can appear at any time within a net or route where the
route changes layers. The second parameter, <line_desc>, is required and describes the width of the
conductor (~ace). The third parameter, <profiledesc_ref>, is optional and defines the tolerances on the
conductors. The fourth and fifth parameters, <impedance> and <impedance_tol>, are optional and can be
used to specify the impedance and impedance tolerance limit of the trace in ohms. The sixth and seventh
parameters, <capacitance> and <inductance>, are used to identify capacitance (in Farads) and inductance
(in Henrys).

4.8.19.4

PLANE

The PLANE statement is optional and is used to define an enclosed area of copper using GenCAM
Standard primitives, or a reference to a shape PRIMITIVE.
A ROUTE statement shall appear before a
PLANE statement to define a signal name. If component pins and pads are found within the area defined
(on the same layer), then a PATH statement shall also appear. The copper area is assumed to be clear of
the pins by a non copper trace of graphic description LINDESC using the ERASE <line_type> parameter.
Component pins are only connected to the copper plane if the ROUTES section defines the component
pins as being on the same signal as the plane. Clearances between the PLANE and other signals are not
assumed. The first parameter after the keyword statement, <layer_ref>, is required as is used to assign
the plane a unique layer. If the CAD system does not provide unique names then names such as planel,
plane2, etc. must be used for the ROUTE name. The second parameter, <paintdesc_ref>, is required and
defines a paint requirement when a second plane can be described with x-y coordinates inside another
plane on the same layer. The PAINT mode of VOID shall be used when this inner shape is not copper.
The third parameter, <impedance>, is optional and can provide the impedance requirements as a number
in ohms for the plane. The fourth par~eter,
<capacitance> is optional and is a number in Farads. The
fifth parameter, <inductance>, is optional and is a number in Henrys,
4.8.19.5

VIA

The VIA statement is optional and is used to describe a via in the ROUTES section. The fwst parameter,
<via_name>, is required and shall be a unique name for the via. ‘If the CAD system does not name thevias then names such as vial, via2, etc. must be used. The second parameter, <padstack_ref>, is required
section.
The third parameter,
and shall be the pad stack name as defined in the PADSTACKS
The fourth
etestpoint_xy>, is optional, and shall be the absolute coordinates of the via PADSTACK.
parameter, <access_desc>, is optional and is a fixed field parameter of NOACCESS, NOPROBE,
CRITICAL, or AVAILABLE; the default is NOACCESS. To be test-probe. accessible the via must be on
the top or bottom surfaces and should not be covered by the solder mask. The fifth parameter, <xfo-,
is required and is used to position the via with respect to the origin of the board or panel.
The
transformation includes the <xy_ref>, <rotation>, <rnirroo, and <scale_factoo.

4.8.19.6

TESTPAD

The TESTPAD statement is optional and defines the location of a pad, its type and orientation. Such pads
are usually for test. The fiist parameter, <testpad_name>, is required and shall be a unique name for the
test pad. If the CAD system does not name the test pads then names such as tpl, tp2, etc. shall be used.
The second parameter, <padstack_ref>, is required and shall be the pad stack name as defined in the
PADSTACKS section. The third parameter, <testpoint_xy>, is optional and can define the absolute
coordinates for probing the test pad if this location differs from the origin of the pad. The fourth
parameter, <access_desc>, is optional and defines the access of the TESTPAD as a fixed field parameter
of NOACCESS, NOPROBE, CRITICAL, or AVAILABLE; the default is NOACCESS. To be test-probe
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accessible, the testpad must be be on the top or bottom surfaces arid should not be covered by the solder
mask. The fifth parameter, <xforrm, is required and is J.Ised to position the test pad with respect to the
origin of the board or panel. The transformation includes the cxy_refi, a-otatio-,
cmirro-,
and
<scale_factoc=.

4.8.19.7

COMPPIN

The COMPPIN statement is optional and is used to identify a component pin on the net. One COMPPIN
statement shall be included for each component pin that is associated with the net. The f~st parameter,
<component_ref>,
is required and identifies a unique name of the associated component.
The second
parameter, epin_physical_ref>,
is required and establishes the unique name of the associated pin as
identified in the PACKAGE section. The third parameter, etestpoint.xy>,
is optional and can define the
absolute coordinates for probing he COMPPIN if this location differs from the origin of the pad stack.
The fourth parameter, <access_desc>, is optional and can define a special test probe access type as one of
the fixed field description of NOACCESS, ‘NOPROBE, CRITICAL, or AVAILABLE; the default is
NOACCESS.

4.8.19.8

CONPIN

The CONPIN statement is required and is used to identify a fabricated connector pin (e.g. board edge
connector pin) on the net. One CONPIN statement shall be included for each fabricated connector pin
that is associated with the net. The f~st parameters, econnector_re~,
is required and is a unique name
associated with the, connector- identified by its reference designator, cref_desig>, in the COMPONENTS
section. The second parameter,’ epin_physical_narne>,
is required and establishes a unique name. of the
The third parameter, *stpoint_xy>,
is optional and can define the absolute
edge-board connector.
coordinates for probing the CONPIN. The fourth parameter, eaccess_desc>, is optional and can define a
special test probe access type as one of the fixed field description of NOACCESS, NOPROBE, or
CRITICAL.

4.8.19.9

HIGHPOTTEST

The HIGHPO’ITEST statement is optional and can be used to indicate a route that must be testedusing
high voltage and current to test board performance capability.
The fmt parameter, <refnet_re6,
is
required and is a freeform string @at defines the net to be tested. The second parameter, <bias.voltage>,
is required and identifies the maximum voltage that shall be used for the highpot test. The third
parameter, <leakage_curren@, is required and identifies the maximum current used in the highpot test.
The fourth parameter, <dwell_tirne>, is required and establishes the duration of the test. The fifth
parameter, sise.time>,
is optional and establishes the rise time for the voltage/current exposure. The
sixth parameter, cfall_time>, is optional and establishes the fall time conditions.
A ROUTES Section Example
$ROUTES
USEDIN: “BDI 1357”, “BD66540;
~
ROUTE : “CPU4PAGE_12_U23_3
“ , ICT;
PATH: “Cl”,
20,
7;
LINE:
(1200,
1420),
(1200,
1600);
LINE:
(1200,
1600) , (1320,
1600) ;
LINE:
(1320,
1600),
.(1320,
1815);
LINE:
(1320,
1815) , (1460,
1815) ;
VIA : “Tvl”,
“CSICOMMON” , , NOPROBE,
(1460,
ROUTE: “C3”, “HCLK”, CLK, 750,
50;
PATH: 10, .3;
LINE:
1300,
1400,
1200;
2200;
TESTPAD : “P106_2°
, “PS14” , 1200,
2200,
0,
ROUTE : GND;
112
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;

MIRROR;
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PATH : “GNDI”, 20, 7;
PLANE : “shield_gnd” ;
bottom_ irregular~lane”
POLYGON : ‘r
COMPPIN: “ic2”,’ “7”, 9045., 1775;
$E~ROUTES
4.8.20

---—:

;

TESTCONNECTS

The. TESTCONNECTS section is optional and can be used to define the tester resource connections
between the board, optional fixture-electronics, and the test system. The placement of the test probes can
be done manually or automatically, and can be on component pins, connector pins, test pads or vias. The
TESTCONNECTS section has the following form.
TESTCONNECTS

::= $TESTCONNtiCTS
:> 1{
USEDIN: a.medin_ref> 0{ ,~se~n–mf>}n;
1{
TESTCONNECT: <net_ref>, [<group-name>],

:>
:>

O{TESTPIN: <testpin_id>, [<testconnect-i~];
o{
LOCATION: <layer_ref>, [<xy_ref>];
}n
}n
& O{FIXELEC: <fixelec_signal_name>,
[<xy-..ref>]; }n
&o{
TESTPROBE: destprobe_name>,
<probe–type>, <probe–size>?
<spring>, -aecept_depth>, <layer_ref>, [<tip_type>],
[cprobe_attach>];
}n
& O{VIA:evia_ref>, [<testpoint-xy>]; }n
& O{TESTPAD: <testpad_ref>, [<testpoint_xy>]; }n
& O{COMPPIN: <component_ref>, [<testpoint-xy>]; }n
,& O{CONPIN: econnector_ref>, [<testpoint_xy>]; }n

:>
<:

<:
<:
<:

eusedin_ref>
<net_ref>
<group_name>
<group_type>
etestpin_id>
<testconnect_id>
<xy_ref>
41xelec_signd_name>
<testprobe_name>

<probe_type>
<probe_size>
<spring>

[<WouP–tYPe>];

{

}
}n
}n
$ENDTESTCONNECTS

.._
..—
.._
...._
-a—
,....—
_
.._
-.—
::=
.._
..::=
::=

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.c—

string - a $HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s), or assernbly(ies)
.
string
string
{TWISTED I CABLED I BUSSED} 1
-Tester assigned resource pin reference number.
string
.
\
string
<x_offseti, <y_offseti
string
{string I NOTASSIGNED} 1
- Tester assigned probe reference
- use NOTASSIG?IED to indicate the test ,probe
reference is not assigned
{ICT I DUALSTAGE I TRANSFER} 1
p_number
string
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crecept_depth>
elayer_ref>
<layersingle_ref>
elayerset_ref>
<surface>
ctip_type>

.._
,..._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

cprobe_attach>
<via_ref>
<testpoint_xy>
etestpad_ref>
<component_ref>
<connector_ref>

.._
...._
...._
.o—
.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—

=+
p_number
{<layersingle_ref> I <layerset_ref> I <surface>} 1
string
string
{TOP I BOTTOM I BOTH} 1
{SPEAR I CHISEL I CROWN I TULIP4 I TULIP3 I CASTLE I RADIUS
I OTHER} 1
{CAPACITIVE I INDUCTIVE I MATING I OTHER} 1
string
<xy_ref>
string
string
string

The $TESTCONNECTS
and $ENDTESTCONNECTS
TESTCONNECTS
section in the GenCAM file.
4.8.20.1

section

keywords

are

used

to mark

the

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the <usedin_name> of a board(s),
panel(s), assembly(ies) or fixture(s) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
4.8.20.2

TESTCONNECT

The TESTCONNECT statement is required and is used to define a connection between a test probe and a
tester resource pin, or between either of these and a fixture-electronics signal. Fixture-electronics
is used
here to describe any electronic circuitry which is neither part of the test system nor part of the board under
test, but which is connected to one or the other of these. The fwst parameter, <net_ref>, is required and
shall reference a enet_nme>
located in the ROUTES section on the board, panel, or assembly under test.
The second parameter, <group’_narne>, is an optional string and is used to name a connection grouping.
All TESTCONNECTS
referencing the same grouping name will be associated in the manner prescribed
by the grouping type. The third parameter, <group_type>, is optional and freed field names are ,used to
define a connection grouping type as either TWISTED, CABLED or BUSSED.
A TWISTED type
grouping must be referenced in exactly two (2) TESTCONNECT statements, each referencing a different
CABLED and BUSSED type grouping must be referenced in at least two (2)
signal namel
TESTCONNECT statements, each referencing a different signal name.
4.8.20.3

TESTPIN

The TES~IN statement is optional and establishes a unique name for the pin and correlates that to the
tester. The pin name may ~be the Tester Assigned number or the Tester Interface number. The fu-st
parameter, ~testpin_icb, is required and is a string that represents the name of the test pin. The second
parameter, <testconnect_i&,
is an optional parameter and is a string that establishes the identification or
location (absolute coordinates) of the tester inteiface.
4.8.20.4

LOCATION

The LOCATION statement is optional and immediately follows the TESTPIN statement. There shall be
a separate LOCATION statement for each layer of a fixture starting with the layer closer to the tester and
ending with the layer closest to the board, panelj or assembly under test. The fmt parameter, <layer_ref>,
is required and is a layer of the fixture as identified in the LAYERS section of the GenCAM file. The
second parameter, <xy_ref>, is optional and is a reference to the exact location of the HOLE in the fmture
through which the testpin will pass.
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4.8.20.5

~
k.
4

FIXELEC

The FIXELEC statement is optional and is used to define a fixture-electronics
terminal.
The f~st
parameter, cfixelec_signal_narne>,
is required and is used to define a unique fixture-electronics signal
name. The second parameter, ~y_reb,
is optional and is used to define the absolute coordinates of the
fixture electronics terminal in reference to the tooling origin of the fixture.
4.8.20.6

TESTPROBE

The TESTPROBE statement is optional and is used to establish the characteristics for the test probe. The
frost parameter, ~estprobe.name>,
is required and shall be a unique name for the probe. The name can
be a string or the fixed field, NOTASSIGNED, to indicate the test probe reference is not assigned. ,~e
second parameter, <probe_type>, is required and shall use a fixed field statement to identify either ICT,
DUALSTAGE, or TRANSFER probes. The third parameter, <probe_siz.e>, is required and shall be a
number in terms of the UNITS identifkd in the HEADER that establishes the probe tip maximum
diameter.
The fourth parameter, <spring>, is required and is a freeform string that establishes the
receptacle spring force in terms of ounces or grams as appropriate. ‘The fifth parameter, <recept_deptb,
is required and is a dimensional value indicating the recess (negative value) or raise (positive value) to be
applied to the receptacle insertion in the units of measure defined in the HEADER section. The sixth
parameter, <layer_ref>, is required and shall identify the fixture probe plate into which the probe is
inserted as one of TOP or BOTTOM.
The seventh parameter, &p_type>,
is an optional fixed field
parameter indicating the probe type for ICT or DUALSTAGE probes. The freed field identifiers are
SPEAR, CHISEL, CROWN, TULIP4, TULIP3, CASTLE, RADIUS, or OTHER. The eighth parameter,
<probe_attach>, is optional and, is a fixed field that establishes the manner in which the probe, is
connected to the tester. The fixed field identifiers are CAPACITIVE,. INDUCTIVE, MATING, or
OTHER.
4.8.20.7

VIA

The VIA statement is optional and is used to refer to a via on a bo~
panel, or assembly intended to be
accessed for test. The fwst parameter, cvia_mb, is required and references a via name established in the
ROUTES section. The second pqmneter, etestpoint_xy>, is optional and is used to define the absolute
xy coordinates where the via should be probed.
4.8.20.8

TESTPAD

The TESTPAD
statement is optional and is used to refer to a testpad on a board, panel, or assembly
intended to be accessed for test. The f~st parameter, ~estpad_ref>,
is required and references a testpad
name established in the ROUTES section. The second parameter, ctestpoint_xy>, is optional and is used
to define the absolute xy coordinates where the testpad should be probed.
4.8.20.9

COMPPIN

The COMPPIN statement is optional and is used to refer to a component pin on an assembly intended to’
be accessed for test.
The fmt parameter, ecomponent_ref>,
is required and references a unique
component name, <ref_desig>, established in the ‘COMPONENTS
section.
The second pararnekr,
<testpoint_xy>,
is optional and is used to define the absolute xy coordinates
of the pin,
<pin_physical_ref>, identified in the PACKAGES section for the particular component.
4.8.20.10 CONPIN
The CONPIN statement is optional and is used to refer to a connector pin on a board, panel, or assembly
intended to be accessed for test. The f~st parameter, cconnector_ref>, is required and references a unique
connector name, eref_desig>, ‘established in the COMPONENTS
se@ion. The second parameter,
etestpoint_xy>,
is optional and is used to define the absolute xy coordinates
of the pin,
<pin_physical_ref>, identified in the PACKAGES section for the particular connector.
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A TESTCONNECTS

Section Example

$TEsTcOmEcTs

USEDIN : “ICTFX-66540” ;
T@STCONNECT: “ENABLE_BAR”;
TESTPIN: “C2R1”, 7767;
LOCATION: “fixture_top”, (2.3, 16.4);
LOCATION: “fixture_bottom”, (2.5, 16.1);
TESTPROBE: “Pi”,’ ICT, 100, “80z”, 0.250, BOTTOM, SPEAR;
COMPPIN: :U134” , (3.01 4.6);
TESTCONNECT: “HS_RECEIVE”;
TESTPIN: “C4R6”, 300;
LOCATION: “fixture_top”, (2.8, 17.3);
LOCATION: “fixture_bottom”, (2.6, 17.1);
TESTPROBE:’’P2”, ICT, 75, “80z”, 0.25, BOTTOM, CROWN;
VIA : “TV16” , (4.9, 6.3);
TESTCONNECT’: “RN_COMP”;
FIXELEC: “FN02”;
TESTPROBE: “J3-1”, ICT, 100, “802”, 0.00, BOTTOM, CROWN;
TESTCONNECT: “CLK_DIV”;
T~TPIN:
“C02R06”, (1550, 14250);
LOCATION: “fixture_top”, (6.3, 14.4);
LOCATION: “fixture_bottom”, (6.5, 14.1);
FIXELEC: “FNO1”;
TESTCONNECT : “U3TJ1”;
TESTPIN:”C78R23”, (30198, -7767);
TESTPROBE: “TJ1”, ICT, 100, “80z”, 0.00, TOP, , CAPACITIVE;
$ENDTESTCONNECTS
4.8.21

CHANGES

TheCHANGESsection
canbeusedtodefine
andtrack asequential listofchangestothe
main~nCAM
file. A file of changes shall be a separate file, ~shallconsist
ofonly a HEADER section anda
CHANGES seetion thatdefmes the details ofvarious sectionsin which changes occur. Itisassumedthat
all ofthechanges
havebeenorwillbe
implemented in themain GenCAMfile.
Changes areidentifiedby
nameapdallparameterstiedtothatnarneamalsochanged.
TheCHANGESsectioncanhavesomeorall
ofthekeywords
listed below.

CHANGES

::=
:>
:>

$CHANGES
1{
~{,cusedin.reb}n;
USEDIN:aMXIin_reb
1{
CHANGE: cchange_narne>, section.mune>,

*tie@,

[distory_incremenb] ;}n
:>

<:
<:
<:

Qsedin.ref>
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.._
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1{
<statement_keyworb:
1{
<statement_keyworcb:

cold_xmuneter_listi
enew_parameter_lis~;

;}n
}n

O{COMMENT ecommen~;}n
}n
}n
}n
$ENDCHANGES
string

- a $HEADER fixture(s), panel(s), board(s) or assembly(ies)
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eusedin_ref>”
<change.name>
esection_name>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<action>
<histo~_incremen6
<statement_keyword>

.._
.@—
.._
..—
.._
..—

cold_parameter_lis~
<new_parameter_list>
ecommen~

,._
..—
.._
-.—
.._
..—

string
string

- an identifier for the change i.e. “SAM 1”
{HEADER I ADMINISTRATION
I FIXTURES I PANELS I BOARDS
I DRAWINGS I PRIMITIVES I ARTWORKS I PA’ITERNS
I MECHANICALS I LAYERS I PADSTACKS I PACKAGES
I FAMILIES I DEVICES I COMPONENTS I POWER I ROUTES
I TESTCONNECTS }1
{ADD I DELETE I REPLACE} 1
p_integer
fixed field string -- only the keyword statements (Appendix B) from the
section specified in the CHANGE statement are
allowed.
acceptable parameter value
acceptable parameter value
string

The $CHANGES and $ENDCHANGES section keywords mark the CHANGES
file. Each change description shall start with the CHANGE keyword.
4.8.21.1

3
..
a <,
j

section of the GenCAM

USEDIN

The USEDIN statement associates the statements that follow with the <usedin_name> of a board(s),
panel(s), assembly(ies) or fixture(s) as defined in the HEADER section of the GenCAM file.
4.8.21.2

CHANGE

,

The CHANGE statement can be used to add a Single change or multiple changes to the GenCAM file.
The first parameter, <chfige_name>,
is required. It is a freeform string that serves to uniquely name the
change. The second parameter, <section_narne>, is required. It is the beginning section keyword (see
Appendix A) identifying the section in which the change occurs. The third parameter, <action>, is a freed
field, and shall be one of ADD, DELETE or REPLACE, describing the nature of the change. The fourth
parameter, <history_ineremenb,
is optional. It can provide a history increment number that serves to
group changes, and to provide an index for future reference.
4.8.21.3

STATEMENT

The Statement, <statement_keyworcb, serves to identify the keyword statement(s) to which the changes
applies; only the official GenCAM keyword statements identified in the standard are permissible. When
the change type is ADD, only the line(s) to be added, with all their appropriate parameters, is required.
This may be a single keyword statement or multiple keyword statements.
When the change type is
DELETE, only the single line, or multiple lines whose keyword statement and parameters match exactly,
an existing line(s) is required. When the change type is REPLACE, the fwst keyword statement and all its
associated keyword statement,
are expected to match an existing line or line set (i.e. POLYGON) of the
GenCAM section. The following statement is required to indicate the new information to replaee that
which is being removed.

4.8.21.4

COMMENT

The optional COMMENT statement can be used to add other information that is considered relevant to
the CHANGE.
lines.

4.8.21.5

The only parameter is a single quoted string, though the ‘comment string can span multiple
.

Changes to the HEADER Section

Some of the HEADER statement parameters can be changed by indicating the csection_name> HEADER
in the CHANGES section. The syntax must be the same as that deseribed in the original HEADER
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.

section. The GenCAM statement should not be changed unless the GenCAM specification changes are
reflected in the file. The GENERATEDBY
statement may be changed through a REPLACE action; the
parameters of <software_package> ~d <software.rev> are required.
ASSEMBLY, BOARD, PANEL, and FIXTURE should not be
parameter. The keyword statement would maintain all parameters
replace the old one. The UNITS and the ANGLEUNITS statement
action, however there may be rounding errors on dimensions.
ch~ged in the CHANGES section.
Only the host system can
chistory.incremenp
must match the original file.
4.8.21.6

changed except for me REVISION
except that a new REVISION would
can be changed through a REPLACE
The HISTORY statement cannot be
update this parameter, however the

Changes to the ADMINISTRATION Section

New information may be added to the ADMINISTRATION
Section for any of the keyword statements
contained therein Information should be defined as ADD or REPLACE actions; DELETE actions are
only appropriate for superfluous characteristics.
Since the TRANSACTION keyword statement defines
the transaction as a PO, RFQ, RFP, RFA, or CO, the CO shall be used if changing the details of an
existing GenCAM file.
4.8.21.7

Changes to a FIXTURES Section

New inf~tion
may be added to the FIXTURES section for any of the keyword statements contained
therein.
This may be through an ADD, D,ELETE, or REPLACE eactioo.
A future name can be
changed through reference of the cusedin_ref> parameter of the FIXTURE statement.
FIXTURE
parameters can also be changed or removed from’ the FIXTURES section by redefining the entire
FIXTURE, using the same cfixture.name>,
in a REPLACE eactio-.
4.8.21.8

Changes to a PANEL Section

A PANEL can be added to a FIXTURE by defining the PANEL, using a unique <panel_name>, in an
ADD cactiob
of the CHANGES section and then adding a reference to the panel in the FIXTURE
Section using an ADD cactiom.
New information may be added to the PANELS section for My of the
keyword statements contained therein. This may be @rough an ADD, DELETE, or REPLACE <action>.
A panel name can be changed through reference of the asedin.reb
parameter of the PANEL statement.
PANEL parameters c% also be changed or removed from the PANELS section by redeffing
the entire
PANEL, using the same <panel_name>, in a REPLACE eactio~.
4.8.21.9

Changes to the BOARD Section

A BOARD can be added to a PANEL or dmctly to a FIXTURE by defining the BOARD, using a unique
cboard_name>, in an ADD caction> of the CHANGE$ section and then adding a reference to the board
in the PANEL or FIXTURE’ sections using an ADD cactio~.
New information may be added to the
BOARDS section for any of the keyword statements contained therein. This may be ,through an ADD,
DELETE, or REPLACE caction>. A board name can be changed through -rice
of ‘the ~$edin_refi
parameter of the BOARD statement.
BOARD parameters can also be changed or removed ii-em the
BOARDS section by redefining the entire BOARD, using the same <board_name>, in a REPLACE
caction>.
4.8.21.10

Changes

to the DRAWINGS Section

New information may be added to the DRAWINGS section for any of the keyword statements contained
therein. New @wings can be defied using a unique cdrawin~name>
and descriptions in a DRAWING
block using an ADD eactioti.
Existing drawing descriptions can also be changed by redefining the
drawing, using the same <drawin~name>,
with a REPLACE cactiom.
Drawings can be deleted by
entering a DRAWING statement and a DELETE cactioti and referencing the existing cdrawin~name>.
Referencing the drawing_name>
will delete the optional <url~, and cdrawing_forma@, if they exist.
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4.8.21.11

Changes to the PRIMITIVES Section

New shape primitives can be added using a unique <prirnitive_name> in a PRIMITIVE definition using
an ADD <action>. Parameters of an existing pri~tive
can only be changed by redefining the entire
shape, using the original cprirnitive_name>,
and a REPLACE caction>.
Primitive definitions can be
deleted by entering a PRIMITIVE statement and a DELETE <action> and referencing the existing
<ptimitive_name>.
All GenCAM sections that reference a PRIMITIVE that is to be deleted must be
updated, removing the reference before the PRIMITIVE definition is removed.
4.8.21.12

Changes to the ARTWCIRKS

Section

New artworks can be added using a unique <artwork.name>
in an ARTWORK definition using an ADD
<action>. Parameters of an existing artw”ork can only be changed by redefining the entire artwork, using
the same <artwork.name>,
and a REPLACE clause <action>. Artwork definitions can be deleted by
entering
an ARTWORK
statement
and a DELETE
<action>
and referencing
the existing
<artwork_name>.
All GenCAM sections that reference an ARTWORK that is to be deleted must be
updated, removing the reference before the ARTWORK definition is removed.
4.8.21.13

Changes to the PATTERNS Section

New pattern descriptions can be added using a unique cpattem_name> in a PATTERN definition using
an ADD <action>. Parameters of an existing pattern can only be changed by redefining the entire pattern,
using the same epattem_name>,and
a REPLACE <action>. Pattern definitions can be deleted by entering
All
a PATTERN statement and a DELETE <action> and referencing the existing <pattem_name>.
GenCAM sections (COMPONENTS, DRAWINGS, ROUTES, etc.) that reference a PATTERN that is to
be deleted must be updated, removing the reference before the PAITERN definition is removed.
4.8.21.14

Changes to the MECHANICALS Section

New MECHANICAL
descriptions can be added by using a unique <part_name> in with an ADD
<action>. Existing MECHANICAL descriptions can only be modified by completely redefining the part
in a MECHANICAL
block of a REPLACE <action> referencing
the original’ epm_name>.
MECHANICAL definitions can be deleted by entering the MECHANICAL statement and a DELETE
<action> and referencing the original <part_name>.
New HOLE definitions can be added by using a
unique location and layers using an ADD <action>. Existing HOLE parameters can only be modified by
redefining the HOLE using a REPLACE <action>, referencing the original location and layers. HOLIZ
definitions can be removed by entering the HOLE statement and a DELETE <action> and referencing the
original location and layers.

4.8.21.15

Changes to the LAYERS Section

New layers can be added using a unique LAYER or LAYERSET in a complete definition statement using
an ADD caction>. Parameters of an existing layer or layer set can only be changed by redefining the
entire layer, using the original information and a REPLACE <action>.
The layers that make up a
LAYERSET can only be changed by redefining the entire set, using the original <layer_set_name>, in a
LAYERSET description using a REPLACE caction>.
LAYERSET definitions can be deleted by
entering
a LAYERSET
statement
and a DELETE
<action>
and referencing
the existing
<layer_set_name>.

4.8.21.16

Changes to the PADSTACKS Section

New padstacks can be defined using a unique <padstack_name>
and keyword descriptions in a
PADSTACK block using an ADD <action>. Existing pad stack parameters can only be changed by
redefining the whole pad stack description , using the same <padstack_name> and a REPLACE <action>.
Pad stack definitions can be deleted by entering a PADSTACK statement and a DELETE <action> and
referencing the existing cpadstack_name>.
All GenCAM sections. (COMPONENTS,
DRAWINGS,
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ROUTES, PATTERNS, etc.) that reference a PADSTACK that is to be deleted
removing the reference before the PADSTACK definition is removed.
4.8.21.17

must be updated,

Changes to the PACKAGES Section

New package descriptions can be added using a unique cpackage_name>
in a PACKAGE definition
using an ADD <action>. Parameters of an existing package can only be changed by redefining the entire
package, using the same <package_name>,
and a REPLACE <action>.
Package definitions can be
deleted by entering a PACKAGE statement and a DELETE <action> and referencing the existing
<package_name>.
All COMPONENT or DRAWING definitions that reference a PACKAGE that is to be
deleted must be updated, removing the reference before the PACKAGE definition is removed.

4.8.21.18

Changes to the FAMILIES Section

New logicfamilies
can be definedusing
‘a unique<family_name>and keyword descriptions
in a
FAMILY blockusingan ADD <action>.Existing
logicfamilyparameters
can onlybe changedby
redefining
theFAMILY, usingt~e same <farnily_name>,
and a REPLACE <action>.Logicfamily
definitions
canbedeleted
by entering
a FAMILY statement
anda DELETE <action>
andreferencing
the
existing
cfarnily_name>.
AllDEVICE definitions
that
reference
a FAMILY that
k tobe deleted
mustbe
updated,
removingthereference
before
theFAMILY definition
k removed.
4.8.21.19

Changes to the DEVICES Section

New device descriptions can be added using a unique <part_name> in a DEVICE definition using an
ADD <action>. Parameters of an existing device can only be changed by redefining the entire device,
using the same <part_name>, and a REPLACE <action>. Device definitions can be deleted by entering a
All
DEVICE statement and a DELETE <action> and referencing the existing <par_name>.
COMPONENT definitions that reference a DEVICE that is to be deleted must be updated, removing the
reference before the DEVICE.
4.$.21.20

Changes to the COMPONENTS Section

New component descriptions can be added using a unique <ref_desig> in a COMPONENT definition
using an ADD cacti on>, The reference designator for a component can be changed globally by putting a
COMPONENT statement pair and a REPLACE <actiom. Parameters of an existing component can only
be changed by redefining the entire component, using the same ~f_desig>,
and a REPLACE <action>.
Component definitions can be deleted by entering a COMPONENT statement and a DELETE <actio~,
and referencing the existing cref_desig>.
All ROUTE definitions that reference a COMPONENT that is
to be deleted must be updated, removing the reference before the COMPONENT definition is removed.

4.8.21.21

Changes to the POWER Section

New power supply data can be added using a unique <supply_name> and description in an SUPPLY
definition using an ADD <action>. Parameters of ,an existing supply can only be changed by redefining
the SUPPLY, using the same <~upply_name>j and a REPLACE <action>. Power supply definitions can
be deleted by entering a SUPPLY statement and a DELETE <action> and m“ferencing the original
csupply_name>.
4.8.21.22

Changes to the ROUTES Section

New route descriptions can be added using a unique <net_name> and a ROUTE definition using an ADD
<action>. The signal name for a route can be changed globalky by indicating a ROUTE statement pair
and a REPLACE <actio~.
Parameters of an existing route can only be changed by redefining the entire
route, using the same <net_name>, and a REPLACE <action>.
Routes can be deleted by entering a
ROUTE statement and a DELETE <qctio~ and referencing the existing <net_name>. This action causes
all references in TESTCONNECTS to change.
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4.8.21.23

d

Changes to the TESTCONNECTS Section

,,,
i

New test connections can be created using new or existing test pins test probes and fixture electronics
terminals using an ADD caction>. Existing connections can only be changed by redefining the entire
TESTCONNECT,
using the same enet.name>, <testpin_id>, and etestprobe.name>
and a REPLACE
<action>. Test connections can be deleted by entering the entire TESTCONNECT description, using the
same <net_narne>, ctestpin_icb, and <testprobe_name> md a DELE~ <action>.
4.8.21.24

Changes to the CHANGES Section

The CHANGE sections themselves
new <history_incrementi.

can NEVER be changed and must be completely

~

redefined with a

A CHANGE Section Example

$cHA.NGES
USEDIN : “4566-25” ;
CHANGE : “CoatingChangel” , LAYERS, REPLACE;
LAYER : “Coatl” , COATINGCOND, “Tin Lead” , 0.3, “SOLD1” ;
LAYER : “Coatl” , COAT INGCOND, “Gold Lead” , 0.3, “SOLD1” ;
COMMENT : “customer decided to plate with gold” ;
CHANGE : “LayerSetChangel” , LAYERS, REPLACE;
MODIFIED : “Harry Parkinson” , 1998 -07–03, “The wrong layer
was specified” ;
LAYERSET : “1s1 “ ;
LAYER : “L2 “ ;
LAYER : “Dielectric
LAYER : “L3 “ ;
L,AYERSET : “1s1 “ ;
LAYER : “L2 “ ;
LAYER ~ “Dielectric”
LAYER : “L4 “ ;
$ENDCHANGES

5

b

“;

;

..-.

MODELING

The data sections of GenCAM may be mapped to the information models. Information models are ixi development to ensure that complete mapping is capable between the information provided within
GenCAM characteristics. The correlation is provided in the activity models shown in IPC-2519.
1’

All data of GenCAM activities are baked on activity models. The ac~vity models covered by CAD and
CAM include the engineering, design, administrative, and fabrication and assembly characteristics. Each
of these sections are intended to be detailed into various levels of activity much like layers of information
needed to perform a particular manufacturing process.
Figure 5-1 shows the activity needed to develop an electronic assembly. There are five major sections of
activity. These include: Activity models start with the desire to develop an electronic assembly. That is
the highest level of activity modeling and has, as it’s input, the system requirements and the assembly
partitioning and has as it’s output, the activities involved for engineering, design, administration,
fabrication, and assembly.
Figur6 5-1 shows a preliminary relationship of the five activities necessary to develop the electronic
assembly, provides some insight into the inputs, and the type of outputs that are necessary to clearly
communicate the needs of the design to manufacturing disciplines.
These instances of activities are
further explored into different layers. Details are provided on each of the characteristics. These are then
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‘@

usedto performinterface
relationships
withthesourceof the information
and thedestimtion
clearly
defined
ina fully
documented
activity
model.
-

Electronic

Assembly Development

Activities

A 11 Basic Electromcs
Al 2 Analog/Digital C;rcuitry
A 13 High Speed/High Frequency Circuits
A 14 Electromagnetic Protection
A 15 Mechanical Construction
A16 Thermal Management
Al 7 Environmental Stresses

LandPatterns
Bill of Material
Electronic Diagram

‘4

-1

AssemblyProduct

>
-

I

A2j:

Design Rules

A21 Basic Board Characteristics
A22 Materials
A23 Component Placement
A24 Conductive Interconnecting Pattern
A25 Board Construction
A26 Electrical Test Requirements
A27 Tooling Concepts
A31 Responsibility/Accountability

Build
Requirements
~
Documentation

Specification

Product Maintenance

A32
➤ A33
b A34
* A35
➤ A36

Develop
Administrative
Information

Supplier
Seleetion

A3

Contractual Requirements
Documentation
Maintenance Handbooks
Electronic Bill of Materials
Purchasing Agreements

A37 Engineering

..-.

Change Control

A41 Prncess Definition (Traveler)

Material Definition

A42 Materird Preparation
A43 Mechanical Processes
A44 Dry Processes
A45 Chemical Processes
A46 Bareboard Testing

Product Construction
Surface Finishes
Performance Requirements

A47 Panelization/T’ooling
-

A51 Assembly Processes (Traveler)
A52Material Resource Planning
A53 Board Preparation
A54 Component Mounting

‘in~=R~_A55AttachmentTechnolo~

-.
A56 Assembly Testing

Performance Requirements

A57 Performance

F-

Conditioning

5-1 Relationship to GenCAM

The data files of GenCAM are mapped to information models. The effort ensures that complete mapping
is capable between information models provided with the same characteristic as the flat ASCII file.
Design deals with design issues, manufacturing deals with manufacturing activities,
format is in ASCII text and includes total data necessary for product characterization.
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5.1

Actitity and Information Models

Activity and information models are contained in IPC-25 19. Information is correlated to the attributes of
GenCAM as well as to the activity models used JO design, order and manufacture printed boards and
printed board assemblies.
6

STANDARD

SEMANTIC

RULES

The following data format represent syntax rules, parameters or descriptions.
These may be’ populated
from information models or from CAM workstations.
The syntax and semantics shall serve to create
Compliance Test Modules (CTMS) for the data contain in the GenCAM file.

6.1

The GenCAM fde

The GenCAM data set shall be contained within a single file. The GenCAM file can have any file name
that the user chooses provided that it is acceptable to the operating system(s) being used. A GenCAM file
shall have exactly one of each section as defined in the GenCAM standard. If a section is not necessary,
the section indicators are not required, however every GenCAM file shall have as a minimum, a
$HEADER section and a $ADMINISTRATION
section.
It is understood that GenCAM files are a product of the data that they intend to support. The sectional
standards of the IPC-2510 series (WC-2512 through 2518) identify those sections of the GenCAM file
that must be included at the creation of the file as well as the GenCAM sections that shall be included
when the file has gone through its manufacturing sequences. In each of the sectional standards, the letter
“M” defines a mandatory requirement, the “O” is an optional requirement, and a dash si~ifies that the
section is not necessary.
Figure 6-1 shows the GenCAM file structure. The simplest example is a file that includes only changes,
thus must only have a $HEADER, $ADMINISTRATION,
and: $CHANGES section.
It should be
understood that when multiple fixtures, boards, panels, are identified within a single GenCAM file, they
shall be segmented by the “USEDIN” parameter, clearly identified which keywords and which
parameters relate to the particular USEDIN name assigned in the HEADER section.

/
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E
CEEEE

I

I

.

Initial Assembly
GenCAM File

Complete
GenCAM File

Changes to
GenCAM File

l===

cEEl
EEEEl
EEcl
P==l
I

I
I

1
$PRIMITIVES

1

I

1

[

I

I

$PRIMITIVES

1===1
L

I

I

1===1

I

I

$ARTWORKS

$MECHANICALS

I

r==l
1
$PADSTACKS
I

II

----$PACKAGES
I
$DEVICES

I
I

$PACKAGES

I

I

$FAMILIES

I

I

.,
I
I

I
$COMPONENTS

I

I.sEEIJ

m

$ROUTES

I

I

The GenCAM Fdes [Change File, Complete Fde, Initial Assembly Ffle]
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6.2

Alpha-numeric Parameters

string

.._
..—

number ::=

3.4x 10-38 5 value S 3.4x1038
where value can be positive, negative, integer or floating point, with
precision. Numbers are assumed to be positive but can be explicitly
m positive by a preceding + (ASCII decimal 43) character. Negative
must be explicitly designated as negative by a preceding ~ (ASCII
character.
Exponentiation format shall be [~ ][O-9]*.[O-9]*[Ee] [O-9] *

SPACE (ASCII decimal 32) to - (ASCII decimal 126) inclusive
This is the default character set and its use is assumed, unless another has been
declared using the CHARACTERSET statement in the HEADER section of the
GenCAM file.

p_number

::=

().() ~ value< 3. 4x1038

p_integer

::=

l{ O123456789}n

date_format

::=

yyyy-rnm-dd (numeric) - YYYY= year, mm= month,
1997-02-23

6.3

. $.
7 digit
designated
numbers
decimal 45)

dd = day i.e.,

GenCAM Parameter Units

<angulm_unit>
<angulw_Ineasure>
<radim_value>
<degree_value>

. ..—
..—
::=
.._
..—
::=

<dimension>

{

::=

{RADIANS I DEGREES} 1
{ <radia_value>
I edegree_value;
0.0 e= number <=2X
0.0 <= number e= 360.0

MM
IUM
I MM1OO
I INCH
THou

-

THou lo
USERCM
USERMM
USERUM
USERINCH

}1

Millimeter(s)
Micrometer(s)
hundredths of millimeter
Inch
Inch/1,000

-Inch/10,000
-UnitstotheCentimeter
-UnitstotheMillimeter
-UnitstotheMicrometer
-UnitstotheInch

}1
<grid_value>
6.4

::=

p_integer

-.\ dimensional

value to determine the, grid system

Description of GenCAM Standard MoWlers

<Xfom

<xy_ref>
crotation>
<mirror>
<scale_facto~
cx_offset>
<y_offset>

.._
..—

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<xy_ref>,
[notation>],
[=anirro17],
[<scale_factoP]
(cx_offset>,
<y_offse@)
<angula_measure>
MIRROR -indicates
that
all
x-values
go tominusx-values.
p_number
-Scalemultiplies
alldimensions
proportionally.
number
number
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<location>
<xy_ref>
<rotation?
<mirroo
<x_offseo
<y_offseb

.._
..—
.._
...._
...._
..—
.._
...._
..—

<xy_ref>, [notation>], [emirroo]
(a_offseti,
<y_offse~)
eangular_measure>
MIRROR - indicates that all x-values go to minus x-value$.
number
number

<color_ref>
<color_name>
<m
<G>
<B>

.._
..—
.._
.c—
.._
...._
.o—
.._
.o—

COLOR: ccolor_name>, <W, cG>, <B>;
string
p_integer – R, G, B values must be in the range O-255
p_integer
p_integer

<attribute_def>

:._
..—

ATTRIBUTE: <attribute_group>, <attribute_type>, <attribute_value>;
may be used to provide additional information or reference to external
data attached to the most immediate prior key word.
string
string
string

<attribute~oup>
<attribute_type>
<attribute_value>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..-

emodified_def>

.._
.o—

<person_ref>
<mod.date>
<mod.texb

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.
,—

<audit_def>

<audit_type>
<person_refi
<point_loss>
<explanation
6.5

.._
..—

.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
...._
..-

MODIFIED: <person_reb,
emod_date>, <mod_tex~;
may be used to provide notification of changes
made to data contained in the previous key word.
string - person identified in the AI?MINISTRATION
date.format
string

section

AUDIT: <audit_type>, <person_ref>, cpoint_loss>, [<expkmatio-];
may be used to evaluate quality, completeness, design rule adherence,
or DfM principles.
{BDFAB I BDTST I BDASM I ASEMT} 1
string
- identified in the ADMINISTRATION
Section
p_number - must be a value, between 1 and 10
string

Description of GenCAM Standard Graphic Primitives

The GenCAM Standard Graphic Primitives are line and arc segments, and are located by the x-y points of
their definitions.
<line_def>

.._
..—

LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>;

ecircular_arc_def>
<start_xy>
<end_xy>
ecenteo
<direction>

.._
.o—
.._
...._
...._
..—
.._
..—

CIRCARC: cstart_xy>, <end_xy>, <centeP, [direction>];
cxy_ref>
cxy_ref>
<xy_ref>
{CLKW I CCLKW} 1 - Default is CCLKW, counterclockwise

<ellipse_arc_def>
<Start.xy>
<end_x y>
<focus 1>
<focus2>

.._
..—
.._
...._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, cend_xy>,
exy.reb
<xy_ref>
<xy_ref>
<xy_re&
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<direction>

.._
.+—

{CLKW I CCLKW} 1 - Default is CCLKW, counterclockwise

<tex~

.._
..—

TEXT: <text_string>,
<Xform>;

<text_string>
<pi>
<p2>
<font_ref>

.._
.,—
.._
...._
..—
.._
..—

<color_ref>

.._
..-

string
- p 1 and p2 define the bounding box of the text string
<xy_ref>
ay_ref>
string - references a standard or user-defined font (see UFONT).
When not specified, the font default may be any font acceptable
for the intended purpose
COLOR: <color_narne>, <e, <G>, <B>;

6.6

the GenCAM

.._
..—
.._
...._
..-

CIRCLE: <circle_narne>, <diarnete~;
string
p_number – dimension values for all primitives can be any convenient
value. The actual size of a feature will be determined by
applying the scale value of its transform to the defined
dimension.

<rectangle_comer_def>
<rectangle_name>
<pi>

::+
::=
.._
..-

RECTCORNER: <rectangle_name?,
<pi>, <p2>;
string
<xy_ref> - The coordinates p 1 and p2 define the comers of the
rectangle where p 1 is the lower left hand comer and p2 is
the upper right hand comer.
<x y_ref>

.._
..—

cy_dimension>

::=
::=
.._
..—
.._
..—

~;

6.7

.

Standard

<circle_def>
<circle.name>
<diarnete~

<rectangle_center_def>
<rectangle_narne>
<x_dimension>

RECTCENTER: aectangle_name>,
<x_dimension>, <y_dimension>;
string
p_number
- The <x_dimensioo
is the length of the
two parallel horizontal planes of the rectangle.
. The <y_dimensioD
are the two parallel sides of the
p_number
rectangle where the sides are perpendicular to the
horizontal planes (the instance may then be rotated to
any angle).

.

Description of GenCAM Standard Complex Primitives

GenCAM defines a set of complex primitives that includes predefine
thermal relief features.
<rectangle_chamfer_def>

<

[<color_mf>],

Description of GenCAM Standard Siiple Ptiltives

<p2>

<

+
!

<Pi>, <P2>, [<font_ref>],

Unlike
GenCAM Standard Simple Primitives are common, closed shapes.
Graphic Primitives, their definitions do not explicitly define their location.

k

+
—
‘~~

<rectcham_name>
<width>
<heighe
<chamfen

::=

::=
.._
.#—
.._
..—
.._
..—

shapes used for holes, lands, or

RECTCHAM:<rectcham_name>,
<width>, <heigh~, <chamfe-;
The chamfer size is the length of one leg of the chamfer. ,
The chamfer is 45 degrees.
string
p_number
p_number
p_number

127
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+

::=

RECTROUND:

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

string
p_number
p_number
p_number

<oval_def>
<oval_name>
<width
<heigh@

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
.@—
.._
.o—

OVAL: <oval_narne>,
string
p_number
p_number

<dshape_def>

.._
..—

DSHAPE
<heighti,

.._

<rectangle_round_def>
erectround_name>
<width>
<heigh&
aadius>

<rectround_name>,

<widtb,

<width>, <heighD, cradius>;

<heigh~;

edshape_name>, <end_shape>,
{aadius> I <chamfe~} 1;

<orientation>,

<width>,

edshape_name>
cend_shape>
<orientation>
<width>
qadius>
<charnfe~

.o—
.._
..—
.._
..—

string
{ROUND I CHAMFER I FILLET} 1
{NORTH I SOUTH} 1 - the default is NORTH
p_number
p_number
p_number

<diamond_def>
<diarnond.name>
<width>
<heigh~

.._
.o—
.._
..—
.._
,.—
.._
..—

DIAMOND: <diamond_name>,
string
p_number
p_number

<hexagon_def>
<hexagon_name>
<point_to_poin~

.._
..—
.._
...._
.c—

HEXAGON: <hexagon_name>, <point_to_poin~;
string
p_number - The dimensions represent the distance across the points
of the hexagon

<octagon_de~
<octagon_name>
<point_to_poinb

.._
..—
.._
...._
..—

OCTAGON: <octagon_name>, <point_to_poin~;
string
p_number - The dimensions represent the distance across the points
of the octagon
\

o.-

._
..—
.._
..—
.._

.._
.o—

<thermal_name>
<therm_shape>
<outer_diamete<inner_diamete~
<spoke_widtlo
<spoke_start_angle>
<spoke_coun~
<spoke_end_shape>

.._
...._
t.._
...._
.,—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
...._
.o—

<width>, <heighti;

THERMAL: <thermal_name>, <therm_shape>, <outer_diamete~,
<inner_diamete~,
[cspoke_counb],
[<spoke_widt~l,
[<spoke_star_angle>],
[<spoke_end_shape>];
string
{ROUND I SQUARE
p_number
p_number
p_number
<angular_measure>

p_integer
~ROtiD

OCTAGON} 1

- default is O (donut)
I SQUARE I PARALLEL} 1

.6
.+
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6.8

GenCAM Description of User Ptiltives

GenCAM permits the user to describe unique primitives that are reused in various sections of the
GenCAM file. These include polygon (closed shapes), and polyline (non-closed shapes). User primitives
may be constructed using any of the standard graphic primitives.
.._
..—

<polyline_def>
:>

<:

<polyline_name>
<pol ygon_def>

.._
..—

string

.._
..—

POLYGON: epolygon_name>;
2{
LINE: estart_xy>, <end_xy>;
I CIRCARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <cente~, [<direction>];
I ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus I>, <focus2>,
[<direction>];
}n

.._
..—

sting

:>

<:

<polygon_name>

6.9

POLYLINE: <polyline_name>;
1{
LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>;
I CIRCARC: cstart_xy>, <end_xy>, <cente~, [<direction>];
I ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus I>, <focus2>,
[<direction>];
}n

-,
I

GenCAM User Enhanced “In-Process” Ptiltives

GenCAM permits the user to define polylines and polygons that are part of a specific GenCAM section.
The polyline and polygons are defined using the transform of the specific section. They may be named if
they belong to another keyword, i.e. artwork, slot, path, keepout. The rules for “in-process” primitives
are:
cpol yline_builder>

::=

1{

:>

<:

epolygon_builden

POLYLINE: <polyline_ref>, <linedesc_ref>,
[<color_ref>], <xfo~;
I POLYLINE: [clinedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
1{
LINE: estart_xy>, <end_xy>, [<linedesc_ref>], [<color-ref>];
I CIRCARC: cstart_xy>, <end_xy>, <cente~, [<direction>],
[<linedesc_ref>], [ccolor_ref>];
I ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus 1>, <focus2>,
[<direction],
[<linedesc_reb],
[<color_ref>];
)n
}n

::= 1{
POLYGON:

:>

cpolygon_ref>, [<linedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc_ref>],
[<color_ref>], exforxm;
I POLYGON: [<linedesc_ref~,
[<paintdesc_ref>], [ecolor_ref>]j
2{
LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, [<linedesc_ref>l, [<color-ref>];
I CIRCARC: cstart_xy>, cend_xy>, <centeP, [<direction>],
[<linedesc_re~],
[<color_ref>];
I ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus 1>, efocus2>,
[<direction>], [clinedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
129
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}n

<:

}n
.._
.+—{

LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, [<linedesc_ref>],
I CIRCARC: cstar_xy>,

I ELLIPARC:

<end_xy>, <cente-,
[<color_ref>];

[<color_ref>];
[<directio~l,

,

[<linedesc-ref>],

<start_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus 1>, <focus2>, [<direction>],
[<linedesc_ref>], [ecolor_ref>];

I CIRCLE: <diameteb,

[<linedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc-ref>],
[<color_ref>], <xforrm;

I CIRCLE: <circle_ref>,

[<linedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xforro;

I

RECTCENTER:

<x_dimensio~,
<y_dimension>, [<linedesc-ref>],
[<paintdesc_ref>], [<color_ref>], <xforrm;

I

RECTCENTER:

<rectangle_ref>, [<linedesc_ref>],
[<color_ref>], <xfo~;

I RECTCORNER:

<pi>, <p2>, [<linedesc_ref>],
[<color_ref>], <xforrm;

I RECTCORNER:

aectangle_ref>,
[<linedesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xfo~;

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[epaintdesc_ref>],

[<paintdesc-ref>],

,
.- --“,

I RECTCHAM:

<width>, cheigh~, <chamfe~, [<linedesc–re~l,
[<paintdesc_ref>], [<color_ref>], <xfom;

I RECTCHAM:aectcham_ref>,

[clinedesc_refil, [<paintdesc_ref>l,
[<color_re6], <xfo~;

I RECTROUND:

cwidth>, <heighG, aadius>,
[clinedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc_ref>],
[<color_ref>], <xforrm;

I RECTROUND: <rectround_refi, [4inedesc_ref>l, [<paintdesq-ref>l,
[<color_ref>], cxfo~;
10VAL: <width>, <heighti, [<linedesc_ref>l, [<paintdesc-ref>l,
[<color_ref>],cxforrm;
I OVAL: <oval_ref>,

[<linedesc_ref>],
[<color_ref>],

I DSHAPE: <end_shape>,

[<paintdesc_ref>],
<xforrm;

<orientation>, <width>, <heigh~,
{<radius> I <chamfe~} 1, [<linedesc_ref>],
[<paintdesc_ref>], [<color_ref>], <xfo-;

J

r‘J
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I DSHAPE: <dshape_ref>, [<linedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;
I DIAMOND:

I

DIAMOND:

I HEXAGON:

<width>, eheigh~, [<linedesc–ref>l,
[<color_ref>], exfo-;
<diamond_ref>, [<linedesc_ref>],
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;
<point_to_poin~,

[<p~ntdesc–ref>l!

[<paintdesc_ref>],

[<linedesc_ref>l, [<p~ntdesc–ref>lt
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;

I HEXAGON: <hexagon_ref>, [4inedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc_ref>],
[ccolor_refi], cxfo-;
‘
10CTAGON: <point_to_point>, [4inedesc_ref>], [<paintde$c_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;
10CTAGON: <octagon_ref>, [4inedesc_ref>l, [<ptintdesc-ref>l,

[<color_ref>], cxfornB;
I POLYGON:

cpolygon_ref>, [<linedesc_ref>l,
[<color_ref>], <xfo-;

[<paintdesc_ref>l,

IPOLYGON: [<linedesc_ref>], [<paintdesc_ref>l, [<color–ref>];
2{
LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, [<linedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
I CIRCARC: cstart_xy>, <end_xy>, <centeD, [<direction>],
[<linedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
I ELLIPARC: <star_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus l>, <focus2>,
[<direction>], [<linedesc_refi],
[<color_ref>];
<:
}n
:>

I POLYLINE:

cpolyline_ref>,

[<linedesc_ref>],

[<color_ref>],

<xform>;

I POLYLINE: [elinedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
1{
LINE: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, [<linedesc_ref>l, [<color-ref>];
I CIRCARC: cstart_xy>, <end_xy>, <centeo, [<direction>],
[clinedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>];
I ELLIPARC: <start_xy>, <end_xy>, <focus I>, <focus2>,
[direction>],
[<linedesc_ref>], [<color_ref>l;
<:
}n
}n
‘
:>

<line_desc_ref>
<paintdesc_ref>
<polyline_ref>
<polygon_ref>
<circle_ref>
<oval_ref>
<dshape_ref>
<diamond_ref>
<hexagon_ref>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
-.—
.._
...._
.o—
.._
.+—
.._
..—
.._
..-

string
“
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
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<octagon_ref>
crectangle_ref>
<rectchm_ref>
<rectround_ref>

.
._
..—
.._
.$—
.._
..—
.._
..—

string
string
string
string

6.10 Description of GenCAM Standard Primitive Enhancers

i

Several types of primitive enhancements have been identified for usage with primitives.
These
descriptors provide texture and substance to primitive features. Each one is assigned a unique name
which is coupled with the use of the primitive as needed in the various sections of the GenCAM file.
Primitive enhancement descriptors include line descriptions, paint descriptions, barrel descriptions, and
profile descriptions.
<linedesc_def>

.._
..—

elinedesc_name>
<line_ width>
eline_encb
<color_ref>
<line_t ype>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<line_ space>

.._
..—

cline_length>

.._
..—

<line_mod>
<mod_enti
cdim_A>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<dim_B>

.._
,.—

cdim_C>

.._
..—

epaintdesc_def>

.._
#.—

PAINTDESC:

epaintdesc_name>
epaint_type>

.._
..—
.._
..—

<color_ref>

.._
..—

eline_width>
cpitchl>

.._
.#—
.._
.o—

string
{HOLLOW IHATcH IMESH IFILL iVOID} 1
-Thedefault
isHOLLOW. VOID designates
anopaqueabsence
ofFILL within
orintersecting
a FILL,HATCH, orMESH
enclosure.
string
-<color
name> identified
in$HEADER; thedefault
is
BLACK orNONE if<paint_type>
is-VOID.
toline
widthforMESH orHATCH lines.
p_number
- refers
p_number
- Distance
betweenline
centers
ofHATCH orfirst
setofMESH lines.
<degree_value>
- (O- 180)- 0-90 areonly used with MESH paint

<angle
1->

.._
.o—

LINEDESC: ~linedesc_name>, eline_width>, [eline_en&],
[ecolor_ref>],
[cline_type>],
[<line_space>],
[eline_length>],
[eline_mod>], [<mod_end>], [edirn_A>], [<dim_B>], [edim_C>];
Optional parameters not required for line description; definitions
are ignored even though a value may appear.
string
p_number
{NONE I ROUND I SQUARE} 1 - The default is ROUND
string - ccolor name> identified in $HEADER; the default is “black”
{SOLID I DO’ITED I DASHED I CENTER I PHANTOM I ERASE} 1
The default is SOLID
p_numbcr
- Distance between center line of dots and/or start
and end of lines,
- Distance between start and end of dashes or lines.
p_number
The diameter of a dot is equal to the line width.
{TP I TD I SL1 I SL2 I NONE} 1- The default is NONE.
{START I FINISH I BOTH} 1
p_number
- Distance from end of line to finish of modification,
or radius of secondary round feature. (see 4.1.2.4)
p_number
- Distance from end of line to extension of
modification.
p_number
- Radius joining curvature of land to line center.
(see Figure 4-3)

[ccolor_ref>],
[<line_width>],
[cpitchl>],[<anglel
>], [cpitch2>],
[angle2>];
Optional
attributes
notrequired
forpaintdescription;
definitions
are
ignored
eventhougha valuemay appear.
<paintdesc_name>,

type

1.3.4

<paint_type>,

.i

I
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d
:{,:’!
i

i

epitch2>

.._
..—

eangle2>

.._
..—

..—
<barreldesc_def> .._

i

<bweldesc_name>
<barrel_type
1>

.._
..—
.._
..—

<material
1>
<min_thicknessl>

.._
..—
.._
..—

<barre1_type2>
emateria12>
<min_thickness2>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<barrel_type3>
<materia13>
<min_thickness3>

.._
..—
.._
..—
.._
..—

<fill_material>

.._
..—

.,—
<profiledesc_ref> .._
.._
..—
eprofiledesc_name>
..—
<finished_LMC> .._

p_number

- Distance between line center of HATCH or second
set of MESH lines.
<degree_value>(90 - 180) - second line set for MESH
BARRELDESC: <barreldesc_name>, cbarrel_typel>,
<min_thicknessl>,
[ebarrel_type2>l, [<fin_thickness2>
l;
[<barrel_type3>], [<min_thickness3 >], [<fill_material>];
string
{HOLLOW I FILL I COAT I PLATE} 1
describes HOLE or WELL condition. The default
is HOLLOW – no plating nor coating in hole.
defines material type for the initial wall condition
string
p_numbef
- maximum thickness is controlled by PROFILEDESC
of hole; at MMC is smallest hole
describes metallic plating or coating
string
string
defines material type for the subsequent wall condition
p_number
- maximum thickness is controlled by PROFILEDESC
of hole; at MMC is smallest hole
string
describes metallic plating or coating
string
defines material type for the final wall condition
p_number
- maximum thickness is controlled by PROFILEDESC
of hole; at MMC is smallest hole
identification of metallic and non-metallic
string
materials for filling the hole.

PROFILEDESC: eprofiledesc_name>,
<finished_Lh4C>,
<finished_MMC>,
[<start_LMC>l, [<st~_MMC>l;
string
p_number
- variation from nominal to least material

...

condition.

<finished_MMC>

.._
..—

p_number

- variation from nominal to maximum

<start_LMC>

.._
..—

p_number

- variation from nominal to least material condition

p_number

prior to the addition of plating or coating (see
BARRELDESC).
- variation from nominal to maximum material
condition prior to the addition of plating or coating
(see BARRELDESC).

material condition.

<start_MMC>

7

>.,
.,

.._
..—

REPORT GENERATORS

Each of the sections of the GenCAM format has various report generators that industry uses to provide
the user with hard copy of the GenCAM data file. Some of them are preferred based on industry
preferences, others are mainly examples. The detailed report generators are described in each of the
seven sections of the sectional documents ”i.e. IPC-2512 -2518.
8

REFERENCE INFORMATION ~

The following
sections
define
reference
documents
that
areuseful
inclarifying
theproducts
orprocess
of
theindustry
orprovide
additional
insight
intothesubject
ofdatamodeling
orreleased
information
models.
8.1

IPC (1)
IPC-T-50
lPC-D-275

TermsandDefinitions
DesignStandard
forRigidPrinted
BoardsandRigidPrinted
BoardAssemblies
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IPC-D-300

Printed Board Dimensions

IPC-D-310

Guidelines for Artwork Generation and Measurement

IPC-D-325

Documentation

8.2

and Tolerances

Requirements

Techniques for Printed Circuits

for Printed Boards, Assemblies and Support Drawings

American National Standards Institute (2)
ANSI X3/TR- 1-77

American National Dictionary for Information Processing

ANSI X3.12

Subroutine Record Format Standardization

ANSI Y14.5

Dimensioning

ANSI Y32. 1

Logic Diagram Standards

and Tolerancing

for Engineering

ANSI Y32.16

Electrical and Electrical Reference Designators

ANSI Z21O.1

Metric Practice Guide (ASTM 380-72)

8.3

Drawing

Department of Defense (3)
DoD-STD- 100

Engine6nng Drawings

Electronic Industries Association (4)

8.4

EDIF 400

8.5

Electronic Data Interchange

Format

International Organization for Standards (ISO)

1S0 STEP Documentation
1S0 103O3-AP210
Electronic Assembly, Interconnect,
1S0 10303-AP212

Electrotechnical

AP220

Process Planning, Manufacturing,

AP221

‘Process Plant Functional

8.6

and Packaging Design

Design & Installation
and Assembly of Layered Electronic Products

Data & Schematic Representation

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Standards

(ftp://NIS.NSF. NET/intemet/documents/rfc)
RFC-1738
Bemers-Lee, T., Masinter, L. and M. McCahill, “Uniform Resource Locators”
(URL), RFC 1738, December 1994
RFC-2045

Freed, N. and N. Borenstein, “Multipurpose Intemet Mail Extensions (MIME)
Part One: Format of Intemet Message Bodies”, RFC 2045, December 1996

RFC-2&i6

Freed, N. and N. Borenstein, “Multipurpose Intemet Mail Extensions (MIME)
Part.Two: Media Types”, RFC2046, December 1996

RFC-2047

Moore, K., “Multipurpose Intemet Mail Extensions (MIME)Part Three:
Representation of Non-ASCII Text in Intemet Message Headers”, RFC 2047,
December 1996

RFC-2048

Freed,”N., Klensin, J. and J. Postel, “Multipurpose Intemet Mail Extensions
(MIME) Part Four: Mime Registration Procedures”, RFC 2048, December 1996

RFC-2049

Freed, N. and N. Borenstein, “Multipurpose Intemet Mail Extensions (MIME)
Part Five: Conformance Criteria and Examples”, RFC 2049, December 1996

,’
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APPENDIX

A

Beginning and Ending Section Keywords
Word

Definition

Usage

ADMINISTRATION
ARTWORKS

Start ADMINISTRATIONseetion
Start ARTWORKSsection

GenCAM
GenCAM

BOARDS

Page(s)
I

1
52
82

I

I

I

I Start BOARDS seetion

] GenCAM
1

I

69

CHANGES
COMPONENTS

Start CHANGESseetion
Start COMPONENTSseetion

GenCAM
GenCAM

119
107

DRAWINGS
DEVICES

Start DRAWINGSsection
Start DEVICESsection

GenCAM
GenCAM

72
102

....-

HEADER
LAYERS
MECHANICALS

1

I

I Start HEADER section

I GenCAM

I

,

,

I Start LAYERS seetion

I GenCAM
II

I

I
I Start

TESTCONNECTS

MECHANICALS seetion

Start PACKAGES section
Start PADSTACKS section
Start.PANELS section
Start PATTERNS section
Start POWER section
Start PRIMITIVES seetion

PACKAGES
PADSTACKS
PANELS
PAllliRNS
POWER,
PRIMITIVES
ROUTES

98
56

GenCAM
GenCAM

Start FAMILIES seetion
Start FIXTURES section

FAMILIES
FIXTURES

1

49
I

I GenCAM
I
GenCAM
GenCAM

87
I
95
92
60
83
108
74

GenCAM
GenCAM
GenCAM

I
I Start ROUTES section

I

I

I

I Start TESTCONNECTS section

I GenCAM

90

1

I

109

I GenCAM
11

113

.
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Statement Keywords
Word

Definition

Usage

ACCEPT
ALIAS
ANGLEUNITS
ARTWORK
ASSEMBLY
ATTRIBUTE
AUDIT

Person in Receiving Dept.
Alternate part number
Angular measure
Shape, Logo, Font, Target desc.
Printed board assembly id
Ref to external information
Ratings system for GenCAM file

Administration
Devices
Header
Artworks, Drawings
Header, Administration
General
General

53,55
87,89
50,52
71
49,51
52
49

BAREBOARDTEST
BARRELDESC

Electrical testing
Plating requirements for holes and other
surfaces
Individual to pay for service
Board description
Outline of standard parts
Person resp. for order

Boards
Primitives

66,68
74,76

Administration
Boards, Administration
Packages
Administration

53,55,
65,67
95,97
53,55

Identification of changes
ISO character reference
Graphic primitive
Round primitive
Color intensity description
Text for additional information
Component pin identification
Component description
Connector pin identification
Person resp. for service
Material removed definition

Changes
Header
Boards, Panels, Artworks, Drawings, etc
Primitives, Artworks, Patterns
Header
Administration, Changes
Routes, TestConnects
Components
Routes, Testconnects
Administration, Header
Boards, Panels, Fixtures

BILLTO
BOARD
BODY
BUYER
CHANGE
CHARACTERSET
CIRCARC
CIRCLE
COLOR
COMMENT
COMPPIN
COMPONENT

CONPIN
CUSTOMERSERVICE
CUTOUT
DESC
DESIGNER
DEVICE
DIAMOND
DSH+PE
DRAWING
—--.——

JJWGDATE

,

DWGNUMBER
DWGREF
I

nwc.u

RX7

=::-:

I. IWGSJZE

DWGTYPE

Description
Person resp. for design
Device identification
Standard simple primitive
Complex primitive
Drawing identification
Drawing date
] Drawing number
TQT~
,S1.lw LJ.w V*.U
I Reference to exh=m~l~1.=(r
W“..J-..
.,rw,
. ......
....”..
.lim..
,1 —..
.,, fi..,l,,y
. ... ..
Drawing size
Drawing type

\

Devices
Administration
Components, Devices
Primitives
primitives, Artworks, Drawings, etc.
Drawings
Drawings
Drawings
Drawings
%awings
-,
Drawings
Drawings

ELLIPARC
ENGINEER

Graphfc primitive
~
Engineer resp. for order

Boards, Primitives
Administration

FAMILY
FEATURE
FILTER
FIXTURE
FRAME

Reference to family name
Description of special features
Removal of extraneous data from insert
Special fixture electrical parameter
Fixture identification
‘
Drawing format

Devices
Artworks
Drawings
TestConnects
Fixtures
Drawings

GENCXVI
GENERATEDBY
GLYPH
GROOVE

Reference to format
Software operating sys creating file
Identification of user font
Cutout in board or panel

Header
Header
Artworks
Panels, Boards

I

Page(s)

I

117; 118
49,51
75
75
50,52
53,55
108, 111
104, 105
109, 112
53,55
56,58
100, 104
53,55
100, 102
75
75
70,72
T-—
70,72
70,72
71
70,72
70,72
70,72
75
53,55

,.. --”

J

,’

9

FIXELEC

136

98,99
80,81
70,72.
113, 115
56,58
70,72
49,51
51,53
80,82
62,63
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Statement Keywords
Page(s)

Word

Definition

Usage

HEIGHT
HEXAGON

Distance of a pant from surface
Standard simple primitive

HIGHP(XTEST
HISTORY
HOLE

Bare board stress testing
Increment of file modifications
Instance of material removal

Mechanicals, Packages
Primitives, Artworks, Patterns, Fixtures,
Boards
Routes
Header
Mechanicals, Padstacks, Panels, Boards,
etc.

INSERT

Reference to pnz+definedfeature

KEEPOUT

I Area where no access is permitted

87,89
75
109, 112
50,52
56,58

“

70,73

Fixtures, Mechanicals, Components

105, 107

Drawings

91
90,91
90,91
75

Layers, Routes
Layers
Layers
Routes, Panels, Boards, Drawings, etc.

LINEDESC
LOAD
LOCATION
LOGIC
LOGO

Identification of single layer
Multiple layers
Individual layer
Conductor or drawing lines and user
constrwIctions
Texture for line descriptions
(
Output pins pulled up or down
Testpin coordinates
Logical voltage characteristics
Identification of company

Primitives
Families
TestConnects
Families
Artworks

74,77
99
113, 114
97,99
66,69

MECHANICAL
MODfFIED

Non-electrical part descriptions
Identification of person

Mechanicals
General

87,88
48,49

NET
NTOL

Reference to route net rqrnes
Negative tolerance

Drawings
Devices

71,73
100, 104

OCTAGON

Standard simple primitive

Primitives, Artworks, Patterns

OVAL

Related failure reports
Periphery identification using graphic
primitives
Standard simple primitive

Components
Fixtures, Boards, Panels, Primitives,
Artworks, Patterns
Primitives

75
102.103
105, 108
56,58

PACKAGE
PAD
PADSTACK
PAINTDESC

Component description
Feature of padstack
Multiple pads in an army
Description of texture for closed

Devices, Packages
Padstacks
Padstiicks, Patterns
Primitives

Identification and Dart number
Reference to Datt description
Conductor topology
Combination of padstacks

Header, Panels
Devices
Routes
Patterns

LAYER
LAYERSET
LAYERSINGLE
LINE

OHM
ONFAIL
OUTLINE

i PANEL
I PART
PATH
PAITERN

PRESENTATION
PROFILEDESC

I
I
I
[

I Component delivery system
I Tolerance on any feature

I Components
I General .

,

75
95,97
92,93
92,93
74,76
60,62
100, 102
109, 111
104, 106

I

104, 107
74,78
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Statement Keywords
Word

Definition

Usage

Page(s)

PROGRAM
PTOL

Programming of components
Positive tolerance

Components
Devices

104, 107
100, 104

RECEIVED
RECTCENTER
RECTCORNER
RECTCHAM
RECTROUND
RISETIME
ROUTE

Person receiving GenCAM output
Standard simple primitive
Standard sjmple primitive
Standard simple primitive
Standard simple primitive
Signal time to reach maximum
Definition of conductor topology

Administration
Primitives, Artworks,
Primitives, Artworks,
Primitives, Artworks,
Primitives, Artworks,
Families
Routes

SCHEDULE

Requirements for receipt of GenCAM

Administration

SENT
SHEET
SLOT
STANDOFF
~~TppLY

SYMBOL
SYMPIN

Person resp. for sending tile
Ref. to drawing sheet identification
Cutout in board or panel
Distance/clearance from board
Power supply description
Identification of schematidlogic
I Identification of pins on symbol

53,55
75
75
75
75
99
109,110

Patterns
Patterns
Patterns
Patterns

53,55
53,54
70,,72
57,59
87,88
108
70,73
70,73

Administration
Components, Drawings
Fixtures, Panels, Boards
Mechanicals, Packages
Power
Drawings, Patterns
I Drawings, Patterns

TARGET
TESTPAD
TEsTPIN
TESTPROBE
TEXT
THERMAL
THICKNESS
TOL
TRANSACTION

Complex primitive/Artwork
Identification of point to be probed
Identification of pin in test fixture
Test probe identifier
Description of words
Standard complex primitive
Definition of thickness characteristics
Tolerance on electrical parameters
Type of request using GenCAM file

Primitives, Panels, Boards, Packages
TestConnects
TestConnects
TestConnects
Primitives
Primitives, Artworks, Patterns
Boards, Panels
Devices
Administration

79,81
109, 111
113, 114
113, 115
79,82
75
65
103
53,55

TYPF

Cnmrmnent

Devices

100.103

device

tvne

J

I
UFONT
UNITS
USEDIN

User font description
Numerical characteristics
Identification of GenCAM products

Artworks
Header
General

VALUE

Electical value
Plated through-hole
Electrical power

Devices
Routes, Testconneds
Devices

80, 82
50,51
70,72

L

1

VIA
VOLT
WELL

138

100, 103
109, 111
102, 103

I

1

,

I Depression cut into product

I Fixtures, Boards, Panels

I

60,62

t
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General Fixed Field Parameters
Word

Definition

Usage

A
AO
Al
A2
A3
A4
ADD
&JGNMENT

U.S. drawing size
Int’1drawing size
Int’1drawing size
Int’1drawing size
Int’1drawing size
Int’1drawing size
Addition to GenCAM file
Purpose of target
Device value type
Audit of assembly test data
Fixture application
Type of drawing
Access availability for test probing

<drawing_size>
<drawing_size>
<drawing_size>
<drawing_size>
edrawing_size>
drawing_size>
<action>
efunctiocvalue_type>
eaudit_type>
efixture_app>
cdrawingJype>
eaccess_desc>

71
71
71
71
71
71
117
80
102
49
57
71
110

U.S. drawing size
Blue color intensity
Board assembly data audit
Board assembly fixture application
Board fabrication data audit
Board fabrication fixture application
Board test data audit
Board test fixture application
Line color
Keepout description
Surface identification
Line modification
Pin exit description
Surftie identification
Resentation media
Type of test cable group

<drawing_size>
ecolor_name>
eaudit_type>
efixture_app>
eaudit_type>
dixture_app>
<audit_type>
<fixture_app>
ecola_ref>
ekeepout_type>
<surface>
cmod_encb
<pin_exiO
<surface>
<deliv ery_systenD
egroup_type>

71
50
49
57
49
57
49
57
75
105
114
75
96
57
105
113

ASEMT
ASSEMBLY
AVAILABLE
B
B
BDASM
BDFAB
BDTST
BLACK
BOARD
BOTH
BOTTOM
BULK
BUSSED

c

U.S. drawing size
Grouping of test cable
Capacitive layer
Robe attachment
Resentation media
Type of probe pin tip
Counterclockwise

CABLED
CAPACITIVE
CARTRIDGE
CASTLE
CCLKW
CENTER
CHAMFER
CHISEiL
CLINCH
(-l
.lNrH
-—..
---- ILENGTH
CLK
I CLKW
co
COAT

COATINGCOND
COATINGNONCOND
COMPONENT
CONDUCTOR

!
I
I
I
I

Type of line
Definition of D-shape end
Tvoe of mobe uin tiD
Lead clinching requirement
Lead clinching length requirement
Clock
Clockwise
Change order
Conductive/non-conductive coating

Conductive coating layer
Non-conductive coating layer
Layer type
I Keepout description
I Conductor image layer

drawing_size>
cgroup_type>
cGenCAM_layer_type>
eprobe_attacb
<deliv ery_system>
<tip_type>
<direction>
(ELLIPARC, CIRCARC)
cline_type>
eend_shape>
-–––~
I <tinr —tvne>
.r . .
rep_type>
aomp_p
I
I ecomp_p rep_type>
<net_class>
I <direction>
(ELLIPARC, CIRCARC)
etrans_type>
ebarrel_type 1>
cbarrel_type2>
<barrel_type3>
eGenCAM_layer_type>
cGenCAM_layer_type>
<GenCAM_layer_type>,
1 ckeepout_type>
-I cGenCAM_layer_type>

Page(s)

71
113
90
114
105
114
126

1

I
I

75
77
114
105
105
110
126
53
76
76
76
90
90
90
90

139
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Word

Definition

Page(s)

Usage
I

MARKER
MATING
MECHANICAL
MESH
MIRROR
MM
MM
I nn
,.
.....,““

Purpose of target
Type of probe attachment
Purpose of holes
Sinde line arwled texture
Mirroring of image
Millimeters
: h,,..
,,”,

,.f

.,,

-:ll:_a+,s,1, i,, ,,,

,..,

r.,

1

erlimencinn>

80
114
57
76
7
50
50

NOPROBE
NORTH

No electrical test access
Line end characteristics
Line modification characteristics
Load characteristics
No probing access
Direction of D-shape

<access_desc>
cline_end>
<line_mocb
<load>
<access_desc>

110
75
75
99
110

<orientation>

77

---IAP-?.,
UL
1 AUulv

m---’..–.
Descnpuon

..
anenn.snape>

-c

OHM

Device value description
Logic description
Type of probe tip
Type of component preparation
Type of probe attachment

<value_type>
<fin,=”
1-,+,..
.“p”’._*,,pA_ ;“=,,*
Lv~,*,

172
99
11-4
105
114

NOACCESS
NONE

ONE
OTHER

..
.
or rnermtu

PARTSLIST
PASTEMASK

rarauei spotce ena snape
List of materials
Solder paste mask layer type

PHANTOM
PIN

Type of line
Pin layer

PLATE

Conductive plating

r~~tiux

PREPCODE

Purchase order
Component preparation

PR C)RF.

.Prnhinu

Po

...-—
—

I ..R

I

.“”...=

lZW(W
.-J .,. nnimt
p“,...

{“tm”.h.,
..I,.
*,..,
.
Increments of 2 rt

RADIUS

Type of probe typetip

REMAIN

REMOVE
REPLACE
RESISTIVE
REWORK
RFA
RFP
RFQ

I ROUND

I
ROUTE
SCHEMATIC
SELF

~; cspoke_end_shape>
1I \ula!
-~--win~type>
.=wnCAM_layer_type>
I Hr...
cline_type>
I \uG1lLmlvl_ltlyG1
~fl-,.zfl A R # 1_. ___ _Ly..---pc>
I

cbarrel

I
I

I

tvnel >

, “--z
—..
,“<- ~
<barrel_typ=a
.- —.-._.

dranc
.- -.”_.

I

76

I1

hmP
=;>

I ccomp_ prep_type>
fl.mIPANA
1..,+......
wL,Qm.’_L.y
u, _Ly pb~
I
.“

II
-.
“11
90
75
Qrt
.“

76

I

53
1

I
1

4 nc
LU-J

90
.-

1

RADIANS
REEL
REGISTRATION

<tip_type>
<comp_prep_type>
cprobe~attach>

,

I

I

I

A&Atho
-.,,,.

,.l,

<function>
<probe_desc>
<hole_type>
<paint_type>
<mirron
<dimension>

I r?,=,4f.nlnr
.,”,”,

Presentation media
Purpose of target
Well denth
Well depth
Change action to GenCAM tile
Resistive material layer
Layer to be or having been reworked
Request for audit
I Request for proposal
I Request for quote
I End of line
End of D-shape
Descriptf@ of thermal
End of fiermal
Keepout description
Type of drawing
Description of self employment

ccolor_name>
.ul~ qular_unib
I -“”

50
50
.. .

I

/,: .

I .Uw.
dim

caction>
cGenCAM_lw=~ t.rn.%
<GenCAM_lt
<trans_type>
I <tin”,
. . ,.L.._., t,,m.=,
p“z
etrans_type>
cline_end>
<end sharie>
I <the;_s;ape>
<Spol’--J- “L--.-.
lw_G1lu_M1tlpG>
..-.,
+.,..-.
ckeepv~ +,_,J
~~~
<drawing_type>
centerptise>

I

11/

90
I

JJ
53

I

I

i

i

53
75
77
26
77
,,

105
71
53
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I

Page(s)

I

I

,
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Device Type Parameters

I

I
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Device Pin Type Parameters

a
102

‘ 02

m==i
INACTIiE
INTN~

I -.”.. .“. .“.l ..”
TT..,d

C,.-

m:..-

,L

02
02
102
‘02
02
01
102

1

>..-----”
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Package Type Parameters
Definition

Word
AXIAL.
BARE.

LEADED

-

DIE

Usage

Page(s)

Packages

96

Packages

96

CERAMIC_BGA

Packages

95

CERAMIC.

DIP

Packages

95

CERAMIC.

FLATPACK

Packages

95

CERA,MIC_QUAD_FLATPACK

Packages

95

CERAMIC_

Packages

95

Packages

95

SIP

CHIP
CHIP_SCALE

Packages

96

CIIOKE

Packages

96

Packages

95

SWITCH.SM

COIL

m

CON NECTOR.SM

Packages

96

CON N’ECTOR_TH

Packages

96

I

EMBEDDED

Packages
1

I

I

I Packages
I

I

FLIPCHIP
HERMETIC.

HYBRID

Packages

LEADLESS_CERAMIC_CHIP_CARRIER
I

I

] Packages
--,..
i rJ,.,.l,
F dLK(l~G>

MIN1.BGA
,MOLDED

96
I

96
95
95
96

Packages
Packages
1

NETWORK
I

1

(

96
96

Packages
1

MCM
ium
IE
,.,
UL,’

95

I

I

Packages

1

96

PLASTIC_BGA
PLASTIC_CHIP_CARRIER
PLASTIC_DIP
PLASTIC_SIP
POWER_TRANSISTOR

Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages

95
95
95
95
95
96

RADIAL_LEADED
RECTANGULAR_QUAD_FLATPACK
RELAY_SM
RELAY_TH

Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages

96
96
96
96

SOD123
SOIC
SOJ

Packages
Packages
Packages

95
95
95

SOPIC
SOT143
SOT23
SOT52
SOT89
SQUARE_QUAD_FLATPACK
SSOIC
SWITCH_TH

Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages

95
95
95
m.

PGA

:
95
96
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Word
TANTALUM
TO.TYPE
TRANSFORMER
TRIMPOT.SM
TRIMPOT.TH
TSOP

Definition

Usage
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages

Page(s)
95
%
96
%
96
95

‘-
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Package Pin Type Parameters
Usage

Page(s)

BALL

Packages

98

BUITLEAD

Packages

98

Packages

98

Packages

98

GULLWING

Packages

98

JLEAD

Packages

98

LAND

Packages

98

SLEAD

Packages

98

TERMINATION

Packages

98

TH.RIBBON

Packages

98

TH.ROUND

Packages

98

TH.V

Packages

98

WRAPAROUND

Packages

98

Definition

Word

CASTELLATION
COLUMN

-

r

J
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